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Introduction

| t his history has been compiled as part of the 80th anniversary of the

founding of what is today Rehabilitation International ("RI"). It was under
taken both to help take stock of where the organization has been and where
it might go in future.

Beyond question, RI has been a major force in international rehabilitation
and disability advocacy almost from the day of its founding. It was estab
lished —and today remains—a unique organization—the only global disabili

ty NGO that is both cross-disciplinary and cross-disability. As such, over the

years, it has provided a unique meeting ground for participants in a field that

is cross-cut by numerous disciplinary, ideological and political divides.
At both the national and international level, RI affiliated member societies,
RI national members and RI leadership at the global level have been the first
or among the first to champion almost every major idea in the field of reha
bilitation. From advocating for community based services in 1922 or petition
ing the League of Nations to establish an office to oversee the collection of

disability-related statistics in 1929 to presenting the Charter for the Third
Millennium to help push for a UN Convention on Human Rights for People
with Disability in 2000, RI has been a key player at national and interna
tional levels.

Along the way, RI Congresses, conferences, training sessions and publica
tions have brought together thousands of disability advocates, policy makers,

professionals and civic leaders to learn, think, discuss and occasionally argue
about how disability issues should be addressed and how disability concerns
should be framed within larger social, political and economic spheres.
RI has also been the parent organization for dozens of other disability-relat
ed organizations—organizations founded by people originally brought togeth
er through their work with RI or their attendance at RI Congresses or
conferences. Some organizations were established after major divisions with

in RI itself—organizations such as US-based Easter Seals, or the World
Rehabilitation Fund and Disabled Peoples' International. Other organizations
have remained more closely linked to RI. Still others have gone their own
ways quietly and many in RI may not even be aware of the links.
Among the most remarkable aspects of RI's many accomplishments may be
the fact that it has survived and remained a key organization despite violat
ing just about every basic tenant espoused by experts in organizational theo

ry. RI grew from its small town roots in the American mid-West to an
internationally prominent organization in just a few years, without establish

ing a strong financial base. It all but disappeared during the Second World
War, saved only by two people—Bell Greve, LL.D. and Dr. Henry Kessler—

who were determined to keep it alive. A series of remarkable Presidents,
Secretaries General and National Secretaries helped shepherd the organiza
tion through the post-War years and into the modern era, but political, orga
nizational and financial difficulties have regularly reoccurred. Unlike most
international organizations with a large core staff at the Headquarters level,
RI staff in New York has always been small, (never more than 20 at its high
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point in the late 1960s) and often tiny (4 or 5 people, some part-time and all

overworked), nonetheless helping to organize Congresses, conferences and

publications that reached thousands. Along the way, there have been four

major name changes: The International Society for Crippled Children, 1922;
The International Society for the Welfare of Cripples, 1939; The International

Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled, 1960; and Rehabilitation
International, 1972. While these name changes reflected changing social

awareness towards disability, they were also confusing to those outside the

immediate organization. In fact, most major international organizations
spend years re-familiarizing the general public with themselves after one

major name change. Four name changes are almost unique.
Finally, to complicate things still further, RI seems to be many things to
many people. To some it is the oldest and most established of rehabilitation
organizations, to others it is an organization they have just stumbled across
on the internet which offers some promising new ideas and a broader per
spective on rehabilitation and disability issues. World Congresses will attract
some individuals who have been affiliated with RI since the early 1950s, indi
viduals for whom RI networks have been a mainstay of their professional and
often their social lives. World Congresses will also attract individuals who

have just read about the meeting in the newspaper and come because they are

members of a local advocacy group or on the staff of a nearby rehabilitation
center. What continues to make RI such a viable organization is that the ideas
and information, contacts and publications all these people will take away
with them, will be useful now and in the future.
It is hoped that setting down a history of some of the accomplishments and
problems, dedicated individuals and significant breakthroughs RI has under
gone, will provide a common ground upon which to build in the future.

Methodology
Assembling a history of RI has proved to be both a fascinating and a chal
lenging undertaking. Information gathering has relied on a review of existing
documents, extensive interviews with a group of key informants who have

played a central role in much that has happened to RI over the past decades
and a review of all relevant allied publications.
A combination of methodologies has been utilized. All existing references
and records available have been reviewed. The amount of information avail
able for the society over the past eighty years varies from one era to the next.

Many of the most crucial documents from the first forty years of what was ini

tially known as the International Society for Crippled Children, have yet to be

located and may be lost for good. 1

Although little exists from the very earliest days, there does exist one

invaluable source, the Society's journal The Crippled Child (1923-1939). The

only known existing (and almost complete set) of this early journal is in the
Columbia University Library in New York. Published proceedings from RI
Congresses that predate the Second World War were also very useful in piec
ing together at least some of the major initiatives and dominant figures in the

organization.

Attempting to identify what went on within the Society during the years of
World War II itself is more difficult. Only a few letters exist in the files and
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there was no publication issued by the society between 1939 and 1949. There
was little need for memos and inter-office correspondence. Much of the work

ings of the Society was carried on by just one woman, Bell Greve, and much

that would be valuable to know today was probably never written down.

After what is now RI was reorganized and moved to New York in the late
1940s, there is a growing amount of correspondence, bulletins, memos and

publications that have proved valuable in bringing together a clearer history

of the Society. Nonetheless, some of the most significant historical informa
tion about RI may still be waiting to be discovered, scattered around the world
in national member's files.

Fortunately a large number of individuals now in their 70s, 80s and 90s

who were involved with establishing and overseeing some of the most impor
tant programs and research in the field are still alive. It is with the assistance
of these people that the following history has been compiled. Without their

input, most of the information here would have been missing or much more

poorly understood.

I am deeply indebted to the members of the RI History Project Committee
for their willingness to share memories, insights and ideas with me.
Members of the History Project committee and senior advisors to the proj
ect:

Norman Acton, USA
Dr. Eisa Ali Mohammed Al-Sadi, Kuwait
Prof. Sir Harry S.Y. Fang, Hong Kong, China
Dr. Marion Fang, SBS, MBE, JP, Hong Kong, China
Mr. Lex Frieden, USA
Ms. Mette Granstrom, Sweden
Dkfm. Otto Geiecker, Austria
Dr. Kurt-Alphons Jochheim, Germany;
Prof. Joseph Kwok, Hong Kong, China

Mr. M.B. Lee, SBS, MBE, JP, Hong Kong, China
Ms. Heidi Lindberg, Finland
Dr. Khaled El Mohtar, Lebanon
Dr. Arthur Mak, Hong Kong, China
Mr. Ryosuke Matsui, Japan
Dr. Arthur O'Reilly, Ireland

Ms. Eiko Okuno, Japan
Martin Schmollinger, Germany
Prof. Hisao Sato, Japan
Mr. Fenmore Seton, USA
Dr. Satoshi Ueda, Japan
Mrs. Etsuko Ueno, Japan
Dr. Jiri Votava, Czech Republic
Benny Cheung Wai-leung, Hong Kong, China

George Wilson, UK
Philip Yuen, Hong Kong, China
RI staff: Tomas Lagerwall, Barbara Duncan and Leonor Coello, New York
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Founding the Society

f n 1922 the earliest incarnation of what is now Rehabilitation International
was founded in Elyria, Ohio. The organization grew out of the interests of a
local businessman, Edgar F. "Daddy" Allen. Looking back over time, Allen

would seem to be an unlikely choice to have been a visionary in the field of

rehabilitation or disability. Yet, he was to become a very effective thinker,

spokesman and organizer.

Allen's participation in the field evolved gradually. He had no known inter

national links and possibly had never traveled outside the mid-West. A
respected middle-aged businessman in the town of Elyria, he began his career
as a hardware salesman and eventually made a small fortune as a dealer in

telegraph poles. His life changed dramatically in 1907 however, when a

streetcar accident took the life of his teenaged son and fifteen others. Many
lives, including that of Allen's son, who had lost both legs in the accident,

might have been saved had a hospital been located nearby. Allen, distraught,

immediately retired from his own business to head the citizen's fund

raising committee working to establish a local modern hospital. The

hospital was built and opened only slightly more than a year later.

After the hospital was established, Allen remained active in its

affairs. For the next ten years, he served the institution as its treas

ure and manager. At some point during that time, a disabled child
being treated at the hospital needed assistance and Allen, as a mem

ber of the Hospital Board of Directors, was asked to help. It quickly
became apparent that the problems the child was encountering with

in the medical system were not isolated ones. Dr. H.D. Baldwin, one

of the doctors on staff prevailed on Allen to "do something for crippled

children." Allen began to make inquiries and realized that there was

a need to undertake a survey of children with physical disabilities to

better assess local demands.

No statistics were available at that time on children with disabili
ties, and Allen's survey quickly identified over two hundred children

"hidden away" at home all over the county. The number of disabled

children was many times greater than had been anticipated by the

local physicians. Moreover, Allen's survey found that many of the

children identified were in dire need, with little or no medical attention and

few educational opportunities
Allen's initial response to this survey was to organize another fund drive to

found a special hospital for "crippled children." With Allen's determination

and organizational talents, the Gates Hospital for Crippled Children in Elyria
was soon established. Allen admitted to an interviewer in 1927 that:

We expected that crippled children would pour in from all over the state,
but much to our surprise this neither happened the first year nor the sec
ond... We had expected our institution to be a Mecca for all crippled chil
dren in Ohio, but a study of the situation led us to believe that we were
tackling the problem at the wrong end. (Calvert:1927)
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Bringing Facilities to the Child
Allen's insight was an important one. It was an era when parents were
asked to leave their children for months or years in large institutions, visit

ing them (if they were able) only on an infrequent weekend or holiday after
noon. Understanding that it was difficult for parents to travel to the

institution and that parents were reluctant to leave their children at the

institution for prolonged hospitalization, Allen had the foresight to realize

that it was important for regional clinics, to 'bring the facilities to the child'

not 'the child to the facility.'
In response, Allen decided to set up a series of eight regional consultative

clinics, effectively covering the state of Ohio. It was a true innovation in the
heyday of large residential institutions. Specialists could be brought to a cen
tral site for a one-day clinic; families could keep their disabled child at home.
To shift from hospital-based services to community-based services, Allen

needed organized cooperation from the communities he hoped to serve. He

turned to the local Rotary club, a relatively new civic organization that had

originated in nearby Chicago in 1905 and had swept through the mid-West
over the preceding decade. Rotary sought to bring together local business and

professional men around issues of brotherhood and community betterment.

The idea of helping local disabled children through service delivery and

community fund raising efforts had strong appeal to Rotarians. Allen, himself
a Rotarian, found an immediate response to his appeal for help. Rotary mem
bers would not only raise funds locally to support the medical specialists,

Rotary volunteers would venture out into the countryside in their new and
still scarce automobiles to pick up the child and parents, getting them to the
clinic and back. They would also keep tabs on the child and family after a clin
ic visit to make sure they were following up on the instructions they received
from the clinicians. Finally, for some time, in those clubs that participated,
each Rotarian was asked to contribute 50 cents to the Society, spreading the
burden of fundraising very broadly throughout the community.
Soon dozens of local Rotary clubs were sponsoring clinics and fund raising

campaigns for disabled children throughout Ohio. There was so much interest
that Allen decided a Society to coordinate the local work was needed.
On May 8, 1919, Allen and fellow Rotarians from around the state met to
form the Ohio Society for Crippled Children. Interestingly, in this, the very
earliest manifestation of Rehabilitation International, the work envisioned by
the Society was not simply to provide medical services, but to influence dis

ability-related policy. In this arena, the Society had an immediate success,
persuading the Ohio State legislature to abandon pending legislation that
would have allocated $90,000 to build a single state hospital for crippled chil
dren. In 1919, Governor Cox agreed to put the money towards Allen's eight
regional clinics instead. Two years later, the Society convinced Governor
Davis to sign an additional bill, setting the system of decentralized clinics on
a more permanent footing, with what was titled 'The Ohio Plan." This became
a model throughout the United States for the next two decades.
Over the next year, the "Ohio Plan" began to attract nationwide attention
and "Daddy" Allen spent an increasing amount of time speaking to groups of
Rotarians about the success of the Plan. Even the head of Rotary, Paul Harris,

came down from Chicago to see him and then became actively involved. On

ln this very early

manifestation ofRl, the

work envisioned was

not simply service but to

influence policy
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October 13, 1921, a meeting was held in Toledo to consider the possibility of

extending the Plan into other states: the National Society for Crippled
Children was established.

A New Direction
The international activities of the new Society began soon after its found
ing, although the initial manifestation of this was quite limited in scope. The
trial program of clinics and services begun in Ohio by Allen and his Rotary

groups were copied by fellow Rotarians throughout the region. These pro
grams received a good deal of attention in the local media and in 1922
Rotarians across the boarder in Ontario, Canada expressed interest in joining
the new group. The fledgling National Society, which had actually held only
two meetings, decided to reorganize itself to accommodate its Canadian col

leagues. On February 18th, 16 delegates from six states met in Elyria and offi
cially changed the name of the organization from the "National" to the
"International Society for Crippled Children (ISCC)." A new direction in reha
bilitation was begun.
In the course of this shift from a National to an International Society, a fun
damental flaw was built into the organizational structure of the new Society.
When the National Society was reorganized into the International, each state
organization within the United States retained its distinct vote within the
organization. This was not a problem initially, as Ontario, joining as a

province had a comparable 'state' status. As the Society soon expanded to

include representatives from England, France, Switzerland and beyond, how
ever, these nations were each given a single vote as well, thus putting nation
al organizations outside of North America on the same footing as state or

provincial organizations. Michigan had the same voice in the organization as

Germany; New Jersey had the same voice as England. Under the new system
there apparently was no single national voice for the United States —as shall

be seen, this would come back to haunt the Society in the following decade.

The Early Years
As an organization, the Society's strength lay in its ability to disseminate
information and to serve as the hub of a network, putting people and groups
in touch with each other and raising money to encourage the exchange of

ideas and information. In addition to offering clinical services for disabled
children and providing a policy platform for rehabilitation and disability
issues, a basic goal of the new Society was to serve as a clearinghouse for

information on medical, social, educational and legislative policies that con

cerned disabled children. As there was no other organization that took both a

cross-disability and cross-disciplinary approach to disability, the Society was

unique and soon began to be called upon as a source of information on adults

with disability as well.

Within the first year, the Society had begun to systematically collect and
distribute information on the conditions and laws that existed throughout
North America on behalf of disabled children. Correspondence had been
established with the Children's Bureau of the United States Department of
Labor and with the Rockefeller and Russell Sage Foundations. (The Crippled
Child: 1926)
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The organization had no single direction and issues were addressed as they
arose; a packet of information on physically disabled children would be assem

bled and sent to California or New Jersey, Greece or Brazil. A letter request
ing information from a teacher in Japan would be answered and a volunteer

would give a lecture in Grand Rapids, Michigan to try to raise $500 for work

with disabled children in Bulgaria.
Much of the early success of The International Society was

due to Edgar Allen's ability to articulate international concerns,

and these are particularly striking given his small town roots.
His thinking may in part have been influenced by Rotary, which

has a local/global perspective. It may also have been simply a
logical assumption on Allen's part that if disabled children were
underserved and in need in the heart of relatively affluent Ohio,

their existence in other parts of the globe must have been at

least as precarious.

Issues Raised that Remain Significant
Whatever the source, it is remarkable that even in the very
earliest years of the Society, Allen and his associates were rais

ing issues that remain significant today. For example, Allen

insisted that individuals with disabilities are limited by social
attitudes far more than by physical impairments. He clearly

articulated the argument heard throughout the subsequent
decades that it made good economic sense for disabled adults to

receive a solid education and job training, as they would return
these expenditures may times over as tax payers. Finally, in an

era in which almost all services for individuals with disabilities
were still presented as "noble" and "charitable," Allen strongly

argued that they had a "right" to independence and equal
opportunity. 2

The emphasis of the Society was specifically on physical disabilities.

Although occasionally in touch with deaf and blind advocacy groups, the
International Society rarely joined forces with other disability organizations.
Organizations for and by deaf and blind constituencies had already estab

lished circuits of schools and institutions with their own national and inter

national networks. The International Society did not use these established
networks regularly, instead forming new links with medical facilities and

civic organizations that had not previously been involved with international
rehabilitation work.

Funding for the work of the Society, from the outset, was never particular

ly secure. Initially, much of the funding for the international work was taken
from the general operating budget of the Society, into which funds for local
clinical care, general advocacy and training, would all be placed. As almost all

the work for the Society until several decades later, was done on a voluntary
basis, the problems with funding were initially overlooked. Even those indi
viduals, such as Edgar Allen, who worked full time for the Society not only did
so on a voluntary basis, but often supplemented the work of Society through
their personal resources.3

^CRIPPLED
HILD

The International Society for Crippled Children
'VV*;ii?~LOVI - CARE * CURE - EDUCATlOH-^tsiSEjX'K?

First magazine cover
Children of the Gates
Memorial Hospital. Elyria,

Ohio. 1924
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The Growing Influence of "Daddy" Allen and the Crippled Children's
Movement
While the International Society itself may have been a small and under
funded organization, it is important to underscore the scope of influence that

"Daddy" Allen and the Society wielded, particularly in the United States,
almost from its earliest days.
Within the first five years of the founding of the Society, Allen had covered
thousands of miles by car, speaking anywhere he was invited— local Rotary
Societies, civic organizations, political conventions, physicians' associations.

(The Crippled Child: 1923) He recruited hundreds and then thousands of vol
unteers to help him.

Allen was regularly quoted as saying a day was 'lost' if he was not able to
persuade someone to donate at least ten dollars to the cause. He used the

press, the pulpit and even the new medium of radio to reach an increasingly
interested public. (Allen: 1925)
Articles on him and the Society, such as a piece in The Rotarian magazine
in 1925, brought global attention. (Gregg: 1922) For example, by 1926, Allen
and the Society had established regular correspondence with the famous
British surgeon Sir Robert Jones, inviting him to address conference in
November of that year. (The Crippled Child: 1926)
Very early on, perhaps as early as 1924, Allen began to speak of 'The
Crippled Children's Movement" —his way of bringing together a broad array
of civic and political leaders, medical, educational and social service providers
and families of disabled children to advocate on behalf of improved care and
services for physically disabled children.
Allen's call for a Crippled Children's Movement in the early 1920s certain

ly gained recognition both for him and the Society very quickly. By 1926 or
1927, Allen was in increasing contact with interested individuals throughout
the United States and Europe. He began to count national leaders and famous

politicians as personal friends.
In his Annual Report to the Society in 1926, Allen estimates that between
one-half and three-quarters of all Americans were now familiar with the
International Society and that firm contacts had been established with indi

viduals or societies in New

Zealand, Australia, England,
Holland and Germany. {The
Crippled Child: 1926)
The Society's Annual Con

ference in Memphis, Tennessee
in 1928 for example, featured

two keynote speakers: Arthur

Sapp, President of Rotary
International and the governor
of New York State, "the
Honorable" Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, who spoke on "Why
Bother with the Cripple?" (The
Crippled Child: 1928) Roosevelt
remained in close touch with

"PIN A DOLLAR BILL OR iYOUR CHEC:
to my feet and I'll^arry it"

TO THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLE
CHILDREN, ELYRIA, OHIO,
And your Dollar will pav for one year's subscription to TH
CRIPPLED CHILD MAGAZINE to be sent to you. and it vr
also pay for an additional subscription to be sent to some oi
designated by you. WE CALL THIS OUR "2 for 1" OfFe
ft is done because we would rather double the subscription li
And thereby double the power for good than to pay out ai
money as commission to agents to solicit you. If you prefe
we will select the name of some public nurse, probate judg
county commissioner, teacher of crippled children, or son
other person we know is interested in the work. ACT TODA'
Write your riarae plainly.

.Street ...Nairo

City — - State -
It i» untUritciod that »K» nrr.Ri« ~*

Fundraising campaign, 1925
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Allen. On February 18, 1931, Roosevelt gave a national radio address entitled

"Radio Address on a Program of Assistance for the Crippled," in which he

argues for better prevention, better employment and better medical services

for individuals with disability. Early in his speech Roosevelt states:

...and I have a letter from my old friend "Daddy" Allen, whom a great
many people all over the United States know as the man who started
the International Society for Crippled Children which has branches in

every civilized country of the world. He tells me that work is going on
in every State in this Union. (Roosevelt: 1931)

The Crippled Child's Bill of Rights
By the late 1920s, Allen's ideas had coalesced into the idea of a "Bill of
Rights" (also referred to as "The Crippled Child's Charter of Ten Rights") that

summarized the central demands of the Crippled Children's Movement. The

final version was drafted by a Resolutions Committee chaired by Paul H. King

and was unanimously approved and adopted by the International Society at

its Tenth Annual Convention in April 1931 and by the Second World Congress
at The Hague that same year.
Called 'The Crippled Child's Bill of Rights," the Bill contained ten rights,
beginning with the right to good pre-natal and post-natal care to prevent or

minimize disability. Acknowledging that disability is not always preventable,
however, the Bill then goes on to advocate for the best medical care, the best
educational and the best vocational training. It also calls for the right to self-
determination and to considerate treatment, (what we would call today,

social inclusion) as well as the right to spiritual, physical and intellectual

development. Right number 10 summarizes the intention of the Bill of Rights
as follows:

In brief, not only for its own sake, but for the benefit ofSociety as a whole,
every crippled child has the right to the best body which modern science

can help it to secure; the best mind which modern education can provide;
the best training which modern vocational guidance can give; the best

position in life which his physical condition, perfected as best it might be,

will permit and the best opportunity for spiritual development which its
environment affords.

(International Society for Crippled Children: 1931)

The Bill of Rights was widely distributed (including copies designed to be
framed and hung). Although somewhat dated in tone, it continues to be over
all, a remarkable document. Almost every point raised in the Bill of Rights
would appear in some form in UNICEF's Convention on the Rights of the
Child seventy years later. Many of the demands presented are again under

discussion as components of the proposed United Nations Convention on the

Rights of People with Disabilities. (Appendix A)

Early Periodical Knits the Society Together: The Crippled Child

Within a year of the founding of the International Society, the organizers
seemed to have felt the need for some type of regular communications. The result

was the first issue of The Crippled Child, which appeared in September of 1923.

A 1931 radio address of

Franklin Delano

Roosevelt cites his "old

friend.
'Daddy" Allen."
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For the first four years of its existence, the journal was more a newsletter

than a formal periodical, its four to six pages appearing bimonthly, with
columns devoted to brief news items, announcements of upcoming events, let
ters to the editor and inspirational poems.4
Interestingly, among the regular contributors was Joe F. Sullivan — the
Principal of The Michigan Hospital School. Sullivan, who several years later
would become the managing editor of the journal, was himself a wheelchair

user, having had polio as a child. (Sullivan: 1923) He wrote regularly and at

great length about living with a disability, and while some of his writings tend
to sound a bit moralistic and maudlin to the modern ear, in an era when few

worried about inclusion of individuals with disability, it is interesting to note

the large amount of space in the short publication provided to ensure that the
readers received a disability perspective.5
By 1926, circulation of The Crippled Child was up to 3000 subscribers
with an additional 3000 subscriptions being sent free of charge to impor
tant leaders in medicine, politics and public opinion throughout the

United States and increasingly throughout Europe as well. In 1928, Allen
told his readers that subscriptions (which cost $1.00 a year and were used
to subsidize the free subscriptions being sent to prominent medical and

political leaders); were increasing rapidly. His next goal, Allen states, was
to raise the circulation of the publication first to 20,000 and then to
100,000. (Allen: 1928)
In 1927, there is a marked change in The Crippled Child, when articles

suddenly become far more professional and less chatty. It seems to reflect the
increasingly professional perspective of the organization. The Crippled Child

was issued by the International Society until 1939. The journal actually

remained in existence until 1958, with the title of the publication being
changed eventually to The Crippled Child Magazine.

By 1924, in addition to The Crippled Child, the Society had also begun to

publish resource information. In that year, the Society's first book appeared,
entitled: The Care, Cure and Education of Crippled Children: A Study of
American Social and Professional Facilities to Care for, Cure and Educate

Crippled Children: A Complete Bibliography of Literature Bearing on this
Subject; And a Complete Directory of Institutions and Agencies Engaged in
This Work. The author, Henry Abt, was listed as "Director of the Bureau of

Information of the International Society for Crippled Children."
A series of pamphlets on various aspects on the care, education and advo
cacy of disabled children also began to appear. In Allen's Annual Address to

the Society for 1928, he notes that 65,000 copies of what were by then 7 pam

phlets had already been distributed "around the world." (Allen: 1928)

Rotary International and The International Society for Crippled Children
The history of the ties between Rotary and the International Society bear

reviewing, both because Rotary was an important component of early RI his
tory and because RI played an important role in early Rotary history as well.
As noted earlier, the links with Rotary International were present at the

founding of the International Society in 1922. Between the first and second

Annual Meetings of the Society, Rotary endorsed the 'humanitarian efforts' of

the Society and Paul Harris, head of Rotary, suggested Rotary and the new
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Society arrange a definite plan of cooperation —(a suggestion that was never
carried through).

Interest in the issue was growing at such a prodigious rate however, that
by June 1, 1923, within a year of Edgar Allen's founding of the International
Society, almost halfof all United States Rotary Clubs had taken on some proj
ect to assist crippled children. In fact, an alarm bell was being sounded by for
mer Rotary President Frank Mulholland, as seen in a letter to the then
current Rotary International President Raymond Havens. (Mulholland: 1923)
Mulholland, who had agreed to serve as Treasurer for the new International
Society, had a very specific concern. The upcoming International Rotary
Convention, Mulholland tells Havens, was being asked to consider Resolution
No. 8: "To Adopt a Policy in Regard to Work for Crippled Children Which Will
Relieve the International Society for Crippled Children of Its Work."
Mulholland describes the proposal as a scheme to establish a Department
of Crippled Children's Work within Rotary International with Edgar F. Allen
as its President, and a large complex organizational structure, including

departments of education, research, professional work, legislative and budg
et, together with an international advisory board, all based in Elyria, Ohio
and all reporting to Allen. (It is not clear whether the suggestion to do this
had come from Allen himself, or from one of his many enthusiastic support

ers).

Mulholland follows this description by noting: "Well, I have to admit that it
is some program. Almost as large as Rotary itself, isn't it? I am wondering
what is to become of Rotary after it takes on the International Society for
Crippled Children. It will look so much like the International Society for
Crippled Children that it will require an inquiring mind to locate any of the
fundamental principles for which Rotary has been established." Mulholland
then goes on at length to remind Havens that work on behalf of 'crippled chil
dren' should be shared by many voluntary organizations, clarifying his
remarks by stating: "I would say to Rotary: Keep your hands off the
International Society for Crippled Children, and I would say to the latter,
keep your hands off of Rotary International and the local Rotary clubs."
The possibility that the Rotary movement would end up being a hand
maiden to the International Society for Crippled Children must have been
unsettling to Mulholland. He concludes his letter by reminding Havens that:

It seems so easy to stampede a Rotary Convention. Rotarians, God bless
them, carry their hearts on their sleeves and are so susceptible to what the
editor calls 'human interest stories. '

In the end, Havens, Mulholland and the Rotary leadership seem to have
ensured that Resolution No.8 did not reach the floor. The decision to block the
movement, however, was controversial enough that they were explaining
their decision to table the resolution for some time to come.
The interest of Rotary members in Allen's work and in providing services to
disabled children remained strong throughout the 1920s and 1930s. In 1930,
the first grant given by the Rotary Foundation ($500) was given to The
International Society for Crippled Children. Vestiges of these early ties can
still be seen today in some countries, where Rehabilitation International affil
iated groups still hold disabled child clinics with the assistance of the local
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Rotary. It is also reflected in Rotary International's global involvement in
polio immunization projects. However, formal, organized ties between the two

organizations began to fade by the 1920s and were all but severed by the late
1930s.

The Rotary shift away from sponsoring projects for "Daddy" Allen's organi
zation, however, was done gradually and cautiously. Rotary leadership was
still treading carefully around the issue of how to include the work of the
International Society for Crippled Children without having it dominate all

aspects of Rotary, as late as 1927. In that year, Rotary leadership went to
great lengths to highlight the fact that a full day was set aside specifically for

discussion of Rotary funded programs for crippled children, as part of their
International Convention in Ostend, Belgium. (The Crippled Child: 1927)
Members of the Society for Crippled Children attended the Ostend meeting in

great numbers and the success of the international dialogue that took place at

the Convention probably sparked the International Society for Crippled
Children to hold its own international conference on the subject. This they
did, organizing the First World Congress for the International Society of
Crippled Children in Geneva two years later.

The First World Congress, Geneva 1929
In August 1929, the International Society had grown large enough to hold

its First World Congress in Geneva, Switzerland. Invitations had been sent all
over North America and Europe, as well as to individuals and societies in

Japan, Australia, South Africa and South America. (The Crippled Child:

1929) Some 50 people attended this Congress from 12 countries. Although

organized under the auspices of those from the United States, a dozen coun
tries were represented, with some countries such as Sweden, sending groups
of four and five. Many of the participants were Europeans who had long been

active in rehabilitation issues. While both formal and informal meetings relat-

First World Congress in ed to rehabilitation were nothing new to the Europeans, the Geneva meeting
is of note for North Americans, as it gave many their first organized exposure
to delegates from other countries.

sessions in three Overall, the First World Congress was considered a success. There were
languages had not problems of course. The United States organizers were unaware of how com-

always finished bv P^ex translation would be and in the end every paper had to be presented in

three languages —English, French and German. Sessions began at 9:00 a.m.,
midnight.

and "had ^ alwayg fmished by midnight." (ISCC: 1929)
Furthermore, for many, it was the first time that consideration had been

given to the social construction of disability:

Time after time it happened that a speaker would describe some form of
organization, point to its successful working and conclude that it satisfied
the requirements of sound orthopedic theory, only to find that equally
good results were chronicled and the opposite conclusion drawn from
another country. Few of those present can have noticed beforehand how

far the conditions under which they worked were determined not by the
actual evils to be remedied, but by the general social conditions of their
respective communities. (ISCC: 1929)

Geneva. 1929: the
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The summary of the proceeding also noted significant national differences

in the approach that disability policy was taking, which is still of interest

today. Identifying four points of view, the editor of the Proceedings concluded

that Anglo-Americans approached issues of disability through trying to

arouse public opinion to support disability programs. The Swiss on the other

hand, assumed that the public should support efforts on behalf of disabled

children and instead concentrated their attention on discussion of technical

matters of orthopedic care. A third approach was noted for the Germans who
felt that national laws must set the tone and that public opinion would be

changed through such legislation. (Austrian delegates agreed with the

German approach to legal definitions, regretting the fact that Austria lacked

comparable effective legislation). Representatives from Czechoslovakia pro

vided the fourth perspective, concerned neither with public sentiment nor

national laws, their attention was given over to institutions and hospitals for

the 'handicapped'
While in Geneva, the Society also broke new ground by formally presenting

a Resolution to the League of Nations with the request that the League estab

lish a Bureau that could compile international statistics and information on

child disability issues. A delegation from the Congress, with representatives
from France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy and Uruguay, submitted a peti
tion, requesting the "establishment of a Central Bureau on the collection of all

valuable information, literature, reprints and records of accomplishments dif
ferent countries on the care, education and training of handicapped children."

(The Crippled Child: 1931)
The League of Nations accepted the proposal 'in principle' and placed it on

the Agenda of the League for consideration the following autumn. Another

Resolution by the Society during their Second World Congress at The Hague
in 1931, thanks the League of Nations for considering the Society's 1929

Resolution, but it is unclear what became of the proposal after this.6
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The 1930s- 1940s
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The Society and the Depression

I he International Society remained a viable concern throughout the
1930's, continuing its mission both to oversee clinical services for disabled
children within the United States and to serve as a clearinghouse for inter
national information and networking. The only international organization
focused on disability in a cross-disciplinary manner, the International Society
for Crippled Children continued to grow throughout the decade, although the
Depression hit hard at both membership and donations. Support for travel
and international exchanges were also much reduced, and some events, such
as the Third World Congress in Budapest, were actually delayed for a year
because of lack of funds.
Struggling with a pull back in outside funding as the Depression deepened
worldwide, the Society headquarters in Ohio established a fund raising

scheme in the United States in 1934 to sell stickers or
'seals' to put on letters and post cards. The 'seals' cost

only a penny each at first, but showed that the sender

H^HHi^^mb^^h was a supporter of programs for disabled children. Not
wanting to compete with other 'seal' fund raising pro
grams then popular, the Society decided to encourage

the use of these seals during the Easter season. The
seals, first offered for sale by several state chapters in
1934, grew steadily in popularity, by 1936 providing
the Society with a substantial portion of its revenues.

Despite the problems posed by the Depression, the

second decade of the Society's existence was marked

by substantial accomplishments. A review of The
Crippled Child shows a continual round of meetings,
workshops and exchanges of people and ideas. The

Society continued to function as an important clear

inghouse for information about rehabilitation and dis
ability, fielding hundreds of inquiries monthly.

'»ulH. King
!1CapitolParkRide,
>atrrnc.Michigan

tKANKl lN P Ki IOSFVMT

Letter from U.S. President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

commending "white cross
seals" campaign, 1934

The Second World Congress—The Hague, 1931
The organization's Second World Congress took

place at The Hague, Netherlands in 1931. This

Congress was evidently a collaborative effort as in the

Proceedings, thanks are given to " the effective cooper
ation of the Dutch Society for the Crippled, the Rotary
Clubs, the Municipalities of the Hague and

Rotterdam, the Government and Members of the

Royal Family."

Concerning attendance, participants hailed from 23

countries: "The delegates came from far and near; from Scandinavia on the
North, Norway, Sweden and Denmark; from the East, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary, Jugo-Slavia, and from Greece, Japan and Egypt; from the South,
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Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Italy; from the West, Portugal, Spain,
France, Belgium and Great Britain; from overseas, Colombia, Chile, the U.S.

and Canada; and from near at hand, the Netherlands."

Some 35 papers were presented and the editor of the Proceedings high

lighted those by Britain's Central Council for the Care of Cripples on 'The vol

untary system of cripple care and its advantages"; a German presentation on
"The development of orthopaedia"; a presentation from Wales about

"Propaganda and an international clearinghouse"; and President Allen's

overview of "Developing the World Movement."

The Third World Congress, Budapest, 1936

The World Congress at The Hague was followed in the middle of the decade

by the Third World Congress in Budapest in 1936, which attracted 170 dele

gates from 25 countries. The Proceedings convey a sense of optimism. The slo

gan of the Conference "Forward Throughout the World!" is printed

prominently on the front cover. Despite the fact that one of the opening recep
tions was rained out, participants attended a round of ceremonies and din
ners, including a royal reception by His Serene Highness, Nicholas Horthy de
Nagybanya. Bell Greve, Secretary to the committee on International

Development had been in Hungary for some months preceding the conference,

visiting 15 European countries to plan and coordinate the details of the con
ference. The host committee under the direction of Professor Dr. Michael

Horvath and Dr. de Simon had worked tirelessly to ensure that everything
was in place.
The opening address was given by the Society's President Paul H. King,
who in addition to setting an inspirational tone for the Congress, also offered

an important suggestion. Under the subtitle of 'Nature and extent of prob
lem," King called upon the Congress and the world rehabilitation community
to tackle the question of trying to estimate the actual numbers of disabled
children:

Before formulating a plan, we must, of course, give thought to the nature
and extent of the work to be done. This naturally involves some estimate,
however crude, of the scope of the entire problem, and some appraisal,
however inadequate, of the progress thus far made . . . No one, so far as I
am advised, has, in the face of the paucity of the information on the sub
ject, ever had the temerity even to estimate the number of crippled chil
dren in the world, to say nothing of crippled adults.

(King: 1931)

King then goes on to argue that even if the initial attempts to enumerate
the global disability population are incorrect, they would at least be "a chal

lenge to the civilized world to accept or disprove." He ends his suggestions by
calling for "an adequate census of the crippled in every country in the world."

King's suggestion is significant for several reasons. In an era when much of
the conceptual framework for disability was clinical, King is calling for an epi
demiological approach to disability. In doing so, the frame of reference is shift
ed from that of a medically defined problem to a population-based issue that
must be addressed through policy and programs that go beyond the realm of
the clinician.

Representatives from 23

countries appeared for

the Second World

Congress in the

Hague, 1931.

The frame of reference

shifted from a medically

defined problem to a

population-based

issue...
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King's suggestion ties in closely with the Society's appeal to the League of
Nations in 1929 to set up a bureau to track disability information and statis
tics. As such, King's call for numbers is not his idea alone, but clearly seems
to reflect thinking going on within the Society leadership at that time. This
idea was years ahead of its time. In the 1970s, Rehabilitation International
leadership would return to this issue and attempt to enumerate the global dis
abled population, settling somewhat uneasily on the l-in-10 statistic. A more
recent attempt has begun just this year (2002), as the United Nations began
working with the Washington City Group to better delineate the demograph
ics of disability worldwide. Discussion at the recent United Nations'
Washington City Group meeting on improving disability statistics was eerily
reminiscent of King's argument in 1936.
At the Budapest meetings, the Society continued its emphasis on physical
disability, although there was a broadening of interests. A review of the
Proceedings reveals policy statements, scheduled discussions and panel topics

on issues such as education, economics and employment. Even discussion of
architectural barriers and social equality appears in various forms, although
the terminology used often differs from that of more recent years (Acton:
1986). A committee on reorganization was also appointed and a new constitu
tion was drafted.

New Leadership
One other significant change in the Society appears by the time of the con
ference in Budapest in 1936—a change in leadership.
In the early 1930s, the nature of the Society was beginning to change. Older
volunteers who had begun work with Allen were retiring or had died.
In 1937, "Daddy" Allen himself died. He had been in ailing health for some
time and was listed at the 1936 conference in Budapest as 'President
Emeritus,' but it is clear that for as long as he lived he continued to be the cen
tral and unifying leader despite the increasing size and complexity of the
organization. His death would leave a large gap in the Society's leadership.
Allen's early work was amplified by his successor, Paul H. King, an active
Rotarian and Federal judge from Detroit, Michigan, who followed Allen as
President in 1935. King's familiarity with legal issues apparently prompted
him to increase the legal and policy oriented approach of the organization.

On the Horizon
The 1930s were also notable for the appearance of a number of new figures
who were to play roles later in RI history. During this era, for example, Dr.
Wiktor Dega (1896-1995) was developing the Polish school of physiotherapy;
he was later to become known as the father of rehabilitation in Poland. Dr.
Juan Farill of Mexico had finished his studies in New York and was building
contacts all over Latin American with orthopedic specialists; and Dr. Andras
Peto (1893-1967) was developing his Hungarian institute for conductive edu

cation with children with cerebral palsy, soon to become famous throughout
the world. In 1939 one of Germany's leading neurosurgeons, Dr. Ludwig
Guttman emigrated to England, where he was soon asked by the British gov
ernment to establish a spinal injuries unit at Stoke Mandeville Hospital.
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In the United States, Dr. Henry Kessler and Bell Greve had both become

active in RI activities. Kessler's name begins to appear regularly in Society
minutes and conference proceedings. Kessler was a well-known orthopedic
surgeon, who had been an assistant to the pioneer orthopedic surgeon Fred H.

Albee during World War I. Kessler had already taught and written widely on

rehabilitation issues. He routinely traveled internationally which seems to

have broadened his perspective at a time where thinking on rehabilitation

was still quite restricted throughout much of North America. Even at that

early date, his work is marked by his ability to think about rehabilitation from

a social rather than purely medical model. For example, in his book The

Crippled and The Disabled, Kessler presents a model of change focused

strongly on social and policy interventions that could have been written with

in the past decade:

As a result of false concepts of capacity to work, as well as ofpsychologi
cal prejudices, there have developed social attitudes and legal limitations

which seriously handicap the crippled and disabled in their efforts to
earn a livelihood. Instead of being interested in seeing their capacity for
work become productive, society makes feeble attempts to secure economic

independence for these individuals since it is difficult to find a place for
them in industry. The whole purpose of this study is to show how these
prejudices and barriers are gradually being mitigated by social legisla
tion, both directly and indirectly improving the chances of the individual
to make a social adjustment. (1935:3-4)

Kessler was a quiet, modest man who did as much work behind the scenes
as in front of them. Among his hobbies was a love of history and in his spare
time, he wrote articles and books on early New York history.
Bell Greve was a Cleveland-based lawyer and social worker who would also

play a very significant role in the future work of the Society. Greve had exten
sive international experience, having served with the Red Cross in

Czechoslovakia after World War I, and later working in Greece and Armenia.
It is unclear when Greve became affiliated with Allen's International Society.
She was still in Czechoslovakia when the organization was formed in 1922,
returning to Ohio only in 1924 to become Superintendent of the Division of
Charities in the State Welfare Department. She was apparently active in the

Society; however, by 1929, for she is listed as attending the First World
Congress in Geneva. By 1933, when she was Executive Director of Ohio's
Association for the Crippled and Disabled, she was actively lecturing on

behalf of the International Society throughout the mid-Western region of the
United States. She went on to be responsible for organizing the Third World

Congress in Budapest in 1936, and the Fourth in London in 1939.
The society was growing increasingly professional in nature. Greve and
Kessler were some of the most prominent of those who joined, but like most of
the new members, they were being drawn from medical and social service

backgrounds. The early participation by civic leaders continued, as did some
participation by individuals who were themselves disabled, however in the
coming decades, much of the Society's policy would be set by professionals,
reflecting the then-current thinking in their disciplines.

"As a result of false

concepts of capacit y to

work, as well as

psychological

prejudices, there have

developed social

attitudes and legal

limitations which

seriously handicap the

crippled and disabled

in their efforts to earn

a livelihood. ''

Dr. Henry Kessler, 1935
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Roosevelt Talked of "Our Work" tjonal Society Convention Delegates at White House

1936 National Convention
on White House Lawn,
President Roosevelt on

balcony

The growing pro-
fessionalization did
not go unnoticed

among those who
had been in the
Crippled Children's
Movement early on.
For example, in
the mid- 1930s, Ms.
Mabel Starrett of
Manito, Illinois, edi
tor of the "Round
Robin" column, which

appeared on the
back page of each issue of The Crippled Child, attended the Society's National
Congress in Washington. The recent Congress had been an inspiration she
admitted, because of the presence of so many dedicated people, and such a
worthy cause. But where was the participation by those with a disability?

/ studied the directory of delegates from Canada to Australia plus twen
ty-eight of the forty-eight states. Out of those 270 fine men and women,
who have done their part in bringing the International to its present sta
tus, there were only five . . . out of two hundred and seventy! A rather
small percentage. (Starrett: 1934)

Miss Starrett noted a significant issue that would take on additional mean
ing in the decades to come—the gap between the professional medical
approach to disability and the advocacy approach that had initially been an
important component of the Society.

Organizational Issues: The National and the International Society
As noted earlier, the initial National Society founded in 1921 had become
the International Society in 1922, with the expectation that countries that
joined the Society would each hold a single national membership in the organ
ization. US state Societies however, continued to join separately and gain the
same standing as National Societies. While the International Society was
small, this does not seem to have posed a problem, possibly because "Daddy"
Allen and his close colleagues could personally balance the power and inter
ests of the constituents. Allen's influence in maintaining a balance seems all
the more likely because internal dissension within the Society only began to
be manifest after Allen's health declined in the four or five years preceding his
death in 1937.

By 1935, as more countries joined, it became increasingly clear that indi
vidual states within the United States were overwhelming the organization
and very specific United States national policies and programs were domi
nating discussions. Country representatives from Europe pleaded with the

Society to establish a National Organization that would provide a single voice
and hold only a single vote for the United States.
At the World Congress in Budapest in 1936, an international Special
Committee was appointed to consider changes to the Code of Regulations.
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(ISCC: 1939) The Special Committee appointed at the Budapest Conference

included: Dr. B. Horvath of Budapest; Professor George Klima of Prague; Dr.

Hellmut Eckhardt of Berlin; Dr. Louis Lamy of Paris; Dr. Paul Guildal of

Copenhagen; Miss I.M. Nangle of London and Miss Bell Greve of the United
States. Paul King, President of the Society, served as Chairman of the

Committee. The Committee met separately in 1937 at The Hague to draft a

new constitution to be considered at a 1938 meeting in Chicago.
In September 1938, a Special Meeting was held at the Knickerbocker Hotel
in Chicago, in which the subject of the National Organization was taken up.

There seems to have been a substantial amount of groundwork laid before the

meeting itself, as the minutes of the meeting (ISCC: 1938) indicate that there

was almost no debate. The meeting quickly concluded that a new organiza

tion— the National Society for the Welfare of Cripples, be established for the

United States. The National Society would carry on the clinical services, advo

cacy and related work within the United States. It would also have a single
vote in the International Society.

A Tactical Error
It was at this point that those who continued to be interested in the
International Society seem to have made a tactical error that had grave impli

cations for the future welfare of the International Society. The National

Society was given the rights to the fund raising mechanisms that the

International Society had developed, including all funds in the depository
banks and the growing 'seals' campaign (by 1938 already known as 'Easter

Seals'). The National Society would also be in charge of all clinical activities,

which, due to the newly instituted United States Social Security Act of 1935,

now provided a steady state-sponsored system of funding. The National

Society was also given control of the organization's primary publication, The

Crippled Child, the well-established voice of the International Society.
No mechanism is laid out in the new constitution about how the new

National Society should continue its relationship with or responsibility for the

administration, funding or the publications (journals, pamphlets and books)
of the International Society.
Paul King, acting as chairman of the Meeting, was clearly concerned about

this:

In the separation of the two societies, Europe has expressed its desire that
the leadership of the International Society remain in the United States . . .
It would be a tragedy ifafter this separation we in this country lost inter
est in the International Program. I would want to feel that the same
intense interest remains and I feel that it will, for without it the
International Society would suffer a very great loss.

(International Society for Crippled Children: 1938)

The United States National Society took its place with other member

nations, agreeing to contribute an annual fee to the International Society.
While this may have allowed the new National Society to exist on a par with

all other national members, no other member nation had the same relation

ship to the International Society. Whatever resources the International

Society had as well as whatever financial base, ties to funding agencies, polit
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ical contacts, and publication outlets existed, now became wholly the proper
ty of the National Society. With the stroke of a pen, the International Society
dispossessed itself of almost all of its monetary, organizational and adminis
trative support systems.
The international ties could not be immediately severed—the administra
tion of the new National Society were still responsible for the upcoming World

Congress planned for London in 1939, but it is interesting to note that there
was an almost immediate separation of the societies.
The National Society moved to Chicago, leaving the International Society
in Elyria, Ohio. Without the funding or local interest, the International

Society itself would soon leave Elyria as well.
The Crippled Child magazine, which up until 1938 has a wealth of articles
from around the world, by 1940, concentrates on articles specifically about
rehabilitation within the United States, with particular attention to state and

national legislation. For a
few more years, Bell Greve

was allowed to write a col

umn on international issues
that was confined to one or

two pages in the back of the

journal. Soon the column

stopped entirely.

Unfortunate Timing
The break between the

National and International

Society, coming right on the

eve of World War II, could
not have been more disas

trous for those interested in

a continuation of the

International Society.
The National Society,
with the lion's share of the

organization's funds and

contacts, re-established itself and immediately took on both the issue of chil
dren's services and the rehabilitation of soldiers on the 'home front.' In 1944,
it broadened its mission to include adults; in 1950 it achieved nationwide sta

tus. In 1967, it changed its name officially to Easter Seals. Today, it serves
more than 1 million people annually, with 13,000 staff members, thousands of

volunteers and a budget in the millions.
While Easter Seals would continue to contribute to the International

Society for some years to come and several Easter Seals leaders —particular

ly Lawrence Linck and Jayne Shover in the 1950s and 60s—would continue

to acknowledge some ties and obligations to the International Society, the con
nection between the two Societies grew ever more tenuous. They were even

tually discontinued altogether as organizational memory faded.

Today, no one remains alive who attended the 1938 meeting, and as the
minutes of the meeting are vague, it is impossible to tell whether there were

Delegate*. In front the Governmental Representatives: delegates of Austria,
The International Labor Officie, Germany, Bulgaria, the United States, Cuba,

Czechoslovakia, Sweden, Norvay, Great Britain, Yugoslavia.

3rd World Congress in
Budapest, 1936, opened in

the Hungarian Parliament,

presided by Prof.
Dr. Mihaly Horvath
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unwritten expectations about the manner in which the two Societies were to
interact. It is interesting to note that the chief officers of the International
Society were installed as the new officers of the National Society, duplicating
their roles—and it is possible that they anticipated close organization and
financial association of the two Societies as they continued to head both

groups. The fact of the matter was however, that as soon as new leaders came
into office the two Societies began to drift apart.
It seems probable that the separation of the Societies involved a good deal
of highly political maneuvering behind the scenes, but the specifics may never
be entirely clear. It does seem clear however, that whatever the personalities
involved, there was a real dichotomy of interests between those in the United
States with a primary interest in very local service programs and those who
saw disability issues on a more global scale. Some people—Edgar Allen,
Henry Kessler and Bell Greve are good examples, seem to have been capable
of doing both -but they were relatively rare.

The Fourth World Congress, London, 1939.

The Fourth World Conference of Workers for Cripples was held at Bedford

College, Regent's Park London in July 1939. It was co-sponsored by the
United Kingdom's Central Council for the Care of Cripples.
The Congress attracted 420 delegates from 45 countries, despite rising
political tensions in Europe. Many of the papers were highly technical
accounts of new interventions or special programs. Others, such as that of Dr.

Hellmut Eckhardt of Germany on "The Overcoming of Crippledness" (ISCC:
1939:17-19), had ominous political overtones. Lord Nuffield, English industri
alist and philanthropist, presided over a special session of the Congress as its
President and provided financial support. Leaders of the Society attended a

reception with the King and Queen at Buckingham Palace. Sessions were held
on a variety of topics, but attention to employment issues and architectural

design was particularly prominent
A significant result of the Congress was a name change for the organiza
tion, from the International Society for Crippled Children to the International

Society for the Welfare of Cripples. The change of name reflected a concern for
adults as well as for children with physical disabilities and a broadening
vision of the Society's mission.
The London World Congress got mixed reviews. Papers were reported to be
of varying quality and it is clear that political differences were already divid
ing some long-established professional networks. Participants could also see
attention turning away from issues of disability and rehabilitation as coun
tries prepared for the looming World War.

1939 World Congress.

London: participants

could see attention

turning away from

disabil ity. . .as countries

prepared for the

looming World War.

The International Society and World War II
The International Society found itself on the eve of World War II almost
wholly without funds, estranged from many of its member nations and unable
to plan international meetings and networks because of the widening war.

Society activities all but ground to a halt. In part, this was because up until
the Second World War, the International Society had been a voluntary organ
ization. With the war effort underway, little time or attention could be spared
and travel was virtually impossible. As often has been the case in times of
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political or economic stress, disability issues were placed at the bottom of the
list of social concerns as War came to dominate daily life. Planned interna
tional meetings were cancelled; no monies entered the treasury. Many of the

Society's most active members in a number of countries were being recruited
into the armed services and had no time for Society work. Very probably, the
only reason the International Society was not disbanded altogether was due
to the vision and energy of one person: Bell Greve.
Bell Greve, the Director of the Cleveland Rehabilitation Center, had

become the first Secretary General for the International Society in 1939.
When World War II began, Greve realized that it was her responsibility to
keep the organization alive. To that end, she maintained an extensive corre

spondence to energize the organization and contributed her time, energy and

personal savings to keep it solvent. When funding and support disappeared,
she moved the organization's files to her own office in Cleveland and ran the

Society out of a file cabinet in the corner for nine years.
In her spare time, she made plans for reviving the organization at the end
of the War. Few documents have survived from this period (probably few were
needed, as much of it was carried in Bell's own head), but those that have,
show that Greve was regularly in touch with officers and members of the

organization. Always able to envision projects and programs on a large scale,

she foresaw the pressing need for rehabilitation in many countries when hos
tilities ceased. She found time to draft proposals and reports, such as plans to

set up a rehabilitation program for disabled soldiers and civilians in mainland

China (Greve and Chang: nd) and Greece (Greve:nd).
To complicate matters further, Mr. Paul H. King, President of the

International Society died suddenly in 1942. King, an attorney who had been
a key player in the Society from the beginning, also played an important early
role in Rotary International. As such, he was not only an important leader,

but had long been a unique source of institutional memory within both organ
izations. The death of Dr. Paul Guildal of Denmark, a Vice-President of the

Society shortly after the close of the War further compounded this break in

institutional memory.
In Paul H. King's stead, Dr. Juan Farill of Mexico was elected Acting
President. Farill, an orthopedic surgeon, had completed part of his medical
training in New York in the early 1930s and had been elected vice-president
of the Society for North America in 1934. With the war on, travel beyond
North American difficult and many leading pre-war Society figures serving in

the military, Farill was considered a very good choice. Farill kept in close
touch with Bell Greve and the organization's headquarters in Ohio through
out the War years, but his own schedule —(he was a sought after surgeon and
a leader in the emerging rehabilitation field in Mexico) restricted his full
involvement in the Society.

The International Society Regroups Following World War II
If actual progress of international organizations were slowed because of
World War II, the war itself served as a catalyst for important developments
in disability issues. Interest and commitment to the war wounded, the need
to depend on adults with disability in the work place and the need to accu

rately assess the number of individuals with disability and their capabilities
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for planning purposes, all served as a

stimulus to the tremendous growth in

rehabilitation that began in the later

years of the war and increased dramati

cally in the two decades that followed. The

war also provided a new generation of

leaders in international rehabilitation:

individuals with proven administrative

skills and experience working in the inter

national arena.
Although the International Society for

the Welfare of Cripples was still technical

ly active at the close of the war, the organ
ization had not had a formal meeting since

1939. President Juan Farill from Mexico
had had limited time to devote to the

organization and the war had hampered
his ability to travel widely on its behalf.
Bell Greve, as Secretary-General, had

actively kept the organization alive by
mail, and as soon as hostilities ended,

Greve redoubled her efforts, establishing

an energetic correspondence with leaders

of rehabilitation movements in a number

of countries. Greve used every opportunity

to strengthen interest in the society.7
Henry Kessler (1968:154), for example,
recalled that soon after the war, he told

Bell Greve that the US Navy had invited
him to go to Rome for a meeting. "When Bell Greve heard of my trip, she said

'What a wonderful opportunity to do something for the International Society
and for Italy.' Please look up Profession Marino-Zucco at the Ortopedica
Clinica in Rome and beg him, now that the war is over, to resume his position
as the Italian representative of the International Society."
Having agreed to a series of meetings in Rome, Greve then persuaded
Kessler to go to Greece on the same trip. Greve had worked with Madame

Nelly Micrulachi and others before the War to establish The Hellenic Society
for Crippled Children. Now that the war was over, Greve wanted to know

what the International Society could do to help. She also asked Kessler to
sound the Greeks out on the possibility of becoming a national member of the

Society.

By late 1945, Greve had revived enough interest to put through a mail vote

for a re-organization of the Society. Funds for travel were still difficult to come

by, particularly for European colleagues, but to breathe some life into the

organization, a Pan-American conference, "The First Inter-American
Conference in Rehabilitation of the Crippled and Disabled" was held in

Mexico City in 1948. Over 200 representatives from Latin American countries

(and several from Europe) attended and strong support was voiced for a
renewal of the Society (Kessler: 1968:153). At the conference, Dr. Farill
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blue, help arrived.

resigned his position as Acting President to allow the election of Dr. Henry
Kessler.
The meeting in Mexico in 1948 was followed by several smaller meetings,
including one in Hawaii. Kessler also did a tour around the world to give var
ious lectures. As part of this, Kessler took it upon himself as President of the

Society to meet with present or former members of the Society and groups
interested in joining the Society. (Kessler traveled regularly as part of his pro
fessional career; despite his continual work for the Society, he always did so
as a volunteer, insisting on paying his own way on all Society events.)

The entire Society had Following the Hawaii meeting and the round-the-world trip, in 1948 Bell
less than $2000 in its Greve and Henry Kessler met to consider the future of the organization. They

budget .Thru out of the both had come to the realization that the International Society could not con
tinue to function on an entirely voluntary basis. A paid administrative staff
was needed to coordinate efforts, meetings and programs. Money was the

issue; or rather lack of it. Although Society account books from that time have

yet to be located, apparently, by 1949, the entire Society had less than $2000

in its budget.

Then, out of the blue, help arrived. A woman somewhere in the US mid-
West had years before heard Bell Greve present a lecture on disabled children

"overseas." This woman had been so impressed that she left an inheritance of

$16,000 for Greve to use as she saw fit. Its arrival could not have been more

timely. The inheritance was designated as seed money for a more permanent
staff and New York City was chosen as its base of operations, in large meas

ure because it had recently been designated as the home of the new United
Nations organization.

The International Society Opens Offices in New York
In 1949, the International Society for the Welfare of Cripples moved to New

York. Bell Greve selected Donald Wilson as the new Executive Director, its

first full time staff member. Wilson had first worked with Greve as a young
staff member at her Association for the Crippled and Disabled in Cleveland.
By training a lawyer and a social service administrator, Wilson had already
had fifteen years experience as a social and rehabilitation worker in Ohio,

Illinois and Louisiana and as a Social Welfare Officer in the US Army. He had
worked on social issues in Japan as a member of the United States

Occupational Government after the close of the War and had returned to Ohio
in 1948 to become Dean of the School ofApplied Social Sciences at what is now

Case Western University.
To keep costs down, Greve, who was also on the Board of Directors of the
Near East Foundation, made arrangements with that organization for the

loan of a small office in their building on 64th Street in New York City. It was
located in the former servants' quarters of an old brownstone townhouse that
had seen better days. As Wilson recalls "the filing cabinet arrived, a telephone
was installed and we were in business."
As Wilson noted years later, "When I became responsible for administering
the affairs of what was then known as the International Society for the
Welfare of Cripples in September 1949, there were 12 member organizations,
$18,000 in the bank account, no paid staff and no assured future income."
There was enough to last about a year, Wilson thought. (Wilson: 1988)
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Within the year, Wilson had recruited an old friend from his days in the US
Army, Norman Acton, to come to New York to work on a project. Acton, a

graduate of the University of Illinois School of Journalism, had done free

lance writing and public relations before the War and returned from the US
Army in Japan to enroll in graduate school. But the position offered by
Wilson, Acton recalled, "certainly sounded better." Acton joined the staff in

1950, at first as director of a small program run through the International

Society in collaboration with the International Refugee Organization, to assist

in the resettlement of war refugees who were disabled. Acton, in addition to

his other responsibilities spent an increasing amount of his time working on

Society projects, and by year's end, was officially named Assistant Secretary
General. All told, the Society consisted of Wilson, Acton and a secretary. As
Acton recalls, "we sat up there in solitary splendor for a couple of years."

Funding and Memberships

Money would continue to be tight for many years. Very early support came
from Canada, where the forerunner of the Canadian Rehabilitation Council

for the Disabled, under the Executive Directorship of Reg Hopper volunteered

funding; funding that was continued for many years under the supervision of

the succeeding Directors Keith Armstrong and some years later, J.R. (Jack)
Sarney. Early support was also given to the Society by Lawrence J. Linck,
then Executive Director of the United States Easter Seals Society. Linck rec

ognized the significance of the renewed Society and allocated some $6,000

annually to Donald Wilson just as the organization was starting up.8
As Secretary-General, Donald Wilson focused on expanding member

ship, by reaching out to a growing number of nations to join, and re-estab
lishing and reinforcing links that had existed before the War. For

example, in 1951 Bell Greve reported to the General Assembly in
Stockholm that during the previous year (1950), four organizations were

approved for membership. Spanning the globe they were The Association
for the Welfare of Crippled Children, Brazil; the Finnish Committee of the
International Society for the Welfare of Cripples; the Society for the

Rehabilitation of Disabled and Crippled Children, India and The Japanese
Society for Crippled Children.
The Society also found itself in a unique position as it regained strength. Its
initial emphasis on physical disability already permitted it a broader scope for
action than many of the other organizations, specifically tied to one disabling
disease or condition. The Society began to broaden its perspective still further
after the war, emphasizing both policy and practice and expanding its pro
grams to include all types of disabilities. This very broad perspective initially

begun by Allen and King and emphasized under Bell Greve's stewardship,
was stressed by Donald Wilson throughout his tenure.
If the Society was changing, the times into which the renewed Society was
being launched were also strikingly different than that which had existed
before the War. Countries around the globe struggled to provide services and
employment to an immense group of individuals disabled during the war

years. Employment became an increasing issue in disability circles, in part
because of post-war labor shortages and in part because emerging social secu
rity and national health care schemes around the world based much of their
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A strong belief in the

miracles of science and

technology began to

dominate the era.

assistance around issues of work capacity. Additionally, countries had gained
positive experiences utilizing disabled workers as substitute labor for soldiers.

Perhaps most important of all, a strong belief in the miracles of science and

technology began to dominate the era. In rehabilitation circles, this faith in
science was manifested by an almost unquestioning trust in new medical

interventions such as antibiotics and an enthusiasm towards prosthetics and

orthopedic technologies which had advanced rapidly during the War years. It
was also reflected in the rise of an ever expanding array of allied health pro
fessionals (vocational therapists, occupational therapists, special education
teachers), as 'experts' empowered to act as gatekeepers to rights and services
for people with disability.

Early United Nations Affiliations
Revival of the International Society for the Welfare of Cripples was paral
leled by the birth and growth of activity within the United Nations. The

International Society for the Welfare of Cripples was involved from the out
set. Norman Acton recalls that the first United Nations contacts he had were

when the organization was still based in Lake Placid, New York. Acton and

Wilson were instrumental in helping to better delineate rehabilitation issues

for the UN Secretariat and building support for rehabilitation throughout the
system.

At the outset the United Nations had no defined programs in rehabilita
tion and thinking on disability issues within the United Nations' system was

at times, fuzzy at best. One reason was that the components of rehabilitation
fell into a number of administrative, legal, social, economic and medical are
nas. Few within the new organization could clearly conceptualize which sec

tions should take primary responsibility for the array of programs that were

needed.

Eventually, an agreement had been worked out informally that allowed dis

ability questions to be addressed by a variety of parties; the World Health

Organization was to be responsible for medical aspects, UNESCO for educa
tional issues and the International Labor Organization for vocational con

cerns. Meanwhile, the United Nations' Social Development Division was given
primary responsibility for social concerns and for prostheses. (UN
Headquarters assuming responsibility for social and civil rights issues makes

some sense, but the issue of prosthetics is less clear. Apparently, the

Headquarters was anxious to be responsible for prosthetics as it was consid

ered a highly visible and fairly straightforward program that could provide
immediate results.)
Donald Wilson and Norman Acton shared responsibility for the Society's
contacts with the emerging United Nations system. Wilson concentrated on

contacts with the UN Secretariat, while Norman Acton concentrated on fos
tering relations with UNICEF. Both men were routinely consulted as the
United Nations system was established in New York. "We were in and out of

there all the time," Acton recalls.
Acton, with his experience in journalism and public relations had primary
responsibility for preparing Society background documents on disability for

United Nations expert meetings and in that capacity prepared the first pub
lished United Nations document on disability. Entitled Rehabilitation of the
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Physically Handicapped, (United Nations: 1950), the paper provided an ori

entation to disability issues and the current global status of individuals with

disability.
In July of 1950, in consultation with the International Society, the United
Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) passed a resolution formal

ly adopting the principle of rehabilitation services for all and establishing a

coordinated program for social rehabilitation of physically disabled persons,

offering advice and technical assistance to numerous nations within the

United Nations system. The response was immediate and almost overwhelm

ing. Yugoslavia, the first nation to apply, hosted Henry Kessler, then

President of the Society, in the winter of 1950. In 1951, the Rehabilitation

Unit for the Disabled was established in New York within the United Nations
Social Development Division, with the Society serving as a key consulting

agency.
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The 1950s
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he 1950s were a very intensive period for the Society. The first order of

business was to renew the practice of holding regular World Congresses.
These meetings had always been among the greatest strengths of the organi
zation, providing a global forum for presenting innovative ideas and creating
useful professional networks. In a sense, the congresses provided a series of
'snap shots' of where international ideas on disability and rehabilitation were

at that point in time.
In 1950, the first post-War meeting of the Society's Council in Stockholm

brought together representatives from at least nine countries, as far away as

South Africa (Dr. CW Wright) and New Zealand (Guy Hansard). The Council

felt that it was very important to hold a World Congress, even though they

acknowledged that travel would be difficult or impossible for many. To that
end, a World Congress was scheduled for Stockholm the following year.

The Fifth World Congress, Stockholm, 1951

The 1951 Stockholm World Congress meeting was the first truly interna

tional rehabilitation meeting that had been held anywhere in the world since

1939. The Congress was specifically intended to reconstitute patterns of inter

national assistance and cooperation in the disability field that had been in

place prior to the War. Attracting nearly 650 participants from 29 nations, it
marked the re-establishment of organized international meetings as plat
forms for discussion, debate and networking.9

Konrad Persson, a Swedish expert on social welfare, who would later serve
as President of Rehabilitation International, was Chairperson of the organiz
ing committee. It is striking at this early date, that the Seventh World
Congress contained the seeds of many of the major issues and programs in

international rehabilitation work that would dominate global thinking for the

next fifty years.

At this landmark

meeting in 1.951... Dr.

Ludwig Guttman At this landmark meeting for example, Dr. Ludwig Guttman (later Sir

proposed a... ''pa raplegU: Ludwig) of the Spinal Injuries Center at Stoke Mandeville, England, proposed

Olympics."
a special 'paraplegic Olympics' —introducing the idea that sports should be an

essential component of rehabilitation endeavors. It was one of the earliest
public presentations by Guttman of what would become the Paralympics, and

was described by Dr. Howard Rusk (1951) as "among the most heartening

reports." A major exhibit of new technological innovations by the Swedes cap
tured the imagination ofmany of the delegates, particularly with the eloquent
discussion of the new technologies being provided by a young Swedish dele

gate named Karl Montan.10 Torra Sibbe, also of Sweden, gave a major address,
emphasizing the importance of including individuals with disability as deci

sion makers within the rehabilitation process.
Many years later Karl Montan would recall that Dr. Rusk said "we were
never the same people after the Stockholm Congress." (Montan: 1993) The

meeting seems to have been a watershed, with many who felt isolated in their

rehabilitation work realizing that they were part of an international move
ment. The Congress was considered so successful and influential that Dr.
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Howard Rusk, returning home to New York, wrote a long editorial for the New

York Times, describing the conference in detail. Published immediately after

the close of the conference under the title "Statesmanship in the Conquest of

Disability" the editorial brought knowledge about disability issues and the

International Society to the attention of millions of readers. (Rusk:1951)
As always, among the most important outcomes of such a World Congress

were the personal networks and new associations that resulted from bringing

together such a diverse group of specialists and advocates. In the case of the
1951 Congress, a group of specialists working on various prosthetics and

assistive devices, decided to hold a meeting of their own the following year.
The result was another new rehabilitation group, The

International Committee for Prosthetics, Orthotics

and Technical Aids, which held its first meeting in

Denmark the following year, with Knud Jansen as

Chair.11

The World Congress in Stockholm was followed by
World Congresses in The Hague in 1954 and London

in 1957, both ofwhich were important in fostering and

then strengthening the growing professional links

between the Society's national organizations and

interpersonal professional links, particularly in

Europe.

A highlight of the 1954 Congress in The Hague was
the first presentation of the Albert and Mary Lasker

Awards for international advancements benefiting

people with disability. The first three awardees were

individuals who had made significant contributions to

keeping the International Society alive during the

recent era: Dr. Henry Kessler, Dr. Juan Farill and Viscount Nuffield, whose
trusts still fund disability research in the United Kingdom. The Lasker

Awards were given at RI Congresses until 1972, honoring rehabilitation lead
ers in Asia, Europe, and North and South America.

Significantly, as will be discussed in greater detail below, the International

Society was one of the very few organizations that bridged Eastern and

Western Europe, with Eastern European leaders regularly being given per
mission to attend these conferences. Participants also came from Asia, Africa,

and North and South America, however these series of World Congresses in

post-War Europe were especially important in re-establishing links between

European organizations that were just then recovering from the War.

Secretary General Donald
Wilson (standing) in the mid
1950s with RI President
Howard Rusk

Growth of Society Membership and Institution of Regional Conferences
The New York Headquarters of the Society was increasingly involved in

arranging visits and exchanges. For example, a memo found in the

Rehabilitation International Archives indicates that between January and
June 1956, 103 visitors from 38 countries came into the New York office for
meetings, exchanges and information. In the same time period, the New York
Secretariat helped arrange oversees exchanges for 60 United States profes
sionals and advocates going to 32 countries to work on rehabilitation issues.

(ISWC: 1956) As the amount of information sent and networking maintained
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through the mail was much larger than actual meetings held in person, the

Secretariat must have been answering dozens of requests for help and infor

mation each week.

The Rusk and Kessler Institutes
New York also became a well-known stop on international rehabilitation
circuits because of two prominent training centers for clinical rehabilitation,

which were established in the years right after WWII.
Howard Rusk was a private practice internist before the War. He had
served in the Army Air Force, where he began to develop innovative ideas
about medical rehabilitation. Rusk quickly acquired an expertise in the area,

and gradually formulated a new concept in medicine; rehabilitation as a spe
cialty within general internal medicine. Before Rusk, most physicians dealing
with physical disability issues were surgeons. By the very nature of their spe
cialty, physical rehabilitation for these surgeons was usually something that

took place after they had done as much as they could in the operating room.
Rusk, an internist, made a major contribution to rehabilitation when he

emphasized "rehabilitation of the individual" as the central issue rather than
as a handmaiden to surgery.

Stockholm Congress dinner, 1951
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By the close of the War, Howard Rusk had become so committed to the idea

of rehabilitation that the prospect of returning to a comfortable private prac
tice held little interest for him. Unfortunately, no hospital or medical school
in the United States had a program in which he could

work exclusively on rehabilitation issues. Undeterred,

Rusk decided to create his own rehabilitation center as
an innovative model. In 1945, Rusk obtained a small

grant from the Baruch Committee and in March 1949

opened the Institute of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation, (later to be renamed the Rusk Institute)
in temporary quarters, (a small revamped bath house),
on Thirty-Eighth Street in New York City. The 34-bed
facility was filled to capacity from the day it opened and

by 1950, work had begun on a much larger facility on
Thirty-Fourth Street and 1st Avenue in New York,

opened in early 1951.
Affiliated with the New York University-Bellevue
Medical Center, the Institute quickly attracted atten
tion worldwide, as Rusk and his staff developed new
and creative approaches to rehabilitation. Rusk himself became a leading

spokesman for the newly forming field of Rehabilitation Medicine, and his
Institute was the first to offer organized training in rehabilitation for medical

personnel. Rusk also excelled at bringing the field of rehabilitation to public
attention. His interests were broad, he had a strong sense of purpose, a good
sense of humor and, as one colleague recalled "he could charm a bird out of a
tree."

Soon a who's who of physicians from around the world were making their

way through New York to spend several weeks or months or occasionally even
a year or two training at the Rusk Institute. Dr. Satoshi Ueda of Japan, Dr.

Harry Fang of Hong Kong, Dr. Herman "Jake" Flax of Puerto Rico, Dr. Alicia
Amate of Argentina, Dr. Gudmund Harlem of Norway and dozens of others
who would make major contributions to international rehabilitation efforts
and to Rehabilitation International, all spent some time with Rusk. These

younger physicians not only learned from Rusk, but shared a great deal of
their own knowledge and insight while in training. They also established

strong links with other interns going through the training with them. This
created a new set of networks among a dynamic young group of clinicians who,
in the following three decades, would rise to senior positions in rehabilitation
services and ministries of health around the world. In his autobiography "A
World To Care For" (1972), Rusk took particular pride in relating that, "we
have trained more than a thousand doctors from 85 countries, 95% of whom
returned home to practice."
Rusk furthered his own ideas through public speaking and writing, gener
ating a great deal of attention through his regular medical column in The New
York Times, where he often featured rehabilitation related stories. Actually,
Rusk's New York Times' column and many of his other publications and

speeches were written by his key staff associate, Eugene (Jack) Taylor.
Taylor, originally from Kansas and a speech pathologist by training, had met
Rusk while in the Air Force, and became part of many of the activities in the

Outdoor exhibition of
technical aids in the streets
of Stockholm draws crowds
during the 1951 World

Congress

A "who's who" of

physicians from around

the world were making

their way to New York
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Center. By all reports, Taylor knew everyone and everything in the field, and

played a key role in translating Rusk's ideas into action within the Institute.

In addition to direct contact, and contact through students, Rusk, Taylor

and their staff communicated with thousands of additional colleagues who

wrote to ask questions or request guidance. Rusk was always responsive to

queries and proved to be a generous and thoughtful colleague to professionals
and patients, many whom he never met directly.

The Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation
During these same years, also in the New York metropolitan area, Dr.

Henry Kessler established the Kessler Institute in New Jersey, running it on
much the same model as the Rusk Institute.

At the start of WWII, Kessler had been one of the few American profes
sionals with significant rehabilitation experience. Kessler, who was famous

for his innovative surgical techniques and activity in workman's compensa
tion programs, had helped redefine the field of rehabilitation, writing exten

sively in the medical literature on injury cause and prevention, technical

innovations of prosthetics and orthotics and textbooks presenting an overview

of the field. He had been an important member of the Society's governing

board since at least the early 1930s.

After serving in the United States Navy during the war, Kessler tried to

return to private practice and work for a state rehabilitation service in New

Jersey. He soon found that he had "little patience for the 'red tape' involved

with working with a state agency." (Kessler: 1968) His solution was to set off

on his own and to do that, he established the non-profit Kessler Institute for

Rehabilitation in West Orange, New Jersey.
The Institute opened its doors in 1949, the same year that Kessler assumed

the role of President of the International Society. Opening with only five

patients, it quickly grew much larger, eventually serving thousands of

patients annually, and training hundreds of rehabilitation professionals from

over two dozen countries.

With Rusk and Kessler's centers, the New York area became a focal point

for much rehabilitation work. The RI office and the Institutes were an impor
tant part of the tour for professionals interested in rehabilitation as they came

through the New York area.

Rusk and Kessler worked closely together for several decades through

Rehabilitation International, both serving as Society Presidents in the 1950s.

They were apparently good colleagues. Kessler was about thirty years older

than Rusk and had been a well-respected expert on rehabilitation when Rusk

was still a medical student. Rusk, it is reported, treated Kessler with a good

deal of respect and deference given his senior position.

Networking Grows

Increasing contacts through the Society's conferences, Congresses, publica

tions and the practice of continually networking individuals with similar

interests or from the same regions, began to produce a growing number of

linkages between professionals and programs that did not pass through the

New York office. Instead, there were increasing links between individuals and

organizations outside of North America.
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Society membership grew as national voluntary bodies are founded
throughout Europe, Asia and the Americas. In Europe, the 1950s saw the

increasing participation of a number of important figures who would play key
roles in the Society for the next several decades.

Dr. Henry Kessler (Rl
President 1948-1951) co-

organized symposia on
children with disabilities,
together with International
Union for Child Welfare and
UNICEF. Bombay 1952
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An early 1950s meeting of Rl President Henry Kessler with
Japanese disability leaders. Photo from 1987 cover of
magazine produced by Japanese Society for Rehabilitation
of People with Disabilities.

Importantly, new memberships within a
nation reflected not simply individual interests,

but the coming together of a number of profes
sionals, institutions and organizations. A quick
look at Japan shows how this would come about.
Exactly when contacts started to be estab
lished between the International Society and
Japanese experts and organizations working on
behalf of crippled children is unclear. As early as
the First World Congress in 1929, an invitation
had been issued to someone or some group in

Japan. If there was on-going contact before the
War, it is highly probably that the person with

whom the contact was maintained was Dr.

Kengi Tagaki. Dr. Tagaki is credited with intro
ducing the idea of rehabilitation to Japan and
was certainly active in the years immediately

following World War II. One of first orthopedic
surgeons in Tokyo Medical School, Dr. Tagaki
founded the Japanese Society for Crippled
Children, and trained dozens of student doctors
in rehabilitation theory and techniques. He also

invented a new word in Japanese, to refer to the

medical and education treatment for children
with a disability, (thus giving a useable label

and a coherent underpinning to the effort).
Henry Kessler may have come to Japan before
the War, but certainly returned there in 1948 as
part of his round the world tour to foster interest
in renewing the Society. By that time, plans
were in the works through the occupational gov
ernment for the first disability related law, the

Welfare of Physically Disabled Persons in 1949. Connections with Japan were
also strengthened when Donald Wilson and then Norman Acton came to the
New York office. Both men had served with the United States Army in Japan,
Wilson as an executive in the occupation headquarters social services section;
Acton as chief of the economic and labor section of a military government
team. In these capacities, although neither had any background in rehabili
tation, both had come to know some of the prominent figures in Japanese
social service and medicine. When they re-established connections with these
Japanese colleagues, now on behalf of the Society, they were renewing already
established links.
In 1953, the Japanese Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled, (now the
Japanese Society for Rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities —JSRPD)
joined as a member of the Society, with Dr. Fumihide Koike as National

Secretary. Dr. Koike had traveled to the United States in 1950 on a United
Nations fellowship to study modern methods of orthopedic rehabilitation.
Based on his report, several other Japanese doctors went as WHO fellows to

the United States for training in rehabilitation and UNICEF began donating

5?H*»»* 'J'*f '>*" % E
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equipment, books and supplies to the fledgling rehabilitation hospital and

center in Tokyo. Dr. Koike would remain the National Secretary for thirty

years, to be replaced by Dr. Satoshi Ueda in 1983.

From the outset the Japanese Society proved to be a very active member of

the Society, eventually hosting the 16th World Congress in 1988. The

Japanese Society has been an important participant of RI not only within
Japan itself, but regionally, playing a central role in the Asia-Pacific Decades

(to be discussed later) and in fostering and funding inter-regional cooperation.
The Japanese Society has benefited from long-term involvement of some of
its most active members. For example, Dr. Satoshi Ueda now Vice- President

of the Japanese Society for the Rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities and

National Secretary for RI-Japan, was initially trained as a neurologist. His
early work with heart patients convinced him of the importance of learning
more about rehabilitation of the chronically ill patient. After reading about
emerging field of rehabilitation on his own through Rusk's early editorials in
The New York Times, Dr. Ueda came to New York to train with Rusk.

Prof. Ryosuke Matsui was another important addition to the growing field
of rehabilitation in Japan, and later in the Asia-Pacific region. A social work
er by training, Prof. Matsui's initial interest in rehabilitation grew out of his
volunteer work with Japanese coal miners who were being thrown out of work
as Japan made the transition from coal to oil power in the early 1960s.

Deciding to learn more about the emerging field of rehabilitation and the role
of the social worker in helping to restore individuals to society, Prof. Matsui

came to the United States to train at Northeastern University in Boston.

Establishment of Regional Meetings
A growing network of individuals, organizations and ideas were not pass
ing through the New York Secretariat, but rather binding together individu
als and groups with similar regional interests. This may have helped foster
the idea of holding regular regional meetings outside of the schedule ofWorld

Congresses

By the late 1950s, the International Society began instituting a series of

regional meetings, the first being the Pan-Pacific Congress that was held in

Sydney, Australia in 1959. Regional meetings in the Pacific, Latin America
and the Mediterranean followed.

Beginning in the mid-1960s, the European National Secretaries would
meet on a annual basis, with full two-day agendas that included national

reports and a half day meeting of four sub-regional groups: Socialist countries,

European economic community countries, Nordic countries and the Council of

Europe. This pattern held until the emergence of the European Union and the

break-up of the Soviet Union made the distinct groups less relevant.
Jean Regniers of Belgium, the well-respected President of RI during this
period, was a particularly important figure in this enterprise, strongly encour

aging regional meetings and strengthening regional networks.
Some regional meetings were more successful than others, but the signifi
cant outcome overall was that an increasing number of participants were able
to attend at least some international gathering and begin to make contacts
with others working within their geographic area.
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This gathering of talent

and commitment in

Hong Kong soon led to

leadership in Hl.

Stamps issued by Singapore
in 1975 on the occasion of
Rl's 5th Pan-Pacific
conference.

How Regional Conferences Affected the Regions—the Hong Kong
Example

The potential for regional conferences to elicit participation and spark the

interests of individuals within a region is particularly well-illustrated in 1959,

with the regional conference in Sydney.
In 1958, Society President Kenneth Coles of Australia, began to identify
candidates who would benefit by attending the upcoming regional conference

in Sydney. He needed a representative from Hong Kong and asked the

Ministry of Health to help identify someone promising. The Ministry referred

Coles to a well-trained, shy young orthopedic surgeon —a Dr. Harry Fang.

Coles—and the Society, could not have been more fortunate.

Fang, who would eventually serve as the President of RI, had come to Hong
Kong as a refugee from mainland China. Attending the University of Hong

Kong, he was one of only 9 out of 100 in class to pass the medical entrance

exam. He had entered medical school in 1940, with the intention of specializ

ing in general and Ear, Nose and Throat surgery, but his studies were inter

rupted by the War and he completed his medical degree in 1948. Although a

candidate for a Chief Resident position, he lost out to another applicant for

political reasons. Fang's professor, to make it up to him, got him a place with

an orthopedic surgeon.

Wanting academic medicine, Fang began a position at Hong Kong's Queen
Mary Hospital where he stayed until 1958, and started practicing surgery. As

early as 1952, Fang's organizing skills became evident as he helped to found

the Hong Kong Society for Rehabilitation. In 1958, Fang took a government
job with the Department of Health, becoming the first Hong Kong physician

to specialize in orthopedic surgery.
Fang, well trained and well aware of the growing rehabilitation field in

other countries by 1958, was in a perfect position to take great advantage of

the opportunity to attend the Sydney meeting. At that meeting, Fang met
Howard Rusk, Henry Kessler, and many other leaders in rehabilitation.

According to Fang, he was very shy, but Rusk, Kessler and others came up to

him and introduced themselves. He was encouraged to visit New York, which

he would do shortly thereafter. Already well-established, Fang, like many ris

ing physicians, did not need extensive training, but rather used the occasion

to develop important international links that would serve him well while he

was establishing a regional system of rehabilitation.
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International contacts established by Fang helped convince him that he

could establish a private practice and a program similar to what Rusk and

Kessler had done. In 1961, a fortuitous meeting occurred in Hong Kong. Fang
had just left the government health service to open his own office. Patients at

first were slow to come, which is probably why Fang had extra time on his

hands when one of his first

patients walked through the

door. The patient, a young man

named Mr. M.B. Lee, had just

received his Certified Public

Accounting degree and opened
an office nearby. Business was

a bit slow for Mr. Lee as well.

The two men began talking and

as M.B. Lee recalls now, 'we

talked for over an hour.' Fang

quickly enlisted the very com

petent Mr. Lee to his cause,

and Fang and Lee were soon

attending RI conferences and
promoting RI work in Hong
Kong.

There were few NGOs in

Hong Kong at the time. Fang
established the Joint Council
for the Physically and Mentally

Disabled. The focus was on

access and transportation. In addition to M.B. Lee, Fang enlisted a Jesuit
Priest, Father John Collins as the Council's first President in 1960s and
1970s. He also got a young academic, Dr. Joseph Kwok involved early on.

This gathering of talent and commitment in Hong Kong began to show

fruit. Hong Kong leadership in RI quickly began to make significant inroads
both locally and regionally. Fund raising schemes, including a regular fund

raising deal with the Hong Kong Jockey Club, subsidized innovative pro

grams. Creative approaches to disability and rehabilitation made Hong Kong

one of the centers of regional activity.
The growing importance of Hong Kong as a regional power was seen clear

ly by 1968, when the Regional Conference was held in Hong Kong. The

Chairman for the Conference was The Hon. Dhun Ruttonjee, C.B.E. and the

host organization was the Joint Council for the Physically and Mentally
Disabled. The 1968 Regional Congress was a seminal occasion with many of

the most innovative ideas for the coming two decades first being introduced

there.

Regional meetings are of note not only for the number of prominent indi

viduals at the senior levels who arrived to give keynote speeches. Students,

young professionals and advocates were also involved. Part of the strength of

the Society seems to be its ability to bring together people from a variety of

different backgrounds and have them become interested in and then commit

ted to international exchanges through such Congresses. It is striking for

Opening of 7th World
Congress in London, 1957.

Incoming President

Gudmund Harlem of Norway
is greeted by HRH Prince

Philip, Duke of Edinburgh.
At center is RI Past President
Hall Popham of Canada and
at far right is outgoing
President Howard Rusk.
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example, how many individuals who have been involved in Rehabilitation
International for decades, report that their initial introduction to the Society
was as a student or young professional initially participating as a volunteer
during a Regional or World Congress.
For example, in Japan during the regional meeting, a group of high school
girls were recruited to help with English translation. Among these were Ms.
Kazu Nakajima and others, all of whom have continued an involvement with
Rehabilitation International. In Hong Kong, a young physician, Dr.Deborah
Wu, (now an officer of the RI Asia-Pacific Regional Committee), was pressed
into service as a volunteer.
In addition to the formal connections developed through such professional
meetings, and official appointments, leaders in international rehabilitation
became part of informal networks. They saw each other constantly, appointed
each other to committees and invited each other to conferences. Also in the
1950s, the United Nations Fellowships and technical assistance projects pro
vided more opportunities for such exchanges. Outside the well-established cir
cuit of non-governmental organizations and projects, the talents and support
of these groups was often marshaled to help individuals trying to develop pro
grams within their own countries or regions.

International Rehabilitation Review
To keep the growing number of member organizations and involved indi
viduals informed, Norman Acton initiated a small newsletter in late 1949.
Entitled The Bulletin (and renamed The International Rehabilitation Review
in 1962) at first it was nothing more than a four or five page mimeographed
newsletter that went out several times a year. Initially the circulation was no
more than a hundred or so participating members, but the Review increased
in scope and circulation as membership grew and organizational activities
flourished. It has been in continuous publication since 1949.

Film
In response to the growing interest in the topic of disability and the mass
media, a Society Film Library was founded in 1953. There was so much inter
est that by the following year, the World Congress in The Hague was able to
award the first prizes for "professional and lay' films on disability and reha
bilitation. The film library would continue to grow over the years, and today
remains one of the most popular and valuable programs within Rehabilitation
International

Initially, the film library collected and distributed films that were medical
or technical in orientation, with emphasis being given to training films show
ing new therapeutic approaches or how to use new assistive devices or tech
nological aids. This collection of technical training films proved to be an
important resource and there was a continual international demand for loans
and copies of these tapes for training purposes.
In the mid-1970s, there was a significant widening of the film library. Drawing
upon the new and expanding release of films that addressed social issues and dis

ability, the film collection began to include an ever-increasing number of films
that dealt with the image of disability around the world. The Film Library con
tinues to be a unique international collection of films on disability.
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The significance of the film library has continued through the years. In
1997-98 several international agencies funded RI to develop an international
overview of disability films and instruction on how to use them in training and

public education projects. The result, an International Disability Video

Catalogue, was produced by Barbara Kolucki and Barbara Duncan, with sup

port from the United Nations Voluntary Fund on Disability, the Arab Gulf
Program for United Nations Development (Agfund), the Japanese Society for

Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons, the Hong Kong Society for Rehabilitation,

UNICEF and ILO. The 1998 catalogue appears in full on the RI website:
www. reha b-international.org.

The World Rehabilitation Fund

The Society's history of fostering spin off organizations continued into the

1950s, with the founding of the World Rehabilitation Fund in 1956. By that

year, Donald Wilson had successfully rebuilt both membership and funding

and increased the Society's participation in the United Nations rehabilitation

programs. Under his directorship, two International Congresses had been

held, and preparations were underway for the third post-War International

Congress in London in 1957. The International Society was not out of the

woods yet; money was still tight, the staff was small and obligations were

steadily increasing; however, it was well on its way.
Howard Rusk, who became the new President of the International Society
in 1954, while supportive of the growing organizational cohesion, felt increas

ingly that, in addition to being a clearinghouse for information, overseeing
conferences and networking, the International Society should also offer more
in the way of direct medical/clinical services and training. Rusk had already

been training a number of Fellows from around the world for several years
and was interested in expanding these exchanges. Moreover, he had found

that the usual channels through which such fellowship exchanges took place,
the State Department, the United Nations, and the World Health
Organization, worked very slowly, and gave such low priority to rehabilitation
issues that it took years to get anything done. "What we needed," Rusk later

wrote, "was an agency that would be free to move quickly when someone
asked us for help." (Rusk: 1972:221)
Rusk decided to organize an international exchange through the

International Society for the Welfare of Cripples as a special fund. The pro-
gram, to be called the World Rehabilitation Fund was established in 1955,

with the idea that the monies raised through this specific fund of the Society "What we needed was
would be dedicated to training medical personal.

Q „ agency thaf wmM ft<?
The World Rehabilitation Fund did well from the start. Rusk was a master
in the art of fundraising from leaders in industry, society and government. '7t t 0 move QUIC

Soon a significant number of contributions allowed Rusk to begin planning Dr. Howard Rusk, 1954

regular exchanges of personnel and the sponsorship of technical and training

workshops. At some point, however, the issues of organizational priorities and
allocation of funds for projects came into contention, with Wilson and Rusk

disagreeing strongly about priorities. Part of their disagreement might have
been rooted in their own professional responsibilities. Wilson, an experienced
administrator, was concerned about long-term planning and development of
the organization for which he was responsible. Rusk, a physician, wanted to
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1953 awards dinner at UN

Delegates Dining Room in
honor of Miss Helen Keller
(far left with assistant Polly
Thompson) and Miss Bell
Greve (far right), first Rl
Secretary General. The
occasion was the first
UN/NGO conference on
disability and speakers were

(left to right) H.E. Dr.
Herman Santa Cruz, Leonard

Mayo of the Association to
Aid Crippled Children, and
Hussein Mohammed

Asfashany.

address the immediate

needs he saw interna
tionally in a more direct
fashion.

There was also a sub

stantial philosophical
difference. Rusk, reflect

ing a widely held US
point of view in that
era, believed that young
rehabilitation physi
cians should be brought

to the United States to
receive highly sophisti
cated technical train

ing, after which, they
should return to their
own countries to estab

lish and lead similar
technically oriented

programs back home.
The dominant prefer
ence in the Interna

tional Society during that same time period was to build up services through
the establishment of national rehabilitation societies, with National
Secretaries forming the nuclei of the association, and an emphasis being
placed on the growth of operations across disciplines within the country itself.
By 1956, frank discussions were held, followed by a parting of the ways,
with Rusk incorporating the World Rehabilitation Fund as a separate organ
ization with the specific mandate to train overseas personnel in rehabilitation
medicine, prosthetics and orthotics. Howard Rusk remained President of the

International Society until the next World Congress in 1957, but when he

completed his term, the Fund went with Rusk to his Institute for Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation across town. Some of the grants from the United
States government and other parties in addition to a number of important
political and civic contacts followed Rusk across town as well.

The International Society and the United Nations —On-going
Associations
After its initial work with the United Nations in the late 1940s, the

International Society continued to play a central role in helping the develop
ment and implementation of rehabilitation within the United Nations. The

Society played a dual role as both an independent organization and as a

leader in CWOIH— the newly formed Council of World Organizations
Interested in the Handicapped, created at the request of the UN. Norman
Acton served as Chair of the CWOIH for many years.
The United Nations Economic and Social Council maintains "consultative
relations" with non-governmental organizations, entitling these organizations
to participate in meetings, submit statements and generally have some influ
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ence on the thinking in particular fields. Although willing to address some dis

ability issues, United Nations resources were limited and it could not respond
on an individual basis to every disability group. The fragmentation of reha

bilitation/ disability issues within the United Nations system also made it
imperative that disability organizations with an international focus keep in

close contact with one another. The CWOIH was designed to be the unified
voice of the NGO rehabilitation and disability community.

Interestingly, on the eve of the creation of CWOIH, a report on the growing

interest of the UN in disability matters appeared in The Nation (February 14,
1953), a leading periodical on political and cultural affairs, as an opinion piece

by J. Alvarez de Vayo. The author is full of praise for the new initiative and
especially for the chief of the UN rehabilitation unit:

/ have been able to watch the preparation of this conference from the office
of one of the organizers, Mr. Ernst Jorgenson ofDenmark. He is himself
an impressive demonstration ofwhat handicapped persons... can accom
plish... He has long been chairman of the Danish Association for the Blind
and of the Federation ofDanish Invalid Organizations...

The CWOIH would eventually be composed of more than fifty member
organizations, international groups representing many disability-specific

groups and disability advocacy organizations as well as the professions of

physical and occupational therapy, social welfare and many more. In the

1970s, its name was changed to the International Council on Disability, and

in the early 1980s it worked closely with the ILO to obtain passage of its land
mark Convention on Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment.
The International Society led the Council, which continued to meet annu

ally for many years. Although not active independently of the United Nations,

it was one of the first truly international forums for the exchange of ideas and

for significant networking to take place.
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The 1960s-1970s

The Eighth World Congress
he success of the reinvigorated International Society was reflected in

the Eighth World Congress in New York in 1960. The meeting was, up to that
point, the largest international meeting on rehabilitation issues that had ever

been held. It drew over 3000 participants from more than 80 countries, with
opening remarks given by prominent United States politicians.
In many ways, the Eighth World Congress was very much a product of its
time and place. Sessions and exhibits that stressed the latest in technological
and medical advances dominated the conference, a continuation of the con
centration on technology first noticeable in the Swedish Congress in 1951. In
an era when advances in complex technologies and western biomedicine were
seen as the future for all, delegates to the conference were 'wowed' by one

exhibit after another that stressed the latest that science had to offer.

How such innovations could be introduced into poorer countries, rural
areas and urban slums, was not addressed. This conference was about state-

of-the-art technology, and by all reports, it certainly seems to have done this

very well.

Another Name Change
The RI Assembly also approved yet another name change for the Society at its
8th World Congress. Reflecting evolving terminology, the RI Assembly voted to
change the organization's name from The International Society for the Welfare

of Cripples' to the 'International Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled.'

The I960 West Point

meeting of

parents. . . real ized for

the first time they were

part of an interna tional

movement.

West Point —an Important Affiliated Conference
Increasingly, the Society began to make the most of World Congresses by
trying to arrange an additional meeting or think tank either a few days
before or after the World Congress itself. These smaller meetings were
intended to take advantage of the expertise that was assembling for the
World Congresses to address some significant and often cutting edge issue.

A number of these types of conferences occurred over the years. An excellent
example of this took place in conjunction with the Eighth World Congress in
New York in 1960.
The West Point Meeting, as it came to be called, was intended to explore an

emerging phenomenon in Europe and North and South America—the Parent's
Movement. The Parent's Movement in countries throughout these regions

brought together parents of intellectually impaired children to establish part

nerships with physicians and rehabilitating specialists who would work on

their behalf. At the same time, parents of children with cerebral palsy, post-
polio syndrome and similar conditions also began to organize themselves into

advocacy groups to press for additional education and services.

Immediately before their Eighth World Congress in New York City, the

Society organized a conference on education for disabled children that brought

together, for the first time, leaders in special education and from parents' move
ments from around the world. The common thread of interest tying this cross
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disability meeting together was children who were either not in school or were

poorly served by those few programs that did exist.

Participants for the three-day meeting were bused to a hotel at West Point,

a small Hudson River town and the meeting itself was low-key. Emphasis was

placed on small group discussion rather than large sessions or formal address

es. The fact that the meeting was being held in a relatively isolated spot and

had a discussion format apparently encouraged
participants to spend more time together than

might have been the case otherwise. (Certainly,

participants felt they were far enough away from a

major metropolitan area, so that considerable dis

cussion went into emergency contingencies, should

Eloisa de Lorenzo of Uruguay, by then extremely

pregnant, go into labor.) Daytime discussions con

tinued on through dinner and then far into the

night.

Over the three days they were together, partici

pants had a chance to compare notes on health,

education and legislation concerning children who

were barred from schools. Participants began to

realize, many for the first time, that they were part
of an international movement that was gaining
momentum and that in many counties real

progress was being made. Parents and advocates of
children, whether their children had intellectual

impairments, cerebral palsy, post-polio disabilities

or serious physical impairments, realized that they
shared common goals and concerns, particularly in

the arenas of education and legislation. "People,"
educator Francis Connor recalled years later,

"were overpowered with the things they were

learning." (Groce: 1993) "Hope" is a word that

comes up regularly in reference to the West Point

meeting. Professional and personal links were

established that would last lifetimes. In interviews

with early leaders of the parents' movement, the

West Point conference is repeatedly referred to as

the starting point for many of the most progressive ideas and projects
espoused by the parents' movement in the following three decades.
Such conferences in which participants came together to address impor
tant themes, began to be common. For example, the following year, 1961, The
International Society and its Swedish member organization held the first
International Conference on Improving the Physical Environment for People
with Disabilities.

FIRST DAY Of I

The EighthWorldCongressof thelnternationalSocietyfor theWelfare
of Cripple*,thefirstsuchCongreuto meetia theWesternHemisphere,
bringsto NorthAmeritsprofessionalandvolunteerleadersin themeldof
rehabilitationandemploymentof thehandicappedfromcountriesanmodthe
world. ThePresidentof theUnitedStatesand*thePrimeMinisterofCanada
areHonoraryPresidentsof thisCongress,andtheClOfnmemorariveScamp
releasedtodayissnexpressionbythehostcountryandofall thoseattending
of confidencein theproductiveabilitiesof qualifiedhandicappedworkers
everywhere.ThePostOfficeDepartmentandall othermajorDepartments
of theUnitedStatesGovernmentknowfromexperiencematabilityandnot
disabilityis thetruemeasureof a person'sworthon thejob. Americais

'oddCoogitproudtowelcometheRighrhWi
delegatesandguestsfromofherlands
theirhopesandtheiraspirationsin whatis

of

toourshoresandhopesthat

ionsin whatis trulyoneof thegreatestPeople-
time,theproperrehabilitationandutilizationof

The above stamp was issued
in August 1960 to coincide
with the 8th World
Congress, held in New York
with the Prime Minister of
Canada and the President of
the U.S. serving as honorary

congress presidents.
"Employ the Handicapped"
is the theme of the stamp.

1960s—Activities Increased

Sparked by the New York World Congress, activity both in the New York

Secretariat and through national and regional Rehabilitation affiliates, con
tinued to grow.
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The era is marked by the establishment of a number of specialized working
groups and committees both through the New York offices and through vari
ous regional networks. Many of these groups —whether they were on polio,
cerebral palsy or leprosy, technological aids or professional specialties,

reflected the tenor of the times. The strong biomedical orientation of rehabil
itation research and theory prompted the International Society to divide reha
bilitation issues up as though they were diagnostic categories, and set up
specialized Commissions to concentrate on specific issues.
From the early 1950s to the mid-1960s, both within and beyond the Society
there was an underlying assumption that future solutions would be based heav
ily on advanced technologies and medical interventions, which would originate
in developed countries and be passed along for use to the Developing world. This

one-way 'exchange' of information and training was further fostered by funding

through programs such as the United States government's Public Law PL 94-
142, which funded travel of rehabilitation experts from developing nations to
western nations for training, with the expectation that they would establish

technologically sophisticated clinical interventions upon returning home.

Funding from the United States government was fairly easy to obtain dur

ing the late 1950s and early 1960s, and the Society, always struggling with
financial issues, grew heavily reliant upon grants from the United States. The

problem was that as an international organization, heavy reliance on any sin

gle government was problematic. By the mid-1960s, a number of national
member organizations were beginning to express serious concern that the
United States government, through allotments of grants and contracts, was
beginning to dictate the agenda of the Society.

Rl and Cold War Politics
It would be impossible to discuss the working of the International Society
during the Cold War years without acknowledging the significant rise of East-
West tensions and associated international politics.
In many ways, the International Society was unique. It was the only reha
bilitation organization and one of the very few western-based non-govern
mental organizations, which continued to maintain an effective East-West

dialogue throughout the Cold War era. RI regional meetings were held regu
larly. There were meetings in Poland, East Germany, the Czech Republic and

Hungary in the 1960s and 1970s, and in Estonia just as the Cold War was

coming to a close in 1989. Part of this continuing dialogue may have come
about through the participation ofmembers from Soviet Bloc countries on the

Society's Executive Board, however the commitment to on-going East-West
partnership went far deeper.
Before World War II, there had been well-established ties between the
Society's North American and Western European members and individuals
and societies in what was to become the Socialist world. Cuba had a national

society and was a member by the mid-1980s. The Third World Congress had
been held in Hungary in 1936 and attracted professionals and advocates from
throughout the region. Many of these personal ties remained, even though

politics had become more problematic.

From the earliest days of the Cold War era, Society leadership and mem
bers took an uncompromising stance against making rehabilitation a political
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issue. Rehabilitation, Society leaders argued again and again, was a humani

tarian endeavor and knew no political or ideological boundaries. No individ

ual with a disability, no clinician who served individuals with disabilities and

no administrator who oversaw programs to provide services to individuals

with disability should be denied access to the latest thinking in the field just

because of a geographic border or a political ideology.

Countries in both the East and the West were responsive to the Society's

insistence on remaining apolitical. In part, this may have been due not sim

ply to the persuasiveness of the Society's arguments, but also because the

crushing number of individuals who had been disabled in the course ofWWII
made it imperative for countries to obtain as many good ideas in rehabilita

tion as possible.

The Society's refusal to be turned away because of Cold War politics does

not mean that such politics did not greatly affect the professional exchanges

and international programs.
United States citizens for example, were often forbidden from attending

meetings where representative of Mainland China were participants, despite

loud protests from senior American figures, including Mary Switzer, head of

the major United States Department of Vocational Rehabilitation and later

Administrator of the entire Social and Rehabilitative Services program. She

called such politics "extremely short sighted" and "regrettable." Switzer, an

ardent internationalist, was a member of the RI Council for many years until
her death. As a senior government official, she gave orders for her staff to

work with RI staff to help develop projects that would justify grants. (These
grants helped to keep RI afloat more than once.)
At the same time, many in the West, including Rusk and Switzer in the
United States were not above appealing to the interests of the era. Both fre

quently argued that rehabilitation programs were highly visible, relatively

low-cost ways of promoting United States goodwill and democratic values. As

Rusk wrote in his New York Times column one Sunday, "frequently this writer

has commented on how America's participation in international rehabilitation

projects has furthered our foreign policy through the dramatization of the

high values we in a democracy place upon human dignity and the worth of the

individual" (Rusk: 1956). Mary Switzer would justify her program's interna

tional work before Congress by noting that, in her opinion, "rehabilitation was

the best demonstration of democratic forces at work." (Walker: 1988)
If those from the West felt pressure from their government when in contact
with colleagues from the Soviet bloc countries, these contacts were often more

difficult for those from the East.

Rehabilitation experts coming from the East to conferences or programs in

the West, often found such contacts exceptionally difficult. Representatives to

international conferences were often 'accompanied' by someone from their

secret police force, watched by people sent out by the embassy or asked to

report to the embassy on a daily basis. Jan Brazdil, head of the
Czechoslovakian member organization of Rehabilitation International for

many years, recalled being followed by at least two men 'from the member

Embassy" at every meeting.

When out of the country, Brazdil recalls that his movements were tightly

controlled, and this was true for many of the RI memberships from Iron

Rehabilitation, the

leaders argued, knew no

political or ideological

boundaries.

Representatives to

international

conferences were often

accompanied by

someone from their

secret police or watched

by people sent by the

embassy
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Curtain countries. Visas to travel to the West were hard to come by and often
withheld until the very last moment, so participants were never sure whether

they could in fact, attend planned conferences. When allowed outside the Iron
Curtain, many were permitted to leave their countries with only a small
amount of cash. (Barbara Duncan recalls this was often no more than $50-100
US), thus restricting the participants to staying only at the most modest
hotels far outside the city or at their national embassies, thereby giving them
no ability to go to dinners or events with other delegates.
Even when permission was granted for someone to attend a meeting out

side the Soviet Union and its satellite states, the logistics of travel were

extremely difficult and the funds for travel all but non-existent. For example,
Dr. Jiri Votava of Prague, now Deputy Vice-President of RI for Europe and
Chief of Rehabilitation Medicine at Charles University in Prague, recalled

that his first experience with Rehabilitation International was at the World

Congress in Japan in 1988. Czechoslovakia was very closed to the outside
world and it was almost impossible to travel to Japan. Jiri was committed; he
took a two-week trip across Siberia on the Trans-Siberian Rail Road to a small

Siberian port and then took a cargo ship to Yokohama. He arrived much ear
lier than when the conference was to begin and was hosted and taken around

by people affiliated with RI whom he was meeting for the first time. He was
extremely impressed not only with what he learned from the conference but

with experiencing how participants in RI managed to reach across boundaries
put up by the cold war. Long trips on the Trans-Siberian Rail Road seem to

have been part of the routine for a number of RI conference attendees —Tonu
Karu from Estonia and others were also willing to face the grueling trips in

order to attend RI meetings.
Brazdil, reflecting the opinion heard from many of his Eastern European

colleagues, felt that the problems resulting from being in close touch with RI
colleagues from the West were "worth it." As he recalls: "RI was a most unique

organization. It had official contacts, not only with medical doctors or unions
of the handicapped, but also with political and policy people. One had the pos
sibility of connecting, not only with Communists."
RI also tried to provide very practical assistance to Eastern European col
leagues. For example, for more than 25 years, lacking access to hard curren

cy, the German Democratic Republic (GDR) paid no RI membership fees.
Instead GDR 'soft' currency was put into a 'reserve fund' that was used by the
GDR Rehabilitation Society when it organized a meeting within the GDR for
RI members. GDR money was then used to pay for hotels, meeting costs and
transportation within the country.
Key people helped to maintain bridges between the East and West. For

example, in the 1950's Aleksander Hulek, working for the Polish Ministry of

Labor and Social Affairs, served as coordinator and translator on visits by for

eign rehabilitation experts sent by the UN, such as Drs. Howard Rusk and
Henry Kessler. After serving as the Chief of the UN Rehabilitation Unit in
New York (1962-1967), Professor Hulek returned to Poland, where he became
a professor of special education at the University of Warsaw and served as RI
National Secretary for Poland. In the late 1960s, he was elected RI Vice
President for Europe and helped form the Experts Group on Rehabilitation in
Socialist countries, which met annually. Due to widespread international con
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tacts, he often functioned as a "gatekeeper" between disability specialists liv

ing in countries on both sides of the Iron Curtain, and was also looked to as a

senior advisor by many rehabilitation specialists in the Socialist countries.

Another individual who played a key role was Professor Karlheinz Renker,

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, Martin Luther University, Halle, German

Democratic Republic. Professor Renker was a frequent World Health

Organization consultant, and worked closely with Dr. Einar Helander of
Sweden, head of the WHO rehabilitation section for many years. An RI Vice-
President for Europe from the late 1970s until his death in 1981, Renker acted

consistently as an important bridge between the East and West. Dr. Renker

also set up a series of significant visits for RI President Kenneth Jenkins and
Norman Acton, bringing them together with a number of prominent leaders

of rehabilitation programs in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland and East

Germany. This study tour created professional links that were instrumental

in on-going contacts with RI throughout the following decades.
Another major figure in maintaining East-West relationships has been Otto

Geiecker of Vienna. Long involved in RI work, Geieker as Deputy Director of
the Social Insurance Scheme for Austria, was instrumental in maintaining

strong ties with colleagues in Eastern Europe throughout the era. He played

an important role in obtaining funds through the Austrian government to

underwrite travel, meetings and projects of many rehabilitation experts in

Eastern Europe to attend RI meetings. For example, working closely with
Prof. Klaus-Peter Becker of East Germany in 1987, Dkfm. Geiecker organized

an RI European Conference in Berlin that brought together an unusually
large number of experts and advocates from Russia, Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary and the GDR. Not only was this meeting

fruitful in its own right, coming just as the Soviet Union was encountering

'glasnost,' it enabled participants to establish new ties or strengthen existing

ties just as the central Soviet mechanisms to address rehabilitation within the

region were beginning to crumble.
Geiecker also took the lead in trying to establish on-going sources of fund

ing for East European colleagues. For example, arguing that rehabilitation

centers in Eastern Europe provided services at much lower rates than in the

West, Geiecker negotiated contracts (many still on-going) that allowed the

Austrian Social Security system to pay for treatment of Austrian citizens at

thermal spas and rehabilitation centers in countries such as Yugoslavia.

These exchanges not only increased links between rehabilitation profession

als in the various countries, they also provided Eastern European colleagues

with hard cash to help subsidize their organizations.

International conferences Geiecker brought to Vienna, such as the 1981 RI
Regional European meeting and the 1986 UN Experts Conference on
Legislation organized by Rehabilitation International, were done with the

help of Austrian government funds. These were examples of how the Austrian

government funds were used to subsidize Eastern and Central European

rehabilitation and disability experts. The ability to bridge the gap was great

ly strengthened in 1984, when Geiecker became President of RI.

In addition to other sources of funding, Dr. Harry Fang, Otto Geiecker and

Fenmore Seton established something they called the "RI President's Fund"
which allowed them to offer assistance to RI representatives from Socialist
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countries and countries in the Developing world. This fund helps with travel
to RI meetings, and supports projects and programs that foster international
exchange.

Another source of continuing contact between the East and West came
from the Nordic countries. Individuals such as social rehabilitation special
ists Dr. Viekko Niemi and Heidi Lindberg of Finland, and Karl Montan and
Tomas Lagerwall of Sweden through ICTA, also are regularly cited as being
helpful contacts for many years through the region. Professor I. Skov
Jorgensen, long head of Special Education in Denmark and UNESCO con
sultant, Mrs. Ellika Ljunggren, RI National Secretary for Sweden and Dr.
Knud Jansen of Denmark, first head of the International Society for
Prosthetics and Orthotics, as well as Dr. Paul Dollfus of France, all played
important roles bridging East and West to unite committed individuals
throughout Europe.
RI colleagues from the Nordic countries would regularly issue invitations
for study tours, meetings and conferences to their colleagues in Eastern
Europe. They were also a regular source of publications and information. As
travel to the Nordic countries was viewed in a slightly better light by the
Socialist governments in Eastern Europe, there was some on-going exchange
that could be counted between these regions. For example, Finland sponsored
an extensive series of study visits for rehabilitation specialists from the
Socialist countries of Europe. Other Nordic members of ICTA, such as Maija
Konkkola, Mette Granstrom, Jan-Ingvar Lindstrom and Illkka Saarnio,
played important roles in maintaining contacts between East and West.
In addition to RI members who made every effort to maintain ties between
East and West through their official positions, there were also a number of RI
individual members who took it upon themselves to regularly send along the
latest publications that crossed their desk, drop thoughtful notes and rou

tinely refer professional contacts that were extremely helpful to colleagues in
Socialist countries.
Among individuals whose names come up regularly in this role, Madame

Diane de Castellane of France is prominent. Mme. de Castellane became
involved in rehabilitation after having had polio as a young adult. She creat
ed a national organization in France with a strong emphasis on the practical
aspects of life with disability through an emphasis on technical aids, trans

portation, accessibility and legislative initiatives. In addition to establishing
strong links with organizations in former French speaking colonies, she

played a central role in keeping links open with RI colleagues through
Eastern Europe, routinely sending the latest publications, dropping notes to

colleagues and hosting RI contacts as they came through France. (In 1988, the
French government recognized her efforts with its highest civilian award, the
Legion of Honor.)
Another important player in tying East and West together was Fenmore
Seton from the United States. An enthusiastic participant in RI for many
years, (and later RI Treasurer and President), Seton's name is mentioned reg
ularly among older RI members from Central and Eastern Europe. An excel
lent correspondent, he was an important source of current literature and
letters updating colleagues in Socialist countries about recent meetings, new
ideas and emerging networks.
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The Late 1960s—A Changing Era
In 1967, Norman Acton was elected the new Secretary-General of the
International Society, replacing Donald Wilson who had held that post since

1951.

When Wilson came to the Society in September of 1949, it had 12 member

national organizations and $18,000 in the bank. There were no other full-time

paid staff and no assured future income. By the time Wilson left eighteen

years later, the Society had 108 member organizations in 63 countries, and an

income and an endowment fund large enough to permit it to undertake con
tinuing operations and to permit some long term planning.

Wilson had not worked alone. Instrumental to the workings of the Society

throughout the 1960s, was Dorothy Warms, who served as Deputy Secretary

General from 1960 until her retirement in 1973. Dorothy throughout that era

was primarily responsible for the day-to-day running of the Society. She was

both effective and efficient —moreover, she won the respect and friendship of

colleagues in member organizations around the world. Straightforward, kind

and thoughtful, she was instrumental in much of the best that went on in the

Society for more than a decade. Several people who recalled her participation

in the Society as part of this present study, described her as 'beloved by all.'

Acton had already served as Assistant Secretary General in the early

1950's and in the intervening years, had left the Society to found the United

States Committee for UNICEF and to direct the World Veterans Federation
in Paris. When Donald Wilson called Acton to let him know he was soon to

leave the International Society to become Director of the Leonard Wood

Memorial Leprosy Fund, he had asked Acton whether he was interested in

applying for the open position of Secretary-General. Acton said he was defi

nitely not interested. Arriving at the opening reception of the World Congress

in Wiesbaden, West Germany several weeks later, Acton found himself being

heartily congratulated. He soon learned that he had been elected the new

Secretary General in absentia. Almost immediately, Acton was taken aside by

Dr. Gudmund Harlem, then serving as President of the International Society

for a 'talk.'

Gudmund Harlem could be extremely persuasive. In addition to being

President of the International Society at the time, Dr. Harlem had already

had a long and distinguished career as a politician in Norway. His association

with the Society had been a long-standing one. In the first part of the 1950s,
he had been one of Rusk's early Fellows and then became director of the new

National Rehabilitation Center in Oslo. From there he moved on to be the

Norwegian Minister of Social Affairs and then the Minister of Defense. When

his Labor party was voted out of office, Harlem returned to his old job as

Director of the National Center, also assuming the Presidency of the Society

in 1967.

It was clear both to Harlem and to Acton that they were in agreement on
many issues that were of immediate concern to RI. Gudmund Harlem was a

brilliant and often unorthodox thinker, who was willing to re-examine many

of the most basic tenants of rehabilitation medicine as it had developed

through the 1950s and 1960s. It may have been his background as a politician
that encouraged him to think about disability issues not simply from a clini

cal perspective, but from a broad social, economic and policy position. For
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many in rehabilitation at that time, the issues being discussed were how to fit

rehabilitation programming into broader medical perspectives. Harlem and

Acton would expand this frame dramatically, asking how disability issues
could be part of broader social and economic discussions beyond the medical

realm entirely.
Based on the prospect of working closely with Harlem to redefine the

Society, Acton agreed to take over the position —which he would keep until his

retirement in 1984.

Norman Acton needed a year to make the transition from his job in Paris
to taking up leadership in New York. In the interim, Dorothy Warms, then
Deputy Secretary General, took over as Acting Secretary General. (Dorothy
Warms actually had been approached by the RI Board earlier and asked if she
would consider becoming Secretary General. She was interested, but her fam

ily, already concerned that she was spending too much time away on RI
assignments, discouraged her from taking the position).

Strong emphasis was

placed on assessing the

status and needs of

d isability pop ula t ions

in the developing world.

New Arenas, New Issues

Acton joined the staff in New York the following year. Over the next few

years, the Society acquired two additional staff members. Susan Hammerman,

a speech and hearing specialist, who had recently returned from a stint with

the Peace Corps in Nepal, was referred to Dorothy Warms as a possible assis

tant. Warms hired her and was soon relying on her insights into the needs of

developing countries. In 1970, RI was in need of a journalist to edit publica
tions and organize information. Barbara Duncan, a recent college graduate
who had worked on two daily newspapers, moved to New York, and joined the

staff. In the following decades both have made major contributions to RI in par
ticular and to the global disability movement in general. Hammerman would

later become Secretary General of RI. Duncan would become editor of the

International Rehabilitation Review and other publications, and a leader in

the development of communications and information resources.
This time round, Acton found a Society much different from the one he had

left years earlier. On somewhat firmer footing financially, and with a large
and growing national membership, the Society had become an established
force within the international health and development community.
Acton's tenure as head of the Society saw an expansion of the organization

in two directions. The first was to shift RFs perspective to a global orientation,

with an emphasis on identifying objectives and generating policies to reach

these objectives that were cross-disciplinary. As part of this, Acton moved RI
away from the United States domination, broadening participation in, and

orientation of the Society to reflect the concerns and concepts of disability
worldwide, with increasing emphasis on the resource-poor countries. Strong

emphasis was placed on accurately assessing the status and needs of disabled

populations in the Developing world in social, legal and economic terms, and

in increasing the numbers of members from these countries.

The second new arena was the introduction of substantive cross-disability
collaboration on the international level. For example, Acton worked closely
with Gunner and Rosemary Dybwad of the International League of Societies

for the Mentally Handicapped (now Inclusion International) to successfully
steer a Resolution on the Rights of Mentally Disabled Persons through the UN
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system to adoption. He worked side by side with blind colleagues Anders

Arnor of Sweden and Dorina de Gouvea Nowill of Brazil to strengthen the

international presence of the World Council for the Welfare of the Blind

(WCWB). Evidence of his achievement in this area was reflected in 1984 when

the WCWB and the International Federation of the Blind held a special meet

ing in Saudi Arabia to delineate their merger into the World Blind Union,

Acton was invited as the mutually trusted ally to advise the successful nego
tiations.
In 1969, the membership again gathered for a World Congress in Dublin.
This World Congress proved to be a particularly productive one, not only
because of the large number of individuals who attended, but because of the

innovative ideas that first emerged or were first introduced to a broad audi
ence at these meetings.

As an example, Dr. Bengt Nirje of Sweden, considered by many the father

of the self-advocacy movement, delivered a groundbreaking paper, "Towards

Independence." This was the world's introduction to the concept that became

known as "normalization." In that paper he stated: "To be allowed to be

human means to be allowed to fail." He went on to describe the first Swedish
conference of young intellectually impaired adults, by noting: 'This struggle
for respect and independence is always the normal way to obtain personal
dignity and a sense of liberty and equality."

The World Congress, Dublin 1969

Among the concrete outcomes of the Dublin World Congress were: the

approval of the Symbol of Access, proclamation of the Decade of
Rehabilitation, increased emphasis on attention to services in Developing
countries and the proposal of another organizational name change. Barrier
Free Design, the Symbol of Access and Community Based Rehabilitation, all

were introduced in Dublin in 1969. These major initiatives were in prepara
tion in the years preceding the Dublin Congress. In many ways, they were the
logical culmination of ideas and initiatives that had been developed over the

preceding decade.

"To be allowed to be

human means to be

allowed to fail."

Bengt Nirje, 1969

Barrier Free Design
Barrier free design was an important new element in international disabil

ity research and discussion during the 1960s and 1970s. The Dublin World

Congress had many papers on accessibility, including the finding that if acces
sibility were incorporated into plans for new buildings from the beginning, it
would represent only 1-2% of the total construction costs. Such research
gained the attention of many beyond the disability community and under
scored the need to clearly designate accessibility as a desirable and reachable
universal goal.
The increasing number of architectural and design experts with disability

expertise, the growing interest among governments and foundations on the
social and economic consequences of barrier-free design, and the attention of
the UN to this issue, all combined to reach a critical mass by the mid-1970s.
The publication by RI in 1975 of a seminal book that summarized interna
tional knowledge in the field, Barrier-Free Design: Report of a UN Experts
Meeting(1974), helped to define and crystallize the movement.

...accessibility as a

desirable and reachable,

universal goal.
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The Symbol of Access
An important byproduct of the accessibility movement and growing atten
tion to barrier free design, was the International Symbol of Access promoted
by the Society.

By the late 1960s, the need for a symbol to designate accessible facilities was

being discussed in a number of countries. In fact, different access symbols were

already in use in France, Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the

United States. This was evidently also an idea of interest in Asia as a theme of

the 1968 RI Pan-Pacific Rehabilitation Conference was "Promotion of Non-
Handicapped Physical Environments for Disabled People." As Norman Acton

recalled some years later, "a number of different

symbols were beginning to appear and several of
us could see a messy situation developing with

multiple symbols— so there was some urgency."
Acton asked Karl Montan, first Director of
the Swedish Handicap Institute and Chair of

the RI International Commission for Technical
Aids (ICTA) if they could come up with a viable
design in time to present to the Eleventh World

Congress in Dublin in 1969. The stipulations
were that the symbol must be readily identifi
able from a reasonable distance; must be self-

descriptive, must be simple yet esthetically

designed with no secondary meaning, and must
be practical.

Montan agreed to take on the project and

arranged for the Scandinavian Design

Students Organization to tackle the assign
ment. Ms. Susanne Koefoed, a Danish graphic

design student, submitted the winning design,
considered by the panel a simple motif of a stick figure using a wheelchair to indicate barrier-free

access. The new symbol was presented to an expert panel convened under the

auspices of the Society's Center for Technical Aids, in Bromma, Sweden, in

1968. The symbol met with general approval, particularly after it was modi

fied by Karl Montan. Taking the original copy of the submitted design,
Montan 'humanized' it further by adding a circle to the top of the seated fig
ure, thus giving it a 'head.' With the addition of the 'head,' the panel gave its

enthusiastic endorsement to the new symbol. The international panel of

design chose Koefoed's design unanimously, the RI Assembly officially adopt
ed it and the 1969 World Congress introduced it to the world.12

Distribution of the symbol was the next order of business. The effort was

greatly assisted by the 3M Corporation which contributed a large supply of
the symbol on self-adhesive materials. Fenmore Seton, later President of RI,

contributed another large supply. Acton and RI President Jean Regniers
opened negotiations with the International Organization for Standardization

(the ISO) in Geneva, whose membership includes the standard-setting organs
of most governments. The ISO incorporated the symbol into their library of

internationally recognized symbols with formal specifications as to dimen
sions and use.

a b. c.

These were the six final symbols considered by the international panel
which chose A., on which a "head" was later added to make the symbol
we know today. The symbols were; A. Susanne Koefoed's design; B
symbol used at Expo 67, Montreal. Canada; C. designed by students
and faculty in Ncrwich (England) School of Art; D. symbol of Canadian
Committee on Building Standards; E. symbol used in New York State,
and F. symbol submitted by "Open Doors for the Handicapped", a
Pennsylvania organization of disabled persons.

The variety of symbols
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Following its adoption, the Society's final step was to consider how best

to promote the Symbol. Within the Society, there was some debate over

whether to make the Symbol a 'registered service mark.' It was decided
however, that this would prove particularly complex, as such protections
must be enacted on a country by country basis. Besides the objective was

not to restrict use, but to ensure good usage. It was decided that public
education and promotion would be more effective in ensuring that the

symbol would always be kept in the public domain. To that end, the

Society drew up guidelines for the use of the symbol and a resolution

magnanimously was put forward recommending that it be made a gift to

mankind. This resolution was adopted at a subsequent meeting in the

Society's Assembly in Baguio, Philippines in 1978.
The Symbol of Access quickly gained wide acceptance and within the

decade became a universally used way of designating an accessible facil

ity. The single largest boost to universal adoption of the Symbol and the

fledgling barrier free design movement took place in 1974, when a United

Nations Experts meeting was organized by Rehabilitation International at

the UN's request, on the topic. The imprimatur of the United Nations provid
ed a technical backing for the Symbol that gave it a universal stature compa
rable to that granted several years earlier by the International Organization
for Standards (ISO).

Susanne Koefoed of
Denmark submitted the

winning design on behalf of
the Scandinavian Design
Students Organization.

CBR

In keeping with the tradition of holding expert meetings around World
Congresses, a meeting to discuss a new approach to rehabilitation in

Developing countries was scheduled for Killarney, Ireland immediately fol

lowing the Dublin World Congress. In Killarney, a new approach for what was
entitled 'Community Based Rehabilitation' (CBR), was hammered out. CBR
represented a distinct break from the increasingly high-tech, costly and large

ly urban-based approaches that had been popular among rehabilitation pro
fessionals since the late 1940s.

Experts in Killarney asked two questions: What are the really essential

basic services and how can they most simply and economically be provided?
The answer was to train persons with disability, family members and local

health personnel in simple rehabilitation techniques that can make signifi
cant differences in an individual's ability to perform daily tasks. In essence,
CBR was centered on grassroot approaches already proven effective in a num
ber of international maternal/child health programs. It received further sup
port from the recognition that many poorer countries cannot afford the cost of
building up the professional infrastructure and its accompanying buildings
and organizations.

As Mary Switzer stated in her address about expanding concepts in reha
bilitation to the 1969 World Congress:

Our goals—and theirs—are to help people help themselves. . .One of the
greatest deterrents to extending services in all areas is the lack of trained
dedicated people. We must learn to be more flexible in our evaluation of
what talents are needed in all our programs. Full-scale professionally
trained people are not often available, and if they are, they are not always
the best suited to the task ahead.

CBR represented a

distinct break from the

increasingly high tech,

costly and largely

u i -ba n -based approaches

that had been popular

among rehabilitation

p i xtfess ion als sin ee

the 1940s.
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The Report that was issued by the Killarney meeting looks little like CBR
that has emerged over the years. Still oriented more to rehabilitation profes
sionals than to grassroots activist, the initial Report gives little attention to
individuals with disability themselves as decision makers or consumers, nor
does it give much attention to decisions of families and communities beyond
simplifying the process of how services might be accessed. It nevertheless,
represented a profound change from previous expert-defined and technology

driven rehabilitation approaches. It immediately caught the attention of
many groups worldwide and its implications were even more apparent when,
in 1978, the World Health Organization issued the Declaration of Alma Ata
which prioritized inclusion of community based approaches to health care and

health interventions.
RI has continued its role in promoting and developing the practice of CBR,
most recently with the publication of CBR: Worldwide Applications, Visions
and Resources^ 1998)and an accompanying video by Barbara Kolucki examin

ing different approaches to documenting best practices.

The Dublin Conference and the Developing World
In addition to specific products, such as CBR, Barrier Free Design and the

Symbol of Access, the Dublin Congress was marked by an even more impor
tant conceptual shift in orientation among many within the Society: the grow
ing amount of attention that was beginning to be paid to Developing
countries. There was a marked increase at the Dublin Congress in the num

ber of participants from less developed or poor countries. At the same time
there was also increasing interest in developing service systems, organiza
tional structures and new knowledge bases, (such as a renewed emphasis on

statistical analysis of disability issues from a demographic perspective), that
were crucial to the further development of rehabilitation and disability pro

grams in less technologically sophisticated arenas. This shift would take

many years, and many would argue that the Society continues to be undergo
ing this transition as it begins its ninth decade, however, Dublin is still per
ceived as a watershed meeting and one in which this transition can first be

strongly noted. While Congresses had always attracted participants from

around the world, in Dublin, delegations of participants, such as a team of five

from Uganda, attended.

The Decade of Rehabilitation
There was one final initiative that began in Dublin that would have reper

cussions for the coming decades. In an attempt to coalesce global public opin
ion and political resolve, the Society formally declared the 1970s, The Decade

of Rehabilitation. A key objective of the Decade was to involve governments,
not simply medical or voluntary agencies, in disability and rehabilitation

issues. It was the first time any organization attempted to define global objec
tives for a campaign on disability.

There were a series of presentations made by RI of the Decade Declaration
to heads of state and governments, the Pope, and directors of agencies in the

United Nations system. Such presentations generated posters, medallions

and press releases, carrying the message to many countries. Fundraising

lagged far behind the political networking, severely limiting the scope of the

lt was the first time any

organization had

attempted to define

global objectives for a

disa bility ca mpaign .
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campaign. As will be seen however, the Decade of

Rehabilitation helped RI develop a model that
was to become significant in the following

decade with the Charter for the 80s and

helped influence development of the

World Programme of Action.

The decade of the 1970s was also

marked by a number of landmark

publications by or through RI that
helped to identify and define

emerging global issues. One of

several RI publications in this
era shifting attention to develop
ing countries was W.W. Taylor

and I.W. Taylor's Services for the

Handicapped in India (1970). RI
also served as distributor for

important publications, such as

The Sociology and Social Psychology

of Disability and Rehabilitation
(Random House, 1970), by Greek sociolo

gist Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, who

was one of the first to record gender inequal
ities in the health and disability fields.

The World Congress, Sydney, 1972

The World Conference held in Sydney, Australia followed up on many of the

initiatives begun in Dublin in 1969. The conference was significant in partic

ular because the forums, seminars and paper sessions underscored the grow

ing interest in disability in the Developing world. Although there were still

many sessions on biomedical or technological approaches to rehabilitation,

increasingly rehabilitation specialists and advocates were beginning to see

disability issues in a broader and more complex light.
The other major outcome of the Sydney meeting was the fact that it was the

first Society World Congress to be held in the Pacific. Although there had been

regular Pan-Pacific regional conferences held since 1958, the World Congress
attracted a very large number of professionals and advocates, many of them

just starting their careers, from throughout the region. A number of leading
rehabilitation specialists active in the Asia -Pacific region today trace their

first exposure to Rehabilitation International and often to the field of rehabil

itation, to the Sydney meetings. Regional networks initially established in

Sydney represented an important break from European and United States
dominance of the organization.

This medallion in honor of
the Decade of Rehabilitation
was produced by the
Portuguese organizers of
Rl's first European
conference, held in 1974 in
Lisbon. It was designed by
Portuguese artist. Cabral
Antunes, to underscore the
importance of supporting
disabled individuals within
the family milieu.

Another Name Change
In what had become a fairly regular routine by 1972, the Sydney World

Congress also saw yet another organizational name change.
An indication of the speed with which the field of rehabilitation had been

changing could be seen in the name changes the International Society under
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In 1972 Harold Russell,

chairman of the U.S.
President's Committee on

Employment of Disabled
Persons, presented Norman
Acton with a recognition of
Rl's 50th anniversary. Russell
traveled the world
promoting employment
initiatives, working closely
with Rl and the World
Veterans Federation.

An organization ''for"

individuals with

disability had

paternalistic overtones

that became

increasingly out of

vogue.

went. In 1960, the International
Society for the Welfare of
Cripples officially became the
International Society for the
Rehabilitation of the Disabled.
This was because the term
"Cripples" was no longer accept
able and "Rehabilitation" was
far more acceptable than
"Welfare," which had a strong
air of charity about it. By 1970
however, the new name for the

Society was itself outdated. An

organization "for" individuals
with disability had paternalistic
overtones that were beginning to

become increasingly out of
vogue. In 1972 the Sydney
Congress approved another

name change, this time to
Rehabilitation International.

Streamlining the Internal Operations —Brussels

Sydney had been by all accounts, a very successful meeting. Behind the
scenes however the Society was in trouble. Indeed, Acton went into the

Sydney World Congress fearing that it would be the 'death knell' of the organ
ization.
The staff had had little time to prepare for the meeting, several major
grants from the United States government had just ended and the coffers
were empty. Furthermore, a new president had been elected about whom the

Secretary General and the staff in New York, knew very little. The nominat
ing committee had actually strongly backed Teresa Serra from Italy to be the
new President of RI. Serra, who had been instrumental in a number of
Rehabilitation International activities for years, was a wonderful choice for

many reasons. As a mother of a disabled child, she was one of the European
founders of the growing parents' movement in the 1950s. Serra had a degree
in law, was bright and charming and had taken an important lead in issues
of policy development, legislation and rehabilitation. Unfortunately, a num
ber of country representatives were unwilling to back a woman candidate.
Other country representatives, with some from the United States among the
most vocal, resisted electing Terra Serra because she had been an enthusias
tic member of the Italian Communist Party.
In the end, Dra. Serra withdrew and the Assembly elected Professor Dr.
Kurt Alphons Jochheim, an individual who was relatively new to the organi
zation and about whom few people (including Norman Acton) knew much.
Jochheim, a prominent neurologist from West Germany, was already well

known throughout Europe for both his extensive publications on a variety of
rehabilitation related research topics and for fostering the careers of a gener
ation ofmedical students and medical residents. He turned out to be an excel
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lent choice and proved to be instrumental in helping to move the organization
into a new era.
Secretary General Norman Acton reasoned if the organization was in such
dire straights anyhow, it was time for a significant overhaul. With Jochheim's

backing, Acton set up a meeting in Brussels shortly after the end of the

Sydney World Congress, with the intention of restructuring the Society.

Restructuring
Restructuring was much needed. Under Donald Wilson a series of stand

ing Committees had been established to address various aspects of rehabili

tation. These Committees had proliferated over the years. Many of the

Committees were based on specific diagnostic categories, such as cerebral

palsy or leprosy. In part these categories followed the strong tendency
throughout the post-war period to medicalize a number of specific disabling
conditions. But after a time, they also began to clutter the organizational
effectiveness of Rehabilitation International, continually subdividing groups
that shared common goals. Not only did they compartmentalize much of the

work of RI, they also took a great deal of time to administer. Furthermore,

they placed the Society in direct competition for funds and authority with a

number of disability-specific organizations that emerged throughout the

developed world in the 1940s and 1950s, such as various cerebral palsy
organizations in Europe and the United States or the Leonard Wood

Memorial Leprosy Foundation. For such organizations, it made far more

sense to have direct links with their peers independently, rather than go
through Rehabilitation International. Rehabilitation International's

strength had always been in cross-disciplinary, cross-disability policy and

networking. Norman Acton and President Kurt Jochheim wanted to return
to these core areas of expertise.
In Brussels, heads of committees were brought together and major organi
zational changes were put through, following which, a postal ballet was sent
to all voting members in order to expedite the change.
The Committees were reduced to five Commissions, based around organiz
ing principles: vocational, educational, social, technical and medical. RI would
concentrate on promoting the concept of the four equal aspects of disability
services; medical, educational, vocational, social and technical (ICTA).
Most of the committees created through the Society during the proceeding
decade were encouraged to go out on their own, establishing independent
organizations. The Society staff helped these groups get their feet on the

ground. As a result of this, the Society gave birth to yet another group of inter
national disability/rehabilitation organizations. Among these were:

• The International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics, (ISPO) first estab

lished in Denmark and now based in Scotland;
• The International Cerebral Palsy Society, based in England which held
annual seminars in Oxford and in Developing countries from the 1970s

through to the 1990s.
• The International Society for Augmentative and Alternative
Communication (ISAAC) —which is based in Canada and still very active.
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Karl Montan of Sweden,
who organized the interna
tional panel that considered
various designs and selected
the Symbol of Access

As new organizations, these former technical committees kept close con
nections with Rehabilitation International, often meeting in tandem with or
immediately before or after major Rehabilitation International conferences.
One group—ICTA—was strongly in favor of remaining part of the Society.
ICTA, which had recently been instrumental in helping the Society refine and
introduce the Symbol of Access, had for many years had been an extremely
active subgroup. An ICTA Information Center had been established within
the prestigious Swedish Handicap Institute, with funding from the Swedish
government, in response to the increasing number of requests being received
by RI for technical information. Led by Karl Montan of Sweden, the ICTA
group requested that they remain in Rehabilitation International, pointing
out that none of the organizing areas proposed included technological expert
ise. ICTA was allowed to stay and continues to be a very active commission

with branches in Europe, the Asia-Pacific region, Latin
America, North America and Africa.
The new Commissions would flourish over the years.
ICTA, the Education Commission, the Vocational
Commission (now called Work and Employment) and
the Social Commission all allowed colleagues with sim
ilar interests to meet in a smaller and often more pro
ductive forum. Many RI members have reported that
while broad panel discussions and key note speakers at
conferences can be interesting, (and perhaps occasion
ally a bit dry) it is the more detailed work of the
Commissions and the networking that takes place
among individuals who often share common interests
and concerns that have made many international meet
ings particularly productive.
A second significant change initiated at the Brussels
meeting was the participation in Rehabilitation
International by national governments and organiza
tions. President Kurt Jochheim was instrumental in
pushing this inclusion of national governments to the
fore.

The Rehabilitation International leadership realized
that changes in social services, health policy and medi
cine had resulted in a shift of social agents involved in

programs for individuals with disability. Isolated medical clinics and special
ized hospitals had long since given way to national health care programs and
social security schemes. Government, private and voluntary groups now all
were involved. RI was restructured to include affiliates that could come from
public, private and voluntary organizations. National governments, and
national organizations and associations, could now be members —their partic
ular voice within the organization to be determined in consultation with the
other affiliated organizations from their own countries.
A direct consequence of this broadening of permitted affiliates was that
funding started to come in for the first time from national governments.
Germany was among the first, followed by Canada, then others. This shift

proved to be an important one.
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Finally, Acton and other RI leaders pushed the Assembly to change the
World Congresses from every three years to every four years, freeing up staff
time and energy to concentrate on other projects. Other changes adopted by
the Brussels meeting were to restructure the governing council into a smaller

Executive Committee with regional representation and to have the Assembly
meet every year. The primary purpose of these changes were to establish more
direct participation by member organizations in policy and planning. Finally,
the Brussels meeting established a new category of member organization, the

International Member Organization, which gave opportunity for specialized
international associations to participate in RI.

Pursuing a Global Vision
The immediate effect of the Brussels meeting was that the Society was now

easier to operate. Clearer chains of command existed and less time was devot

ed to an on-going series of meetings of the specialized committees.
Once the Society was restructured, the Secretariat was now freer to tackle

larger issues. They chose to concentrate much of their energies in a series of

studies and programs that allowed Rehabilitation International to again
return to its early goals of being a global voice, providing perspective on dis

ability and rehabilitation issues worldwide.
This broader approach to RI encouraged clarification and reconceptualization
ofdisability-related issues for UNICEF, UNESCO, the United Nations Develop- —

ment Program (UNDP), and the United Nations General Assembly. Indeed, it

was during the 1970s and 1980s,that the central role of Rehabilitation A return to its early

goals of being a global

voice, providing

International as a clearinghouse for all types of disability related materials,
information and networking, became well defined. The organization gathered
and assessed materials for a full range of United Nations activities as well as

serving as a source of information and ideas for other multilateral and bilater- perspectives on

al disability programs. (In a sense the Society was returning to its roots. The disability and
concept of placing Rehabilitation International in the center of a disability net- ,
. . .. , . , , , , . /. .11 rehabilitation issi

work and using it as a clearinghouse and focal point of an international network
was something that both Edgar Allen and Bell Greve had long before envisioned worldwide. . .

as a particularly important aspect of the organization).
Through President Kurt Jochheim's initiative, an RI Information Service
was established at the University of Heidelberg, Germany, where from 1975
to 1985 a small staff produced international bibliographies on innovative top
ics, conducted individual information searches and distributed mailings of
selected publications to RI members and subscribers. The concept of this early
computer-based service was that RI would screen large numbers of incoming
publications for innovative approaches, select the best, buy them in bulk

quantity and distribute them worldwide.

Emerging Research Contributions
One of the most significant contributions made by Kurt Jochheim during the
1970's and 1980's was to tie Rehabilitation International projects and pro
grams more strongly to research. While members and committees of

Rehabilitation International had always relied heavily on solid data and well
executed studies to make their arguments, for the first time, the society began
to consistently generate its own data for analysis and policy recommendations.
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Published in 1981 by Rl in

cooperation with the
United Nations

Research became

pa rticularly import an t

because it was key to

tying rehabilitation to

the emerging field of

international

development.

Indeed, in 1978 under Jochheim's guidance with private German funding,
the Society even sponsored its own research journal, The International
Journal of Rehabilitation Research (IJRR). It was founded by a young col
league of Jochheim's, Professor Dr. Rudolf Schindele of Heidelberg
University's Department of Special Education.13 For some years, through
this journal, RI became a prominent voice in international rehabilitation
research. This influence has waned in recent years, but for about 15 years
many RI leaders from Asia, Europe and North America served on the IJRR
research board. (The Journal is now published in association with the
European Association of Rehabilitation Research).
Research was particularly important because it became key to tying reha
bilitation to the emerging field of international development. By the mid-
1970s, several significant studies written by RI allowed a clearer reframing
of issues, with Rehabilitation International becoming a global voice in the

emerging field of international disability.

The Economics of Disability
The first of these studies was a comparative study of the economic implica
tions of disability. A number of RI members around the world contributed to
it. The project was initiated by Susan Hammerman, who received a grant
from the United Nations in 1976-1977, to undertake the work. As an econo
mist was needed for the study, Barbara Duncan recommended Prof. Monroe
Berkowitz, whom she had recently met at the First National Conference on
Independent Living in Berkeley in 1974.
The importance of tying disability to international development issues had
been of growing importance since the mid-1960's. Norman Acton recalled that

a flight to Tokyo in 1979 he found himself seated next to Robert MacNamara,

then head of the World Bank. Acton spent a good part of the trip across the
Pacific trying to convince MacNamara why the Bank should be involved with

disability issues. MacNamara showed a polite interest. Acton sent a packet of

readings to MacNamara as follow up as soon as he returned to New York, but
there was no response. (It would not be until 2002 that the Bank hired Judith
Heumann as its first full-time staff member to work on disability and devel

opment issues).

Hammerman, with her field experience in a developing country, returned
to the topic in the late 1970s. The resulting monograph, The Economics of
Disability: an International Perspective (1981) elicited a great deal of atten

tion. The study was of particular significance because it firmly established for
the first time that it was less expensive for society to provide rehabilitation
services than not to provide them. The research gave serious underpinning to

the consumer movement, and provided a quantitative base to the arguments.
The study not only produced information that justified funding for servic
es and support mechanisms for individuals with disability. Just as impor
tantly, it broadened the arena of how disability issues should be

conceptualized. For the first time, economists began attending Rehabilitation
International meetings. Requests for information to economists and minis
ters of labor at the national level by RI National Secretaries and member
chapters during the study, prompted a number of national chapters to estab
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lish ties to economists in their own countries—professionals with whom they

previously had little contact.

One-in-Ten
Another significant step forward in bringing disability issues into the inter

national health and international development context was to give some esti

mate of the numbers involved both regionally and globally. RI member
organizations were constantly being asked by governments to quantify needs

for existing and proposed services and the
members were turning to the Secretariat

for such information on the regional and

global level.

The RI leadership also realized that if dis
ability were to be moved onto the world stage
and not simply remain a medically defined

issue, disability issues had to come to the

attention of epidemiologists, economists and

policy makers. In order to do this, discussion
ofdisability had to be put in statistical terms

that would underscore the extent of the issue

worldwide. In 1968, Acton conceptualized
and conducted the first worldwide analysis
of the number of disabled people.
Determining disability statistics remains a

complex issue, dependent on definitions of

disability and census reports that remain

open to debate. However after polling RI members and reviewing all available
figures, RI issued a report stating that "one in ten" or some 500 million persons
worldwide lived with a significant disabling condition.

The response to the RI Report was significant. It gave new attention to dis
ability issues and allowed disability groups over the next two decades to move

further onto the world stage. The estimated global statistics received a seri
ous boost when the United Nations and UNICEF accepted the RI estimate
and began to promote the idea of "l-in-10."

During 1981 —the International Year of Disabled Persons—there was

unprecedented demand from the media to quantify the global disability situ
ation and this estimate gained worldwide exposure.
There remains a substantial debate over the figures, with experts and advo

cates arguing heatedly about whether the numbers were in fact less than or

greater than the l-in-10 figure. While this has yet to be resolved, the impor
tant step forward represented by the Report was the shift from a clinical to a

statistical standard of measurement for disability issues. No matter what fig
ures (or set of figures) are eventually agreed upon, the important point will
continue to be that the findings will be able to be used by a wide group of pop
ulation demographers, policy planners and economists as well as disability
oriented groups, thus making disability part of the global debate in health and

development.

Almost as soon as the

Symbol was adopted,
disability advocacy groups
around the world made it
the center of accessibility
campaigns and protests. By
the end of the 1970s, it was
commonplace to see
placards and t-shirts of the
Symbol of Access with a
raised fist added or other
protest art. Above, circa
1980, graffiti in Spain:
"Government, listen to us."

There, remains

substantial debate

about the "i in 10"

figures, with experts

and advocates

arguing...
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Prof. Dr. Kurt-Alphons
Jochheim of Germany, Rl
President 1972-1976. When

visiting other countries, it
was not uncommon for Dr.
Jochheim to lecture at
conferences all day and then
at night to accompany local
physicians on their
emergency visits.

Progress in the Decade of Rehabilitation
The Decade of Rehabilitation is of note
because although only a moderate success, it

helped develop a model for subsequent cam

paigns. The Decade of Rehabilitation effort was

particularly notable because of the new emphasis
given to the Developing world. Prior to the 1970s,
most of the international effort that had gone
into training rehabilitation professionals had
concentrated on bringing professionals from the

poor or less developed countries to Europe or
North America to enhance their skills. Both the
Rusk and Kessler Institutes in the New York
area were examples of this. Now consensus was

developing around the idea of training a wide
array of rehabilitation specialists (not just physi

cians) in the Developing world with appropriate skills and technologies.
The momentum that eventually led to the Charter for the 80s, was the
result of several different events building upon each other. An innovative and

comprehensive piece of legislation was adopted in the United Kingdom in
1971. At the instigation of the new M.P. Alf Morris, the progressive
Chronically Sick and Disabled Act, (called by some the Disability Magna
Carta), generated a great deal of interest in policy and legislative approaches
to disability, particularly in Europe. Dra. Teresa Serra of Italy followed upon
this mounting interest by working with RI to organize an international con
ference on disability legislation in 1971. Charlotte Floro of the Philippines
was the prime mover in organizing a subsequent conference in Manila in
1978, the Manila Legislation Conference, the first to focused on legislation
regarding disability in developing countries.
By the mid-1970s, it became clear to the RI leadership that the new legisla
tive initiatives and the shift from a medical to a development and human rights
base, should be translated into a new unifying document —something that

began to be referred to as a Charter for the 80's. The Charter for the 80s was an

attempt to codify the principles that were emerging from these innovative ini
tiatives and to establish global guidance on how to design and plan action.

Prior to this, organizations had developed multi-year or decade-long plans
or objects for themselves, but the RI Charter for the 80's was something new;
it was intended to set objectives for global rehabilitation issues that could be

espoused by all interested organizations, not simply by RI and its member
groups.

Planning for the Charter for the 80's grew throughout the end of the 1970s.
At least ten major planning meetings were held in various parts of the world
to allow RI member organizations to provide comment and guidance. (The
consequences of this will be returned to shortly).

RI and the United Nations in the 1970s
Rehabilitation International with its new emphasis on establishing global
perspectives on disability was instrumental in organizing and carrying out
another important project. In the early 1970, Esko Kosunen, Chief of the
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United Nations Rehabilitation Unit, approached Norman Acton as Chair of

the CWOIH, and asked if the Council would be willing to provide a back
ground paper for the United Nations on the current status of disability glob

ally.

Acton, with the help of Rehabilitation International affiliates, began to col

lect information and statistics from around the world. There was no funding

available through the United Nations, but Rehabilitation International

believed the work was important enough to warrant the contribution of orga

nizational time and energy. In 1973, Rehabilitation International submitted
the report to the UN that was issued through CWOIH under the title
Rehabilitation Needs and Resources.

Although Rehabilitation Needs and Resources was submitted to the UN
through CWOIH, it in fact, reflected the current thinking of RI membership
at the time. Breaking from the strict medical/rehabilitation model that has

dominated the thinking of the post-war period, the Report was a comprehen
sive overview of the global status of people with disability. It presented a very
early and very clear statement of the need to link disability issues with social

justice and international development models.

Rehabilitation Needs and Resources remains a

seminal work in the history of international dis

ability policy development. It also helped lay the
groundwork for the United Nations World

Programme of Action. Drawing upon the infor

mation about the scope of disability issues and

the gap between the needs and resources that

had emerged from RI's statistical studies, the

report stressed that it was essential for govern
ments to accept responsibility for developing an

adequate response to such needs. (RI's growing

incorporation of governmental institutions into

its membership greatly aided in this emerging
area of discourse).
Among its other Recommendations, the

Report urged the United Nations to initiate a

series of technical and expert meetings on disability as a relatively inexpen

sive way of focusing attention on areas that needed serious rethinking. Prior

to this, there had been only an occasional United Nations meeting touching on

disability, and a few international efforts within the United Nations to bring

together knowledgeable individuals to specifically address a discrete area of

concern in rehabilitation. The United Nations did not have necessary staff nor

the contacts to plan, organize and conduct such meetings, so the United

Nations again turned to Rehabilitation International.

Over the following several years, in response to the CWOIH report, the
United Nations, with Rehabilitation International's co-sponsorship, held a

series of important Expert Meetings. Among these were:

• The UN Experts Meeting on Barrier Free Design, New York, 1974;
The meeting on Barrier Free Design held in New York, brought together an

unusual blend of design specialists and heads of disability NGOs. The

Kenneth Jenkins of
Australia, RI President 1976-

1980. A combination of
entrepreneur and

employment service

provider, Jenkins was best
known for founding Bedford
Industries, one of the first
vocational rehabilitation
ventures to produce its own
champagne.
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resulting report was remarkable for its practical and yet, universal insights
on how to adapt the physical environment.
• The United Nations International Experts Meeting on Socio
economic Implications of Investment in Rehabilitation, Geneva, 1977
This meeting was the basis of the project, International Perspectives on the

Economics of Disability, 1978-1980. This conference was both productive in
its own right, and also helped Susan Hammerman bring together back

ground data and expertise for the publication The Economics ofDisability
in 1981.
• The Second International Experts Meeting on Legislation
Concerning Disabled Persons, Manila, 1978
Organized by RI in cooperation with the United Nations and the govern
ment of the Philippines, this follow up to the Conference in Rome in 1971,

emphasized the need to explore legislation in developing countries. The

resulting "Manila Statement" advocating that a national council for welfare

and rehabilitation should be established by legislation in all nations to

coordinate programs and policy dealing with disability, was an important

step forward.
• The United Nations International Seminar on Improving
Communications about People with Disabilities, Vienna, 1982
One other significant expert meeting was added to the list initially recom

mended in the CWOIH document. In spring of 1982, the UN Office for Social
and Humanitarian affairs in Vienna asked RI to help organize a seminar on
Disability and the Media. Organized by the UN Department of Public
Information in collaboration with RI, it was an important meeting, the first

on disability and the media for the UN and on an international level.
The meeting proved to be a success. The resulting publication:

"Improving Communications About People With Disabilities," written by
an RI collaborative group which included Barbara Duncan, Norman Acton,
Barbara Kolucki and Alan Brightman, became a UN 'best seller' in English,
French and Spanish for many years. The first international publication

demonstrating how to improve disability messages and images through the

media, it sparked a great deal of other research, meetings and publications
within the disability community. Subsequently, the ILO commissioned RI
and one of the report's co-authors, Barbara Kolucki, to follow up with

another publication: "Working Together with the Media: A Practical Guide
for People with Disability." This book demonstrated why all disability and

rehabilitation projects, especially in developing countries, should have a

media component to ensure community acceptance and sustainability. The

book was based primarily on an ILO sponsored workshop held during the
RI 17th World Congress in Kenya.

• RI Expert Meeting on Legislation for Equalization of Opportunities
for People with Disabilities, Vienna, 1986.
Under the sponsorship of the UN, this RI organized meeting at the UN
Vienna International Center continued the dialogue on connections
between legislation and equity issues.

The specialized technical meetings were eventually replaced as the
International Decade moved forward through United Nations Interagency
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annual meetings on disability issues. However while they were functioning,

these meetings contributed substantially to the identification and develop
ment of a number of key issues. (It is interesting to note that after a hiatus of

some years, these United Nations interagency meetings have just been

resumed this past year with a meeting in Geneva).

IRAN—The International Institute for Rehabilitation in Developing
Countries
In addition to those efforts that had long-term effects on RI, some projects
had great potential but for various reasons did not make it past the planning

stages. Perhaps one of the most interesting of these was the plan to establish

an International Institute for Rehabilitation in Developing Countries. RI staff
working closely with UN and ILO personnel on this project and national mem
bers gave a considerable amount of time and attention to it in the mid-1970s.

With growing concern and attention to disability issues in the Developing
world, it became increasingly clear to Rehabilitation International that many
of the standard, expensive medically based models simply were not usable. RI
leadership had been exposed to the ideas of Prof Ronald Huckstep working in

Uganda, David Werner working in Mexico, and others regarding low-cost, cul

turally appropriate, community based rehabilitation services. They believed

that a training center for rehabilitation in the Developing world— a Center

where new, community based rehabilitation techniques could be taught, and

where new ideas about community rehabilitation, intervention and education

could be studied, would be an important contribution. Dr. S.

Sheikholeslamzadeh, Minister of Health and Social Affairs in Iran, secured

funds from the Iranian government and the Shah to sponsor a Center in

Teheran, with the United Nations, the World Health Organization, the

International Labor Organization, UN Development Program and UNESCO
agreeing to be co-collabora

tors in the venture. A con
sultant, O. Wandall-Holm of

Denmark had already been

hired to begin to find a loca

tion in Tehran and to start
organizing the program
when the Iranian Revolution
intervened. Although there

was an attempt to transfer

the project to Greece, the

program never got off the

ground and what could have

been a very interesting idea
was lost.

At the 1984 World Congress
in Lisbon, Congress President
and chief organizer. Col.
Joao Villalobos (seated, in
suit) called daily press
conferences with disability
NGOs. Col. Villalobos, then

head of the government
rehabilitation agency, was a

strong disability advocate
and admired for his ability
to recite poetry and tell
jokes in at least four
languages.
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The 1980s

The 1960s and 70s were

years of social unrest in

many countries,

reaching all corners of

society, including the

disability community.

on© kiwi in ten

This New Zealand poster
was one of the most popular
of hundreds developed for
the International Year of
Disabled Persons.

Rehabilitation International and the Disability Rights Movement
he 1960's and 1970s were years of social unrest in many countries that

reached all corners of society including the disability community. Individuals
with disability who had been divided on the basis of their specific disabilities
into distinct constituencies, (and often placed in the position of vying for what
little public support existed), came to realize that their shared concerns far

outweighed their historic differences.14
Around the world, no matter what type of disability individuals might have,

most were faced with common problems and high barriers. Their lives were

structured and their options determined by complex medical, legal and edu
cational bureaucracies, by social security systems poorly designed to serve

individuals with disability who wanted some measure of independence and
self-determination and by the broader, inaccessible society where prejudice

and stereotypes were still rife. Individuals with disability in the 1970's real
ized that they were dealing with issues analogous to those of other minority

groups. Disability, they began to argue, was not an issue of specific medical

diagnosis but a minority status, and therefore persons with disability
deserved the rights and protections granted other minority groups.
With this shift in perception came a new activism. Much of the methodology
and the formulas for action, both in North America, Europe and elsewhere were

patterned after "minority" movements of the late 1960's and early 1970s; the
Civil Rights Movement in the United States, the student protests in Europe, the

international women's liberation movement, the solidarity experienced by coun
tries emerging from colonization, the Gay Rights Movement and more. By the
mid-1970's numerous organizations of people with disability had been founded

to address political, economic and social concerns, and these were frequently

working in close cooperation with one another. It was a social movement collec
tively known as the Disability Rights Movement or

in some countries, the Independent Living
Movement.

For the first time there was significant and on-

dfl;'%*t& I * going cooperation among disabled groups and

individuals. This new and united front gave the

8P' entire movement an unprecedented strength. The

central concept behind this new movement is very
straightforward; in both the charity model and

the medical/rehabilitation model, individuals with

disability were seen as recipients of care. Others

made the decisions for them. Now, through expe
rience and exposure to the political realities, and

through the growing body of expertise found with

in the disabled community itself, disabled individ
uals began to openly advocate for far more independent roles in society, and a
much greater say in organizations, legislation and policies established on
their behalf.
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By 1972 RI began to experience this phenomenon with reports in the
Australian media that disabled participants objected to the inaccessi

ble venue of the World Congress in Sydney. In 1976, the 13th World

Congress in Israel received a growing number of complaints from dis

abled delegates, mostly concerning the physical premises, but also

beginning to challenge the low numbers of visibly disabled partici

pants. In 1973, RI hired a young, Brooklyn-based disability rights
organizer, Judy Heumann, to represent the organization in a Red Cross
disability youth project, taking her to Norway, the UK and Germany.
Ms. Heumann would later co-found the first U.S. based international

ly-focused disability policy organization, the World Institute on

Disability. In this same era, particularly in Europe and North America,
RI members began to encounter demands for representation from dis
ability rights leaders within their constituencies. Partly in response,
two respected leaders with disabilities, Ron-Chandran Dudley of

Singapore and Dr. Paul Dollfus of France were elected as Vice

Presidents. In 1979 the RI Council adopted a policy "to utilize to a
greater degree the contribution of disabled people" and their organiza
tions and to develop support projects to this end. "Participation of dis
abled people" was chosen as a main theme of the 1980 World congress and a

disabled advocate was hired to develop the Winnipeg program.
The philosophy that stated that people with disability are equipped to
direct and control their own lives challenged the paternalistic role not only
often assumed by the society-at-large, but also by many reha

bilitation professionals and organizations. Voluntary

organizations established to assisted individuals with dis

ability were now asked to include these individuals in deci
sion making capacities; to shift from being organizations
"for" the disabled, to being organizations "or the disabled.
Non-disabled experts were asked to shift from the role of decision
makers to that of technical advisors. Some organizations and non-dis
abled experts responded to these changes better than others.

In conjunction with new activism on the part of individuals and
groups with disability, a new international network began to crys
tallize. Traditional links with institutions, organizations and pro
fessionals in medicine and education were bypassed. Disabled leaders

and disability-led organizations began to establish links

between disability advocacy groups in the international
arena. More than ever before, individuals with dis
ability and political and civic leaders were talking
directly to one another, exchanging ideas, and support
ing new approaches to rights and services.

The Winnipeg Conference

Since 1929, with the First World Congress in Geneva, World Congresses
have always been landmark events for Rehabilitation International. Working
with limited budgets and even in the best of times, a small staff and the usu
ally gracious but overworked host national or regional committees,

Congresses would attract thousands. Participants would be both members of

The IYDP expanded
understanding of disability
issues around the world

J01

Britain's Graeae Theatre

Company entertained and

challenged many of the 2500
participants in Rl's 1980
World Congress in Winnipeg.
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Winnipeg was by all

accounts a stormy

meeti ng . Di ssension

could be traced bach as

far as the mid-1970s...

The Rev. Harold Wilke of the
U.S. began working with Rl
in the 1970s to develop its
Social Commission. He has
published several books
about how to make religious
congregations more
accessible to and welcoming
of disabled persons.

RI and individuals and organizations who were not members of RI, but active
in disability or rehabilitation fields.
In many ways, Rehabilitation International's 14th World Congress in
Winnipeg was among its most successful. It was there that the Rehabilitation
International Charter for the 80s was approved. It was there that a planning
meeting for the United Nations International Year of Disabled Persons helped
solidify objectives for the upcoming year. And it was there that a major new
international disability organization—Disabled People's International, was
conceived.

Interestingly, Winnipeg was the first international congress in which
Rehabilitation International leadership had specifically arranged for many of
the leading international figures in the emerging Disability Rights movement
to attend. A number of travel grants and fellowships had been awarded (espe
cially from the Congress budget, and Canada, Denmark, Sweden, UK and US
funds), with the hope that new networks among disabled activists and
between disabled activists and professionals in the field would be formed.
Additionally, following criticism about inaccessible meeting venues at the

previous two World Congresses in 1972 and 1976, the RI Canadian host was
determined to do better at the brand new Congress Center in downtown
Winnipeg.
The United Nations Secretariat responsible for organizing the
International Year of Disabled People, the United Nations Center for Social

Development and Humanitarian Affaires in Vienna, asked Rehabilitation
International if they might piggy-back a planning meeting for the
International Year onto the Winnipeg conference rather then trying to organ
ize their own conference. This brought an additional group of leading disabil
ity activists to Canada for the event. In all, over 250 disability advocates
would attend the Winnipeg meeting. By the time Rehabilitation International
officials arrived in Winnipeg, however, they were fairly certain that there was
trouble brewing.

It was, by all accounts, a stormy meeting. Dissension could be traced at
least as far back as the mid-1970's, primarily with the Swedes, the Dutch, the
Danes and some British, who began to insist upon a larger representation of

people with disability in Rehabilitation International governance. In
Winnipeg, these groups were strongly supported by Canadian, Irish and U.S.
organizations of people with disability. There was loud debate, backroom

negotiations, an on-site newsletter that was printed nightly by the activists

and hushed discussions in the halls. Open confrontation, very much part of

the United States Civil Rights movement, was engaged in by some. Such tac

tics not only increased the tension level overall, but they were particularly

problematic for RI members from some countries in Central Europe and Asia
who, however sympathetic they were to the disability advocates point of view,

came from societies where negotiation was stressed and open confrontations

generally avoided as unproductive. However, once open debate was begun,

there was no turning back.
The new emphasis on self-determination was also disturbing to many pro
fessionals at the meeting, who believed that they knew what was best for dis
abled people, and who argued that their ability to view disability issues with
some detachment, were assets. Some professionals responded with reserve,
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feeling their careers and their credibility were in

jeopardy. Others listened carefully and were open
enough to begin to rethink many of their most basic

assumptions. (Some of these individuals were deeply
troubled by the fact that they had been unable to see

obvious problems or inequalities in the previous sys

tem).

The Swedish delegation proposed an amendment

to the Constitution of Rehabilitation International

that would immediately require a majority (at least

51%) of the voting delegates be people with disabili

ty. Some within Rehabilitation International
opposed this. Rehabilitation International leader

ship agreed to do this, but felt the change in leader

ship should be made gradually as each

representative's term expired. After heated discus

sion both behind the scenes and on the floor, the amendment was voted down

by a secret ballot.

After losing the vote to have a majority say in RI governance, a decision was
reached by some of the most progressive delegates with disability that a sep
arate, international disability-run forum was needed and that an organization
should be established in order to provide this. Among the most influential and

outspoken of those in the debate was the late Liam McGuire of the Irish
Wheelchair Association, who wrote the declarations for the group. Ed Roberts,

already well known as the founder of the Berkeley Center of

Independent Living and Lex Frieden, a leading figure in the inde- _
pendent living movement from Texas, and in years to come, first
drafter of the Americans with Disabilities Act, (and the future
President of Rehabilitation International), were also fully engaged.
Also heavily involved were Henry Enns and Jim Derksen of The
Canadian Association of Provincial Organizations of the

Handicapped, Ron Chandron-Dudley from Singapore, and Benqt

Lindqvist from Sweden (who was to become Sweden's first disabled

minister and later still, the UN's Special Rapporteur on the Standard

Rules for Equalization of Opportunities for People with Disabilities).
Eunice Fiorito, first president of the American Association of Citizens
with Disabilities, was also an early participant and served for many
years as the DPI Treasurer. Joshua Malinga of Zimbabwe, who would
eventually be named DPI's Chairman, was one of the leading African

participants.
There remained a real air of dissatisfaction among many at the

Congress. Some non-disabled participants felt their years of work on

behalf of disability issues were not appreciated, and many participants with
disability felt they were being shut out of an organization which was being
run for, but not yet, 'by* them. Senior Rehabilitation International staff and

the Canadian organizers were able to hold the conference together, but clear

ly, major issues needed to be addressed.

In 1981, Prof. Sven Olaf
Brattgard, Swedish

technology researcher.

Queen Silvia of Sweden and
James D. Wolfensohn, now
president of the World Bank,
strategize at the Bellagio
conference on information
technology and disability.

Published by RI in

cooperation with the UN,
1992
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During the 1980s, Dr. Harry

Fang made Rl Charter

presentations to more than
30 heads of state and
government. Here, Dr.

Sharad Gokhale, Rl National

Secretary for India (left) and
Mrs. Sushila Rohatgi,
government disability
specialist (right) join Dr.
Fang in a Charter 80s

presentation to Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi.

Disabled Peoples' International
With strong backing from groups in Sweden and Canada, Disabled Peoples'
International (DPI) was formed as a separate group to act as the voice of peo
ple with disability worldwide. Eighteen months later, with United Nations

funding, the founding World Congress of DPI drew some 400 participants to
Singapore. Disabled Peoples' International has over the past two decades
become an extremely prominent and effective organization with consultative
status with the UN. With its primary base in Canada, it now speaks for mil

lions of disabled activists and receives support from a number of European

governments, as well as from Canada, from the United Nations and through

private foundations.
It would be almost a decade before of the rifts that appeared during the
Winnipeg Meeting were breached. One of the most productive consequences of

the tumultuous Congress was
that it proved to be a global
platform to raise fundamental

questions about who should

speak "for" individuals and pop
ulations with disability. Many
rehabilitation professionals,
administrators and policy mak
ers from around the world who
were in Winnipeg, returned
home to think carefully and crit
ically about some of their most
basic assumptions about dis

ability. One of the tragedies of
the meeting was that for many

years, RI lost the participation
of a number of important lead
ers from the Disability Rights

movement —young, bright, energetic people who would be among the most

engaged and effective leaders on disability policy issues for the coming
decades.

Winnipeg was not DPI Alone: The Rl Charter for the 80's, and the
United Nations International Year of Disabled Persons, 1981.
The Rehabilitation International leadership left Winnipeg not only politi

cally shaken but with a series of important projects that needed immediate
attention. Among these were the Charter for the 80s and the International
Year of Disabled Persons.

Among the other important developments at Winnipeg was the election of

Dr. Harry Fang of Hong Kong to replace the outgoing Kenneth Jenkins of
Australia. Jenkins, an innovator in business-based vocational projects, had

served as President from 1976 to 1980. Fang would be instrumental in help
ing the Society survive the tumultuous period that was to follow. Fang was a

great organizer, fostering highly productive meetings with a clear vision of

what RI should be doing. His participation was to be crucial during the com
ing period.
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Charter for the 80s
A Committee for the Charter
for the 80s was established in

1978, with the Hon. Alf Morris,
M.P., UK Minister for the
Disabled, as Chair. The group,
with the assistance of Peter
Mitchell of the Royal Association

for Disability and Rehabilitation

(RADAR) held preparatory meet

ings in both Eastern and Western

Europe in 1978, at the Pan-Pacific
Conference in Seoul in 1979 and

at the RI meetings of experts from
Latin America and the Caribbean
which took place in Mexico City in
November of 1979.

The Charter emphasized among other things four key points: disability pre
vention, provision of rehabilitation services, equal participation and increasing

public awareness. (Appendix B) The document reflected the interest in having

global rehabilitation concerns and the economic, social and political well being
of individuals with disability worldwide become active components of public

policy. It also called upon each government to establish a senior post on dis
ability. The Charter itself was influenced by the UK Chronically I11 and
Disabled Act, which appeared in 1971.
A draft of The Charter was presented to and deliberated by the Fourteenth
World Congress in Winnipeg, Canada in 1980. Following its adoption by the
RI Assembly, it was then presented by RI officials to heads of state and gov
ernment around the world. In this way many key civic and political leaders
were sensitized to disability issues during the UN International Year of the
Disabled Persons and the subsequent Decade. The Charter gave many
Rehabilitation International leaders who made the presentations the oppor
tunity to discuss broad social, political and economic aspects of disability with
political leaders only shortly before the World Programme of Action, and new

legislation and programs introduced through the UN Decade, began to cross
their desks. The Charter also provided text and motivation for several nation
al laws, as well as the focus for national and regional conferences.

Presentations were made around the world: Indira Gandhi of India received
a copy of the Charter; as did Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain, the Crown
Prince of Jordan, the Governor General of New Zealand and Pope John Paul.
Within four years of its adoption, RI President Harry Fang could report to the
Fifteenth World Congress in Lisbon that it had been presented to world lead
ers in 22 countries. (Fang: 1984).16
Presentations were particularly important in Asia, with Sir Harry Fang,
President of RI, making at least two dozen such presentations. Sir Harry,
M.B. Lee, Joseph Kwok and a group of dedicated RI members in Asia pre
sented the Charter to Mr. Zenko Suzuki, Prime Minister of Japan, the Prime
Minister of Australia and the Governor General of New Zealand.

For decades, this venerable
British contingent - George
Wilson, Lewis Carter-Jones,
M.P., and Peter Mitchell -
whether they were seated
on the front bench or back
bench, made sure RI

Assemblies and elections
followed proper procedure
and interjected if the Chair
let proceedings get too
humdrum.
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Tambo Camara (seated), a
scientist and disability
advocate from Mauritania,

served as an African regional
officer for both Rl and
Disabled Peoples
International during
the 1980s.

The presentation to

Chinese leaders opened

the discourse on

disability with strong

links established

between Rl Hong Kong,

Rl Japan and Beijing.

Such presentations were nowhere more important or more pro
ductive that the presentation of the Charter of the 80s on April
17, 1984, to His Excellency Zhao Ziyang, Prime Minster of China
and Mr. Deng Pufang, head of the China Disabled People's
Federation (CDPF). The Presentation took place in the Great Hall
of the People in Beijing on the occasion of the China Welfare Fund

for the Handicapped becoming an affiliate of Rehabilitation

International. Sir Harry Fang was accompanied by RI Secretary
General Norman Acton, RI President Otto Geiecker and such ded
icated RI members as M.B. Lee, then RI National Secretary for
Hong Kong, Prof. Joseph Kwok, Dr. Satoshi Ueda of Japan, Fen

Seton of the US, then RI Treasurer, Lionel Watts, disability rights
leader of Australia and Charlotte Floro, the rehabilitation expert
from the Philippines.

The Charter in China

The significance of such presentations is well illustrated by the

series of events generated by the presentation of the Charter to

Chinese officials in 1984.
The presentation to Chinese leaders helped open a discourse on disability

with strong links being established between RI Hong Kong, RI Japan and
Beijing. The Charter for the 80s proved to be a catalyst to getting mainland

China more fully involved with rehabilitation. After the Charter was present
ed in 1982, Mr. Deng Pufang came to Hong Kong for the first time with a small

delegation. The emphasis on cross-disciplinary and cross-disability rehabilita

tion models advocated both by RI and by the leadership of the Hong Kong
Society for Rehabilitation had particular resonance with the needs in China.

After his visit to Hong Kong and extensive discussion with Sir Harry Fang and
M.B. Lee, Deng Pufang was persuaded to have the CDPF join as an important
RI member.
Since that time the CDPF has participated in all World Congresses,
Assemblies and regional Conferences. A series of highly successful Abilympics
(vocational skills competitions), beginning in 1984, has also allowed disabili

ty issues to gain more attention from the Council and Ministry of Labor and

Employment. In fact, as a response to the Abilympics, disability issues have

been integrated into regular work plans and all Abilympics medallists have

been designated by Ministry as 'elite' people—bringing further attention to
the skills and competencies of individuals with disability.
The CDPF has also joined a number of other international organizations,
allowing it to become a significant voice in global disability policy and prac
tice. China has found RI's combination of technical expertise and broad poli

cy overview particular helpful in identifying and defining current and future

directions for rehabilitation and disability advocacy.
By 1988, China organized its first international disability conference. In

November 1990, the CDPF hosted the RI Asia/Pacific Regional Conference in
Beijing, with more than a thousand representatives present, half from over

seas. The 1990 Regional Conference was organized immediately after
Tiananmen Square. Despite international tensions, rehabilitation issues and
disability advocacy once again proved an internationally unifying cause that
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was above politics. Work by Mr. M.B.Lee, RI Vice
President for Asia and the Pacific and Professor Joseph
Kwok, Hon. Secretary for the RI Regional Committee for
Asia and the Pacific helped ensure strong attendance at

the meeting, which opened with U.S. government repre
sentative Susan Parker reading a message of greetings
from President George Bush to the Conference delegates.
The growing activity in China was evidenced by a num

ber of exchanges with a great deal of public and media

attention. In late 1991 and early 1992, CDPF encouraged
China's government to sponsor the Asia and Pacific

Decade of Disabled Persons, (1993-2002) and its official
launch was held in Beijing in late 1992. In March of 2000

CPDF hosted the highly successful World Summit of
Disability NGOs in Beijing.
At the same time, a series of projects through RI connections in Asia fos
tered greater activity and cooperation. For example, one of the striking issues

facing rehabilitation in China in the mid-1980s, was that there was a lack of

knowledgeable front-line staff. This lack of knowledge led to a proposal by
Prof. Harry Fang and the Hong Kong Society for Rehabilitation for cooperative
training exchanges with the China Disabled Persons Federation, the

Ministries of Public Health and Civil Affairs in China and the World Health

Organization. Exchanges were established over the ensuing decade. One was

based at the Tongji Medical University and another at the Anhui Medical

University. In the following ten years some 450 medical experts received in-

depth training and over 2000 participants have attended these short, supple

mentary courses.

Perhaps the greatest contribution made by the Charter for the 80s was that

the United Nations Program of Action for the International Year of the

Disabled and later the Decade, was strongly modeled upon the Charter.

Before describing the connections between the two programs, however it is
important to note the limitations of the Charter.

Problem with Charter for the 80s
Planning for The Charter for the 80s, had begun in the mid-1970s. The

Charter was designed to cover many of the emerging issues faced by rehabil

itation programs and rehabilitation professionals worldwide.

One oversight significantly weakened the Charter at the outset. The draft

and approval process of the Charter had taken place in the late 1970s. Those

within Rehabilitation International, both at headquarters and among nation

al members were aware of the new Disability Rights Movement, but did not

fully appreciate the speed and international breadth of the Movement, as the

Winnipeg Congress clearly demonstrated. The Charter barely touched upon
the rights to self-determination and disability-leadership issues, which quick

ly became the litmus test for global disability issues.

It is interesting to note that, for a brief period in the early 1980s, Ron
Chandran Dudley of Singapore, was both a Vice-President of RI and of DPI.
When the final text of the Charter for the 80's was being negotiated, he pro

posed three divisions or levels of action—prevention, rehabilitation and equal-

Relaxing after a long

meeting are: (left to right) RI
Assembly members Diane de

Castellane and Dr. Paul
Dollfus of France, Dr. Gerard
Leon of Haiti and Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Buick Constable
of New Zealand.

Barbro Carlsson and Ellika

Ljunggren of Sweden, long
serving members of the RI
Assembly
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ization of opportunities to replace the four aims of the Charter ini

tially suggested. The UN Programme of Action adopted this
approach as part of its International Decade, however the RI
Executive Committee decided not to integrate this into the Charter.
Because of this lack of substantive attention to a voice for individu

als with disability, while the first flurry of activity which greeted the

Charter was significant, by the mid-1980s, much of the attention orig

inally garnered by the Charter was in many countries, redirected to

the UN Decade of Disabled Persons.
In some regions —Asia in particular —there continued to be very
important groundwork which laid the foundation for much of the

subsequent activity in the area. Disability advocacy was soon to

merge efforts with the Charter for the 80s with efforts on behalf of

the United Nations' r¥DP and the World Programme of Action.

The visit of China's disability
leader, Deng Pufang (seated)
to the new RI headquarters
in 1986 was a proud
occasion. Gathered in the

Harry S.Y. Fang library are:

(left to right) Fenmore
Seton, Susan Hammerman,

North American vice

president Sandra Parrino
and Norman Acton. RI and
the National Council on

Disability organized a full
itinerary across the country
to enable Mr. Deng to meet
with the disability
leadership and observe

independent living services
in action.

International Year of Disabled Persons and the Decade
The history of the United Nations International Year and the

International Decade of Disabled Persons reflects strong influences
from Rehabilitation International and is linked closely to the development of

the Charter.
In 1952, the United Nations' Economic and Social Council had passed a
resolution establishing the United Nations Disability Unit. This Unit had
always been small but it coordinated the international activities of many

private voluntary organizations and was able to call upon United Nations

funding to support some technical assistance programs. Within the United
Nations system, "enabling Resolutions" to sanction Units must be resub
mitted for approval every twenty-five years. By 1976, the Disability Unit's
resolution was soon to expire. Director Kosunen informed Norman Acton,

of this problem and Acton drafted a new resolution continuing the pro
gram and arranging for its introduction to ECOSOC. Acton expanded upon
the ideas in the original enabling Resolution to reflect the latest thinking
in the disability field. Attention was no longer to be limited only to those

with physical disabilities: all disabled groups were included. Furthermore,

the objectives of the Unit reflected the new and comprehensive social, eco
nomic and educational aspects of the field.

The Resolution itself was quickly passed by the Economic and Social

Council. Soon thereafter, Mr. Mansur R. Kikhia, a United Nations delegate
from Libya, who had experience in his own country working with blindness

organizations, suggested that the time might be right for an International

Year of Disabled Persons within the United Nations system, to help focus

attention on the whole realm of disability. In 1976, the United Nations

General Assembly proclaimed 1981 as the International Year of Disabled

Persons and called for a Plan of Action that would emphasize "Full
Participation and Equal Opportunities."
The 1982 World Programme of Action Concerning Disabled Persons, was a

global strategy to prevent disability, promote rehabilitation and provide for

full participation and equal opportunity of disabled persons in social life.

Emphasis was placed on disability leadership training and self-advocacy.
Many countries utilized the International Year and the International Decade
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to initiate new projects and to coordinate both domestic pro
grams and international initiatives in the disability field.
Numerous meetings, conferences and exchanges helped
strengthen international cooperative networks.
Early on, the United Nations recognized that a Year was
not enough time to significantly address the many issues

and problems that related to disability. The International
Year of Disabled Persons was used therefore, as a period to

identify some of the most prominent issues. The Year was

then followed by the International Decade of Disabled

Persons.

Rehabilitation International was to also play a major
role behind the scenes in drafting the World Programme of
Action, the principal product of the 17YDP, designed to be a blueprint for the

coming Decade.

In 1981, the Advisory Committee recommended to the UN General
Assembly that a 'World Programme ofAction' be prepared for the Decade. The

secretariat in Vienna was asked to prepare a draft. Leticia
Shahani, Director of the Center for Social Development, turned
to Acton at a meeting in Paris and asked if RI would draft the
Programme. Acton accepted and went to Vienna for two weeks
to work as a consultant, with RI funding the effort. Leaning
heavily on his earlier global analyses and the recently issued

Charter for the 80's, over the course of ten days Acton produced
a draft. Subsequently Linnea Gardestrom, a Swedish disabili

ty "ombudsman," worked with the UN Secretariat staff, such as
Marianne Awwad, on finalizing the text. Shahani presented
the text to the Decade Advisory Committee as the work of the

Secretariat, but the Programme clearly reflects much ofRI cur
rent thinking in the area of disability advocacy and legislation.
While many of the issues covered in the World Programme
were similar to the Charter for the 80's, there were two signif

icant differences that made it a more widely accepted docu
ment. Of central importance was the fact that as a product of the United
Nations and not a single NGO, the World Programme was the property of all.

There were also structural differences that proved to be important. The first

was that individuals with disability and disability-led groups were given real

ownership and voice. There was also great attention paid to the issue of

Equalization of Opportunity for individuals with disability—a key point that

fit well into the emerging social and economic models of disability. Among
other things, the Programme reflected many of the valuable lessons learned
through the Winnipeg Congress.
As the 1980s progressed, work on the Charter gave way to attention to the

World Programme and the UN Decade of Disabled Persons, with RI leader
ship and members joining in the global effort. Within the Decade many
nations also developed their independent national positions and plans of

action and had less need for global pronouncements from either RI or the UN.

Members of the Swazi Royal
Family welcomed President
Otto Geiecker to Mbabane in
1985 for an RI Assembly and
Commission meetings. Far
left is RI Vice President for
Africa, Dr. Ephraim Magagula.

In the late 1980s, RI Czech
and Polish colleagues (left to
right): Jan Brazdil, long time
Assembly member from

Prague, Dr. Piotr Janaszek of
Cracow and Prof. Wiktor
Dega, considered the father
of rehabilitation in Poland.
Dr. Janaszek, an orthopedic

surgeon, was a protege of
Dr. Dega and went on to
serve as the president of the
Polish Rehabilitation Society
in the 1990s. During the Cold
War, Dr. Janaszek managed
to organize a series of
international rehabilitation

camps for disabled children
and disability film festivals
for adults.
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Famous Finns: Heidi
Lind berg, Rl vice president
for Europe and Kalle
Konkkola, Rl Assembly
member, then Chairman of
Disabled People's
International. Both have
been supportive of East-
West exchanges in Europe.

The 1981 Tokyo

Abilympics drew more

than 300 participants

from 49 countries to

compete in .17

vocational skill areas.

Ablilympics
In 1980, Rehabilitation International found

itself deeply involved in preparations for and the
running of the first International Abilympics in

Tokyo in October 1981. The idea of Mr. Hideo
Hori, of Japan, who also chaired the Tokyo
International Abilympics Organizing
Committee, the Abilympics were designed to

highlight the vocational abilities of individuals
with disability in the workplace. The strong and
enthusiastic support of Sir Harry Fang and other
prominent Asians for this new idea, played a cru
cial role in its implementation. Also of key impor
tance was the support of Dr. Yutaka Nakamura,

founder of Japan Sun Industries.
The competition was divided into three parts:

an international industrial skills contest, highlighting a diversity of skill

areas from technology repair and computer programming to jewelry making,

from typing to cooking. There were demonstrations of unique vocational skills

and crafts. And there was also an accompanying international seminar on

employment. Attendance at the Tokyo meeting was impressive —304 partici
pants from 49 countries came to compete in 17 skill areas. Competitors includ

ed typists from Tokyo, computer programmers from the United States, a

mother and son cooking team from then Czechoslovakia.

Open to the public, it attracted massive crowds who quickly became

engaged in enthusiastically cheering the participants on. Participation by
local political and civic leaders, enormous numbers of spectators and exten

sive coverage in the local media all provided the hoped for result—a large
number of potential employers and policy makers much better informed about

the abilities and employment concerns of individuals with disability.
The Tokyo Abilympics proved to be one of the major events of the

International Year of Disabled Persons. The Tokyo Abilympics gave birth to

the Abilympics movement, with planning for a second begun almost as soon as
the Abilympics closed, to meet in Bogata, Colombia four years later.

International competitions are now held every four years and national and

regional competitions are held annually or biannually in countries around the

world. The Third Abilymplics took place in Hong Kong in 1991, with RI mem
ber organizations and many prominent Hong Kong based leaders in disability,

deeply involved. (Among other accomplishments, the 1991 competition pro

duced a Guinness World Record length parade dragon). A fourth Abilympics
was held in Prague in 2000 and a fifth is planned for India in 2003.

A New Era: the Decade and Beyond
The work undertaken by Rehabilitation International in the recent past
has been a continuation of the global approach to rehabilitation advocacy and

information that has gone before. Among other significant work undertaken

by RI that bears mention are:
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Rl Changes its Constitution to Ensure Fuller Representation by
Disabled-Led Organizations and Disabled Persons
In the late 1980s RI changed its constitution to include disabled leaders on
its Executive Committee and concentrated on evolving its role

as a forum for participation by three equal partners: people with

disability and their families, service providers and govern
ments.

One unresolved issue from the 1980 Winnipeg Assembly was

how to restructure RI decision-making processes to more direct
ly involve disabled persons and their organizations. In 1985 a

lively meeting to discuss proposals was held in Hong Kong
under the Chairmanship of M.B. Lee and Lionel Watts of
Australia. The most popular proposal was suggested by Byron

Buick-Constable of New Zealand, advocating the immediate

doubling of Executive Committee regional representatives by
adding "Deputy Vice Presidents" who were disabled or parents
of disabled children or youths. At the 1986 RI Assembly, there
were two initiatives put to the vote, the plan to immediately add
disabled voting members to the Executive and an alternative, to

create an advisory committee of disability advocates. With the

leadership of Buick-Constable and the support of Lewis Carter-Jones, M.P.,

United Kingdom, among others, the Assembly adopted the "direct represen
tation" approach.

Dr. Naoichi Tsuyama
considers the logistical
challenges in the

forthcoming 16th World
Congress in Tokyo...

Hammerman becomes Secretary General
In 1984, Susan Hammerman took over as Secretary General

from Norman Acton, who was retiring. A member of the RI
staff since 1968, Hammerman had worked closely with Acton
in developing a number of the key initiatives that had been
introduced during the 1970s and early 1980s.
Hammerman's own interest in disability issues began with
a master's degree in speech and hearing and intensified in the
Peace Corps, where she helped to establish the first school for
deaf children in Nepal. Because of this strong early experi
ence, she continued to be very interested in disability in the

developing world and to understand the links that existed
between disability and broader international development
issues.

Her interests in development extended beyond economics—

on her watch, a great deal of attention was given to in 1939 Dr. Laur Karu, the

Community Based Rehabilitation. While initial work on CBR had been devel- Minister of Health for Estonia,

oped in the RI sponsored Killarney Conference in 1969; it was really in the welcomed delegates to the
, „„„ v / . . , L , j. , j , RI/UNICEF international

1980s that CBR became an important component of global disability develop- conference on children
ment strategy. with disabilities.

Rehabilitation International and UNICEF
Another initiative that took place under Susan Hammerman was to

strengthen programmatic collaboration between RI and UNICEF. There had
always been links between the two organizations. Indeed, Norman Acton left
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The 1978-79 village-

based study of the

situation of ch ildren

with disabilities in 8

developing countries

demonstrated to

UN1CEF that the

children should be kept

within their families

and assisted within

their communities.
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his first position with RI in the early 1950s to work for UNICEF. However in
the intervening years, RI had concentrated on building closer ties with other
sections of the UN system and interest in the disabled child had been less
focused.

In 1978, Hammerman and Acton were commissioned by UNICEF to do a
situational analysis of the community and the disabled child. Undertaking a
village-based comparative study in 8 developing countries, they found the
most important issue facing disabled children was that children should be

kept with their families and far more attention should be paid to child devel
opment. This study led to the creation of the l-in-10 Technical Assistance
Program, a series of meetings and a conference on the disabled child. A peri
odical was initiated, the practically oriented newsletter One-in-Ten, which
continues to be published as an RI/UNICEF collaboration in English, French
and Spanish. The publication is unique in its focus on childhood disability in
primarily, poor countries.
RI was also commissioned by UNICEF to develop a new policy on expand
ed services to disabled children; an innovative child-centered approach to
maintaining the child in the family unit, supported by community-based serv
ices, was introduced.

While shifting priorities and budget constraints within UNICEF eventual
ly led to a slowing of this collaborative effort in the early 1990s, RFs on-going

associations with UNICEF remain strong. For example,
in the mid-1990s, UNICEF commissioned RI to assess
rehabilitation services needed for children and women
disabled by war and armed conflict; RI was also asked to
serve as a UNICEF focal point for the UN Childhood
Disability Task Force Towards the Year 2000.

CBR

RI's commitment to CBR has been on-going.
Community Based Rehabilitation as it was originally con

ceptualized in the Killarney Document of 1969, was still
largely a medically based system of triaged care. As it has
developed over the years, particularly into the 1990s,
there have been significant changes in structure, theory
and practice.

Although the definition and objectives of CBR have
remained fairly consistent for a number of years, there
has been an increasing emphasis within CBR programs
and theory on human rights. There has also been a
greater emphasis on better defining and identifying
important elements of community participation.
Community Based Rehabilitation continues to be more

fully developed by the WHO, UNICEF, the ILO and
UNESCO. Rehabilitation International has also contin

ued to be active in helping to define and promote "best practices" in CBR,

especially through regular symposia at its regional conferences and world con
gresses. In the 1980s, Rehabilitation International was very involved in facil
itation of the development of the joint statement on CBR issued by the ILO,

7m i
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UNESCO and WHO. In 2002, Rehabilitation International
has again been active in the new joint statement on CBR
issued by ILO, UNESCO, WHO and UNICEF. Many RI
national members and networks, such as the South Asia

CBR Network, that are closely affiliated with RI, continue to
be major participants in the development of CBR efforts.
Both the International Rehabilitation Review and One-in-

Ten regularly feature articles on CBR projects.

The Tallin Conference on Children and Disability

If significant conferences and congresses are used to mark
important events in the histories of organizations, then the

Conference on Children and Disability held in Tallin, Estonia

in 1989 was certainly a meaningful experience in the history

of Rehabilitation International.
As noted earlier, throughout the Cold War era, Rehabilitation International
consistently held an almost unique position among Western-based voluntary
organizations. Arguing forcibly that rehabilitation professionals and advocates
would be undeterred by political boundaries, Western based RI members rou
tinely welcomed member organizations and fellow professionals from Easter
Europe to meetings and conferences, and traveled to meet with colleagues in
Soviet bloc countries as well.

This tradition continued as glas-
nost spread across the Soviet Union

and Eastern European nations

began planning for their future. In

1989, Rehabilitation International
joined UNICEF in sponsoring a
conference on Children and

Disability in Estonia, a conference
held in conjunction with the
Estonian Children's Fund and the

Soviet Children's Fund. The confer

ence came about in part thanks to
an ICTA meeting in Helsinki sever
al years before, where Mickey
Milner, a leading technology expert
from Canada and Tomas Lagerwall

met with Tonu Karu. Karu, an

Estonian scientist with a strong
interest in social issues, while on a group tour of Vienna, had presented him

self at the Social Security headquarters and asked to meet with Otto

Geiecker, the President of Rehabilitation International, who was also the

Deputy Director of the Austrian Social Security administration. This oppor
tune meeting in Vienna led to an on-going connection between Tonu Karu and

his western RI colleagues.
Tonu Karu was able to get the Estonian Minister of Health, Laur Karu and

Andres Elamaa, later also Minister of Health, to become involved in RI activ
ities. These three men became committed to organizing a conference for 1989
in Estonia, with the hope that it would bring an array of international con-

l6th World Congress of Rehabilitationlnternational
September5-9. l988 Tokyo,J.-ipen

Thousands of participants
debated hundreds of issues
in Tokyo.

16th World Congress of Rehabilitation International
September 5-9. 1988 Tokyo Jaoan

In 1988, African delegates
won their bid to host the
1992 World Congress in
Kenya. Mrs. Alice Wandera,

vocational specialist, reaches
out for hand of Moody
Awori, M.P., Kenya's Minister
for Wildlife and Tourism.
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The entire conference

ended up standing in a

field in the middle of
Estonia, in protest for

political freedom.

Judy Heumann, independent
living pioneer from the U.S.,

has addressed several Rl

Congresses, beginning with
the 1972 one in Sydney,
including the 1988 Congress
in Japan and most recently,
the 19th Congress in Rio de
Janeiro in 2000.

tacts to the country. UNICEF's strong support of the Conference was the
linchpin in convincing the Russians that the conference's focus on children
with disabilities was an apolitical, universal theme. Dr. Tina Tallvik, leading

neurologist from the University of Tartu, played a critical role in moving the

planning for the conference through Soviet bureaucratic circles.
The resulting meeting in Tallin was the first major international confer
ence on disability and rehabilitation to take place in the Soviet Union.
Scheduled for August of 1989, it brought together 30 foreign guests and more

than 200 participants from throughout the Soviet Union.
While the objectives of the conference were admirable in them

selves, it was the long history of East/West cooperation within

Rehabilitation International that perhaps best explains why the
entire conference wound up standing in a field in the middle of
Estonia, in a protest for political freedom.
The actual events unfolded rather last minute. In his address to
the conference, the Estonian Minister of Health and Foreign Affairs,

Laur Karu, asked for their support. A protest, "Hands Across the
Baltic" was being planned. People throughout Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania would gather at a specified time and hold hands in a long
human chain to show their desire for political freedom. The Minister

and the other Estonians at the conference spoke about how mean
ingful it would be if an international conference such as RFs, would
show some type of support. Anyone who wanted to was then invited
to join the human chain.

The conference was temporarily adjourned and apparently all the confer

ence participants walked with thousands of Estonians through Tallin, linking

hands with others in a human chain in a field outside the city where they sang
and listed to speeches in Estonian and English for about an hour. Press cov

erage of both the "Hands Across the Baltic" protest and the Rehabilitation

International participation in it
,

was extensive.

During that event, members of the Estonian Disabled Sports
Association, at that time the country's only permitted disability

advocacy group, met with disability rights participants in the RI
conference, establishing links that remain strong today.

It is perhaps a fitting end to the Cold War era and to the unique
East-West collaboration that RI has always defended, that an entire
Rehabilitation International conference gave such support to their

colleagues at the very close of the era.

HRH Queen of Spain Sophia
welcomes RI to Madrid in
1989 for an Assembly and
series of Commission
meetings.
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The 1990s

i lob a I Issues Continue to Dominate Rl
|g RI moved into the 1990s, international issues continued to domi

nate the organization. Examples considered by the RI annual Assemblies in
this period were disability as a development issue, employment and disabili

ty, landmines and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Nairobi
In 1992, Rehabilitation International held its first World Congress in
Africa, drawing more than two thousand delegates to Nairobi in September of

that year.16 Significantly, among the attendees were many grassroots advo

cates from Africa, as well as fieldworkers, community organizers, and other
concerned leaders and activists from the political and civic arenas. As the

largest disability conference to take place in Africa, the 1992 World Congress
attracted support from several development agencies, especially to improve

accessibility in Nairobi and to build local knowledge about technology and

self-sufficiency. An example is the contribution of Swedish SIDA, providing
Tomas Lagerwall as a consultant to assist with the program, as well as tech

nical support and subsidy of a post-Congress
workshop in Kibwezi on building wheelchairs

from local resources. Grants to RI from Denmark
(DANIDA) and from RI President Fen Seton were
particularly helpful in providing small scholar

ships to subsidize travel, which covered bus and
cab fare, allowing many delegates from the sur

rounding countries to attend.
The Congress proved to be an unusually mem

orable and productive one. In addition to formal
presentations and academic papers, many of the

activities in Nairobi were given over to fostering
networks and sponsoring workshops on very prac
tical issues, such as local wheelchair manufactur

ing and CBR programs. Contacts that would later
be important in Beijing and New York started

with the Nairobi meeting.
Also in Nairobi, the RI Assembly elected John William Stott of New
Zealand President of Rehabilitation International. John Stott was not only
the youngest person ever elected President; he was also the first person with
a disability to serve in that position. As soon as he was elected, Stott vigor
ously campaigned for the Assembly's adoption of a Strategic Plan designed to
knit the abstract policy goals of RI with practical day-to-day program activi
ties clustered in objectives. This was completed in October 1993.
In addition to John Stott, other disability rights leaders were elected to the
RI Executive during from the late 1980's and throughout the 1990's from the
various regions. Examples are the late Peter Chan MBE of Hong Kong, China,
who was well known for his role in helping Hong Kong make its public trans-

Global issues in the

1990s: disability as a

development issue,

employment, rights of

the disabled child,

women with disabilities

Most of the members of the
Beijing-Hong Kong-New
York planning group for the
RI 9th regional Asia-Pacific
conference, held in Beijing
in 1990.
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portation systems accessible; Bert Massie of England, who is now the United

Kingdom's first Chairman of its Disability Rights Commission, Lars
Augustsson of Sweden, now an international consultant on workplace and
communication accessibility; Susan Daniels of the USA, who served as

President Clinton's Deputy Commissioner for Social Security Administration;

and Roseangela Berman Bieler of Brazil, now the Director of the
InterAmerican Institute on Disability.

A highlight of the 1990
international conference in

China was the opportunity
for the 1000 participants to
reach the highest levels of
the Great Wall, with the
enthusiastic support of the
Army.

End of the International Decade of Disabled Persons and the Beginning
of the Asian Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons (1993-2002)
As the International Decade drew to a close, there was much discussion as

to where to go next. This was nowhere felt more strongly than in Asia, where
it was decided by ESCAP to carry on by announcing 1993 to 2002 as the Asian

Pacific Decade of Disabled Persons. The UN Decade had provided ini
tiatives and RI regional organizations had played a major role in this.
A major component of the new Decade was the ability of organiza
tions within the region to decide on how to prioritize issues. While

there was a feeling that the first United Nations decade was very help
ful in framing issues on a global scale, there was also a concern that

little had come to pass in terms of actual programming and practice in

the real world.

The second Decade has been an important focal point throughout

the region. Japan has been particularly supportive of the Asia-Pacific

Decade, providing not only a significant portion of all funding for the

Decade since 1993, but also supplying a number of key leaders. Mr.

Ryosuke Matsui, Vice President for Asia and the Pacific and Mr. Ichiro

Maruyama, Secretary General of the Regional NGO Network, of the

Japanese Society of Rehabilitation of Persons with Disabilities, Dr.

Satoshi Ueda, Prof. Hisao Sato, Prof. Eiko Okuno, and Ms. Kazu

Nakajima, all have been deeply involved. Dr. Sam Niwa, Ken-ichi
Ohsuki and Ms. Ueno Etsuko and Ms. Yoshiko Hirano and the other

Japanese members of Rehabilitation International have also been 'huge driv

ers' of the Decade.

UN/ESCAP and the Asia-Pacific Decade
The Asia-Pacific Decade was launched in Beijing in 1992. In 1995 in

Bangkok, the Asia Pacific countries adopted a targeted Agenda for Action, 12

areas of concern. Among these was an increased emphasis on the further

development of self-help organizations. Another area of concern was differ
ences between developed and developing nations and how gaps within the

regions between countries at various levels of development might best be

bridged. For example, how more developed countries could be responsible
neighbors and help foster regional development for the benefit of all.

There were also issues of regional security and stability. In Hong Kong,
there was heightened consciousness as the British government prepared to
leave. An awareness grew of the significant differences between the levels of

development of rehabilitation in the former colony and mainland China.
These issues also took on a regional aspect. Throughout the area, it was
felt that there were unique Asian approaches to addressing disability issues.
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A number of RI members from Asia interviewed for this history emphasize
that the linkages are different; the working atmosphere is different. Europe

works on the basis of professional ties; Asia works more on friendship and a

philosophy of shared community responsibility. The Decade has been marked

by a great deal of regional cooperation, it
has brought a number of people together
with a strong disability rights participa
tion in the contingent. Small-scale region
al projects built more credibility with a

concentration on inequalities throughout

the region. Throughout the Decade, RI has
been a key player.

Regional Strengths
Part of the strength of the Pan-Pacific

Region has been its ability to be innovative.

For example, at the close of the RI World
Congress in 1988, the RI organizers found
that there was money left over after all the
bills had been paid. Rather than using this

money for another project, Mr. Hirokuni
Dazai, President of the Japanese

Organizing Committee, suggested the cre

ation of a fund to support small regional CBR projects. The program, called
the "16th RI World Congress Fund" annually makes awards to small nation
al or local disability projects to support the work of these organization.

Usually there are between 8 and 10 applicants (applicants do not need to be

RI country members).
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1993 Meeting of the RI
Executive Committee in
Dublin

Examples of Progress During the Asia-Pacific Decade
Progress can be seen in many programs. In 2002 for example, the RI
Congress Fund in cooperation with the Asia Trust, is supporting a small proj
ect in East Timor, concentrating on raising disability awareness among both

government officials and the general public. Overseen by Dr. Joseph Kwok of

Hong Kong, a series of meetings with United Nations and East Timor gov
ernment officials through district workshops and other activities brought the

issue of inclusion of children and adults with disability to the attention of

prominent policy makers and disability advocacy groups. It created a public
forum for discussion of disability issues just as the new government is begin
ning to re-establish policies and programs.
Vietnam has seen substantial improvements in rehabilitation programs
during the decade and a seminar in Hanoi in 2001 brought together 700 peo
ple from throughout the region. In the early 1990s, quota systems to ensure
higher rates of employment for individuals with disability were introduced in
China, in Japan and Taiwan, in Thailand and in 1997 in India.
Dr. Ueda and the JSRPD have strongly supported the work of Dr. Handoyo
Tjandrakusuma and the Solo Training Center in Indonesia, where there has

been heavy emphasis on establishing a CBR network. Mr. M.B. Lee of Hong
Kong and Dr. Ueda of the Japanese Society for Rehabilitation of the Disabled
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Prof. Charlotte Flora of the
Philippines and Mr. M.B. Lee
of Hong Kong, early 1980s,
both officers and "engines"
of the Rl regional committee
for Asia and the Pacific.
Other regional leaders
shown are Mike Caldwell of
Guam and E.J. Lawrence of
Malaysia.

HRH Princess Diana meets

with Rl members in Kuwait.
At left is Dr.Munira Al-Gatami,
former Rl vice president for
the Arab region.

have strongly supported the work of Dr. Handoyo. Mr. Lee

raised a grant of some HKD 500,000 (USD 64,000) from the Ip
Yee Charitable Trust and Dr. Ueda raised a matching amount of
funds and resources to support Dr. Handoyo's CBR projects and
other projects in the Asia-Pacific region.
Perhaps even more importantly, many of the professional and

organizational ties that have been key to pursuing regional

issues have come through contacts made through RI. RI for
example, has been a founding member of the Regional NGO
Network (RNN) for the Promotion of the Asian and Pacific

Decade of Disabled Persons, as well as one of the networks most

active members. RNN has sponsored campaigns for the Decade
every year since 1993 under the leadership of Mr. Ichiro

Maruyama, based in Okinawa.

Also of great significance on an organizational basis, is the Asia-Pacific

Regional group within RI which now functions as a semi-autonomous organi
zation. The strength is in regional contacts and cooperative ventures. While

there is continuing contact with RI Headquarters in New York, the decision of
what to prioritize, how to fund initiatives, and so forth, are all regional—

which allows these programs and projects to be far more responsive and

responsible.

For example, although attention to mental health and mental retardation

issues had only begun to grow in RI Hong Kong in the 1980s and 1990s, by
mid-90s the subject took on added significance. With Hong Kong planning to

hold the Asia Pacific Regional meetings in 1998, Ryo Matsui and Michael

Sumner of Australia argued that RI should be paying greater attention to
mental retardation and mental health issues. They offered to have a joint ses

sion on the vocational and social aspects as part of the highly successful

regional conference.

Annual meetings with associated
national campaigns have taken

place throughout the Decade: the

Campaign in 1999 in Malaysia

emphasized the role of disabled peo

pled in society; the meeting in

Bangkok in 2000 focused on barrier

free environments. The internation

al meeting, Campaign 2001 for the

Promotion of the Asian Pacific

Decade of Disabled Persons was

held in Hanoi in 2001. The meeting
attracted hundreds of participants

from Vietnam and throughout the

region. Each theme has been

planned a year in advance.
The Asia-Pacific Decade has been

regarded as so successful that plans are now in place to undertake a second

Decade. Particular attention is anticipated to be directed towards those por
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tions of the region, particularly the Pacific Islands, where there was less

attention paid during the first Decade.

The Arab Region
The increasing importance of regional groups within RI is nowhere better
illustrated than in the recent emergence of more activity within the Arab

Region.

The first Arab Regional Conference in 1982, was an important one.

Sponsored by the Kuwait Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor, and the

Kuwait Society for the Handicapped—both RI affiliates, and attended by RI
leadership — it was there that the Arab Plan of Action Concerning the
Disabled was adopted. The meeting was attended by representatives from
Jordan, Bahrain, Oman, Libya and Kuwait. This groundbreaking conference

concentrated on establishing a unified set of Arabic terms and regional clas

sifications of rehabilitation services. There was also attention given to estab

lishing training courses on rehabilitation and training materials in Arabic

and on the inter-regional exchange of

expertise.

Significantly, with the growing inter

est in rehabilitation in the area, and the

need to establish culturally appropriate
interregional ties, RI Arab region mem
bers turned to their RI colleagues in the
Pan-Pacific region. RI Hong Kong,
under the leadership of Sir Harry Fang
and RI Japan have been particularly
helpful in providing expertise and sup
port to colleagues in the Arab region. In
doing so, this exchange has established
a model of inter-regional cooperation
that should be given serious considera

tion by RI national and regional groups
around the globe.

There has been a dramatic rise in RI
membership within the Arab region over the past decade, from 8 to 31 mem

ber nations. Over the past ten years, this region has shown the greatest

growth of any RI region worldwide.
The strength of commitment to rehabilitation and disability advocacy was

seen in September 2001. Scheduled for the week after September 11th for
Beirut, Lebanon, the RI conference was the only major meeting in that coun
try not cancelled because of the global crisis. Over 500 participants attended,

with the Speaker of the House in Lebanon giving a stimulating opening

speech.

Dramatic rise, in

membership within the

Arab region over the

past decade...

Indonesian IYDP Leader
welcomes Anne Hawkins
of New Zealand to the RI
1995 regional conference
in Jakarta. Hawkins was
the chair of the program
committee for the 1996
World Congress.

The African Decade
In 2000, the Organization of African Unity (OAU), now reorganized as the
African Union, adopted 2000-2009 as the African Decade of Disabled People.
The objectives of the Decade include poverty alleviation, raising public
awareness, strengthening the voice of people with disability in Africa and
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putting disability in the social, economic and political agenda's of African

governments.

RI national members throughout the area have been participants, urging
both governments and civic organizations to get involved in this effort.

Unfortunately, the Decade has been slow to get off the ground, but within the

past year, there has been a building momentum that promises to secure

improvements throughout the region. The success that the Asia-Pacific
Decade has met with has proved a viable model that can be replicated in other

regions as well. The International Labor Organization and several European
development agencies are exploring ways to support the African Decade.

President of Kenya HE
Daniel Arap Moi welcomes
disability leaders to the 1992
World Congress in Nairobi.
At right is Robert Ransom,
ILO senior employment
specialist, and long involved
in disability and

development projects in

Africa.

Technology
Among other initiatives that have played an important role in recent RI
activity, one of the most prominent has been the links between technology and

disability. There had always been a

strong emphasis on technology within
RI/ICTA, first by Karl Montan of
Sweden, then Dr. Paul Dollfus of
France.
ICTA, which now stands for the
International Commission on

Technology and Accessibility, was

directed for many years by Karl
Montan of Sweden, an innovator in the

area of technical devices and equip
ment to advance the independence of

people with disabilities. He was select
ed while still a young man to head

Sweden's Handicap Institute, and

helped found ICTA in the early 1950s.
In his 80s he was still active, putting

together a global website on technology and disability.
Dollfus and Montan gave ICTA a strong European orientation, which
expanded to a global approach when Professor Mickey Milner from Canada,

took over as Chair. Milner encouraged international expansion and a move

away from high-tech solutions. ICTA over the years has paid increasing atten
tion to appropriate technology as part of the growth of CBR. Milner, as well

as other members, such as Ilkka Saarnio and Jan-Ingvar Lindstrom, have fos
tered the introduction of new technology in ICTA and thereby in RI. The
recent leadership by Michael Fox of Australia has further supported the

growth of attention to appropriate technology and improvement in global com

munication efforts. Strong participation in ICTA has also been seen in Asia,
with participants such as Prof. Arthur Mak from Hong Kong, Hiroshi
Kawamura of Japan (who has been instrumental in the development of the
Daisy digital book), and Dr. Shigeru Yamauchi of Japan.
In 1981 RI, at the request of James D. Wolfensohn (then Treasurer of the
Rockefeller Foundation, now President of the World Bank), helped to organ
ize a small but influential conference of experts on information services about
rehabilitation and disability-related technology. Held at the Bellagio
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Conference Center (a study center owned by the Rockefeller

Foundation) in Italy, and attended by Queen Silvia of Sweden,

the conference was the first face-to-face meeting among the

representatives of European, North American and Asian

groups assembling the growing databanks of technical aids

and equipment. It was a timely meeting as most groups were
just beginning to grapple with the need to computerize their

information and substantial collaboration was initiated on the

basis ofWolfensohn's foresight.
In the 30 years of ICTA activity, there has been a prolifera
tion of information centers concerned with technical aids and

appropriate technology. Networks of these centers are found
worldwide, with leading centers in the Scandinavian countries,
the Netherlands, Italy, Canada, Japan, Hong Kong and the

USA. Recent work through ICTA also illustrates how an RI
Commission operates. Over the past several years, ICTA has
held a series of workshops and seminars in both Asia and

Africa where technicians, often experts with disability them

selves, came together and learned from each other. These sem

inars have resulted in networks of technical specialists in

India and French speaking Africa who are now functioning as regional sup

port networks. During one such seminar in Kibwezi, Kenya held right after
the Nairobi World Congress in 1992, Ralf Hotchkiss, inventor of durable
wheelchairs for developing countries, got the seminar participants to produce
a Whirlwind wheelchair in less than three days using only local materials and
scare access to electricity. ICTA has played a leading role in having the term
'appropriate technology' come to be widely used.
A significant shift in recent years is that in addition to attention individual
aids such as braces or surgical interventions and to improvements in wheel

chairs, there has been even more emphasis on improving communication tech

nologies that allow individuals with disability to gain new information and to

rapidly disseminate ideas and initiatives.

Equating knowledge with choice and power, RI has been a strong advocate
of getting communication technology into the hands of individuals and groups
with disability worldwide. This was particularly apparent at the International

Leadership Forum of Disabled Women in 1997 in Washington, DC. At that
Conference, an entire suite of rooms was set aside with a training staff at the

ready for any of the 600 participants who wanted to be introduced to comput
er technologies. For many women from grassroots advocacy organizations,
this was their first time to use a computer. Basic and advanced courses were
offered in English and French through RI's partnership with the
International Labour Organization (ILO). The cyber cafe was crowded
throughout the Conference and the networks that were established via e-mail
as a result of the conference are ample proof of the importance of new com
munications technologies at their best.

Mr. Farah of Somalia tries
out the wheelchair just
produced by the Kibwezi
workshop, organized by Ralf
Hotchkiss and held in

association with the Kenya
World Congress. (Photo by
Tomas Lagerwall, workshop
coordinator)

Strong advocacy for

getting com m u nicotians

technology into the

hands of individuals

and groups with

disability worldwide. . .

Employment
Beginning in the late 1980s and continuing through the next decades, RI
intensified its research and information exchange in the area of employment
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. . .tensions becoming

evident between

growing dependence on

pension programs and

employment stimulus

initiatives...

Three Presidents: In 1993 at

Kennebunkport, Maine,

former U.S. President Bush

hosts disability leaders Lex
Frieden, the future Rl
President, and Fenmore
Seton, past Rl President.
Former President Bush, who
signed the Americans with
Disabilities Act into law, has
maintained an active

interest in disability policy
since leaving office.

of people with disabilities. Around the world, it became evident that achieve

ments in this sector were not keeping pace with progress in other areas (such
as removal of architectural and educational barriers) and tensions were

becoming evident between growing dependence on pension programs and

employment stimulus initiatives, between traditional jobs for disabled people
and new technologies, between protected employment programs and demands

for increased opportunities on the open labor market.
Among the most productive RI international studies and meetings have
been:

• Forging Linkages: Modifying Disability Benefit Programs to Encourage
Employment, a report issued in 1990 followed working group meetings with

studies conducted in Belgium, France, Netherlands, Germany, Israel and

Sweden. The project was sponsored by the U.S. Social

Security Administration.
• New Technologies and the Employment of Disabled
Persons, a report issued in 1992 by the International

Labour Office, Geneva, followed working group meetings
at the 1990 RI European Conference in Dublin. The
report includes papers from Austria, Denmark, France,

Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Japan, Sweden, UK and
USA. The project was sponsored by the ILO.

Both reports were edited by Prof. Monroe Berkowitz in

his capacity of RI Director of Research. From 1999-2000,
the U.S. Social Security Administration and Department
of Education sponsored an RI/World Institute on

Disability series of employment seminars for disabled
women from the Latino, African-American and Native

American communities.
In 2001 RI President Lex Frieden chaired an interna
tional summit on disability and employment, in partner

ship with the RI Commission on Work and Employment,
the World Institute on Disability and the U.S.

Department of Labor. Disability and employment special
ists from 10 countries spent two days in Houston, analyz

ing the reasons and possible responses to the stagnant
situation of people with disabilities in the labor force. A

report will be issued in 2002.

Support for Rl
Over its 80-year history, RI has been financed by a combination of mem
bership dues, grants and contracts from governments and UN agencies, and
to a lesser degree, private contributions. In addition, its conferences and con

gresses often rely on significant support from the government of the host

country, sometimes supplemented by support from development agencies

based in other countries.

RI could not survive on membership dues alone and most of its well-known
projects have only been possible due to grants and contracts. There is not

space to give credit to all for their RI support, but the following should be
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mentioned as having regularly offered financial support
to RI over the course of many years: The UN and its spe
cialized agencies, especially UNICEF and the ILO, have
supported RI efforts in developing countries for 50 years.
Also of note is the U.S. government for its on-going sup

port of RFs research and information programs, especial

ly the Social Security Administration and the National

Institute for Disability and Rehabilitation Research. Prof.

Sir Harry S.Y. Fang and Mr. M.B. Lee have been key sup
porters, creating the International Rehabilitation

Foundation in Hong Kong which made possible the pur
chase of the New York Secretariat offices and for the

funding of a number of meetings, projects and programs
around the world. Of great importance to RI has been
help from the Japanese government and the Japanese

Society for Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons for its on

going support of RI activities in the Asia and Pacific
region. The Swedish government and the Swedish

Handicap Institute for more than 20 years have support
ed RI's technical workshops in developing countries and

its information program in technology and accessibility.
Development agencies based in the Nordic countries,

Japan and the U.S. have in the last 20 years supported RI
projects to increase the involvement of poor countries and

people with disabilities living in these countries. RI Past
President Fenmore Seton and his wife, Phyllis , also have played a prominent
role, privately funding RI projects and RI representatives in poor countries for
nearly 20 years.

Publications and the New Webzine
Another manifestation of the importance of technologies is the shifting role
of publications. Distribution of published materials have always been an

important component of RI activities. As early as 1929, Edgar Allen had
reported that 65,000 pamphlets had been distributed by the Society the pre
ceding year. Over the intervening decades one of the things that has always
distinguished RI as an organization is that it both publishes a wealth of dis
ability and rehabilitation related materials itself and it has taken an active
role in helping to publicize and distribute materials from around the world

To this long-standing role, a new technological competency has been added
with the appearance in 2000, of a new 'Webzine' —Disability World. A joint
effort of RI, the World Institute of Disability, the InterAmerican Institute on

Disability and the Independent Living Research Utilization Program (ILRU),
the new Webzine is intended to be wider in scope and orientation.
Started in March 2000, DisabilityWorld (www.disabilityworld.org) is pub
lished every other month in English and Spanish. Unlike previous RI publi
cations where most of the articles were written by professionals, Disability
World, is intended to feature the ideas and insights of writers and advocates
who have first person experience with disability. Approximately 75% of the
field reporters and columnists have disabilities. The focus is generally on

The cutting edge "kiwi"
comic, Philip Patston, who
entertained participants
during the 18th World
Congress in Auckland.

New webzine reports on

international

developments in

iegislation, governa nee,

technology, accessibility,

employment.

independent Jiving and

mass media.
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some 10 countries per year, so the webzine employs 10 in-country reporters at
any one time. There are usually 16 reporters on each issue (5 or 6 content spe
cialists and 10 country ones). The effort is currently funded by the United
States government through a five-year grant. The goal of the publication is to
present current information on practical community based projects and report
progress in legislation, governance, technology, accessibility, employment,
independent living, and the mass media.
There has been a dramatic rise in the readership of this web-based publi
cation. In March 2000, there were 500 to 1000 "hits" per month. By May 2002,
monthly "hits" had reached 21,000, with 6000 visitors using the service more
than once a month and a total of 174,000 pages being 'visited.'

Patrick Worth of People First
Canada, was one of the
keynote speakers at the New
Zealand Congress in 1996.

The IDEAS Project
During the 1990s, RI also received funding from the United States govern
ment's National Institute of Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR)

to participate in the IDEAS (The International Disability
Exchanges and Studies) Project, focused on the international

exchange of expertise. The project was a collaborative effort
between RI and five other major US internationally-focused
disability organizations: the Inter- American Institute on
Disability (IID), Mobility International (MIUSA), The
Institute for Rehabilitation and Research (ILRU/TIRR), The
Wheeled Mobility Center at San Francisco State University

(WMC/SFSU), and The World Institute on Disability (WID).
The IDEAS collaboration has been developed through three
60 month projects which identified and promoted training
efforts, curriculum development and 'best practice' examples
of rehabilitation efforts and disability empowerment projects
throughout the world, including attention to low-tech, low-
cost, non-medical interventions that were particularly applica
ble to the developing world. Attention was concentrated on

technology transfer, employment, women's issues and inde

pendent living. The resulting annual publication, "Portfolio"

brought the findings of this project to global attention and
became an important crossroads for disseminating the latest
thinking on rehabilitation and disability in the context of
international development.
Among the most productive results of the IDEAS collabora
tion have been international conferences to compare and con

trast experiences with personal assistance services, ethical challenges in
disability and rehabilitation, the status of women with disability; and the

development of an international timeline concerning independent living,
available online at www.ilru.org I international
As important as the project itself was, of equal significance was the grow
ing tendency of RI to join with disability-led organizations in cooperative
research and programming efforts.
This tendency was by no means solely found in the United States. For exam
ple, RI Japan has routinely sponsored conferences and meetings of Disabled
People's International through JICA at the regional level since 1985. The col
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laborative work that has been
done by RI over the past decade
on programs and research on

women in development has
been particularly prominent.
An example of the effective
ness of RI's collaboration with
prominent disability-led organ
izations was perhaps nowhere
more obvious than in 1995,
when the IDEAS partners
teamed up, with measurable
effect, on the outcomes of both
the United Nations Summit on
Social Development and the
UN 4th World Conference on
Women in Beijing. The follow

ing year, cooperation with the
partners at the DPI meetings in
Washington, the Paralympics Congress in Atlanta and the RI 18th World
Congress in New Zealand further strengthened these collaborations.

Opening ceremonies at
the Seoul International
Conference on Disability, 1997

Women and Disability
In 1975, in recognition of the UN sponsored Intentional Woman's Year,
Dra. Teresa Serra wrote a seminal statement on "Women and Disability"
which was submitted to the UN. This served as the foundation for RI atten
tion to this topic, one that warranted special sessions at all subsequent World
Congresses and conferences, as well as special projects benefiting women with
disabilities.
A number of women who were involved with RI were present at the UN
Women's Conference in Beijing in 1995. The now-legendary problems with the
accessibility of the meeting brought delegates together and created strong ties
between them.

Based on the interests and shared concerns about disability which surfaced
at the Beijing conference, a follow up conference, the Women's Leadership
Forum, was organized through a partnership between RI and the World
Institute on Disability (WID), the ILO, the U.S. Social Security Administra
tion and the U.S. Department of Education and was planned for Washington
in 1997. The International Leadership Forum for Disabled women brought
600 women from 80 countries together for an intense and extremely produc

tive conference. It was a landmark meeting bringing together not only many
of the leading advocates in global disability work, but also hundreds of grass
roots disabled advocates who had not traveled nationally (or even within their
home regions) before. Some of the disabled women advocates had degrees in
medicine, education or the law. Others were not literate. The shared commit
ment made the Conference an extremely important occasion and helped bring
together a host of disabled women's networks that continue to play a major
role in global disability policy development. It sparked many subsequent local,
regional and international seminars and initiatives.

The 1997 lnternational

Leadership Forum for

Disabled Women ivas a

landmark meeting,

bringing together

hundreds of leading

advocates with

hundreds ofgrassroots

workers...
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In February 1997, UN

Secretary General Kofi Annan
met with leaders of disability
NGOs. Seated are Lucy
Hernandez Wong of Disabled
Peoples International and
Maria Christina Serrano of
Worldenable.net. Standing:
Victor Wahlstrom of Inclusion
International (II), Susan
Parker of Rl, Walter Eigner of

II
,

Secretary General Annan,

William Rowland of the
World Blind Union, Liisa

Kauppinen of the World
Federation of the Deaf and
Arthur O'Reilly of Rl.

Yet another follow-

up to Beijing took

place in the summer of
2000, when the Beijing
+5 conference took

place in New York. RI
together with the

World Institute on

Disability held a week-

long series of seminars

specifically for young,

disabled women from

30 countries, selected

through a merit-based

application process.

Mentors and faculty

participated from DPI,
World Blind Union,
World Federation of

the Deaf and other

NGOs. This event has
resulted in a strong network of emerging leaders, especially from Chile, Peru,
Panama, Guatemala, Madagascar and the USA.
Additionally, there have been specific projects that RI has taken on regard
ing research and resources for women with disability and employment and

empowerment. For example, in 1999, the United States Social Security
Administration and Department of Education funded a two- year collabora
tive project for RI and The World Institute of Disability in which they put
together a Resource Directory for women with disability, emphasizing
resources for minority women, and linking women with disability, employ
ment and advocacy information.

Susan Parker Becomes New Secretary General
In 1994, Susan Parker replaced Susan Hammerman as Secretary General

of RI. Parker, who came to RI from the United States Social Security System,
where she had been an appointee of President George Bush, was anxious to

strengthen the ties between RI and the UN system. These long-established
links had weakened somewhat over the preceding years, as old colleagues
within the UN system had changed positions or retired. Parker devoted a

great deal of time and energy to restoring such linkages.
One significant undertaking that began in the early 1990s was an attempt to

develop a Strategic Plan for RI. The idea of Arthur O'Reilly of Ireland, a small

strategic planning group, in consultation with RI membership around the
world, began to prepare a clear statement of where the organization was and

where it might go in future. Published in 1994 as RI 2000: The Way Forward
the plan provided a set of principals and strategies intended to help the organ
ization think through policy and goals. The strategic plan was designed to be

applicable for the decade, with the expectation that new strategic plans would
be developed on a regular basis, reflecting current concerns and realities.
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David Henderson Takes Over as Secretary General

In 1999, David Henderson took over the position of Secretary General from
Susan Parker who left to join the ILO in Geneva. Henderson had been instru
mental in organizing the World Congress in New Zealand in 1996 and his

familiarity with the people and groups within RI was an asset as the organi
zation sorted out organizational and financial issues.

Henderson was the latest in a long line of distinguished RI members from
New Zealand. As early as 1925, a letter from George Fowler of New Zealand

found its way to Elyria, Ohio. Fowler had written "Daddy" Allen and praised
his work after reading about him in The Rotarian. (Gregg: 1922) There were

New Zealanders at every World Congress from 1931 on. Byron Buick

Constable was behind the change of constitution that gave people with dis

ability more power within RI. Later RI President John Stott, himself a New
Zealander, helped bring the
successful World Congress
in Auckland in 1996. David

Henderson's time as

Secretary General helped to
further cement this long
standing and important
relationship with New
Zealand.

RIO—Lex Frieden Elected
President
In August 2000,

Rehabilitation Interna
tional held its Nineteenth
World Congress in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. The confer
ence was significant from a

number of standpoints.
Although there had been

regional meetings in Central and South America since the late 1940s, there

had never been a World Congress held in South America. As World

Congresses are important platforms, used locally to raise issues of disability
and rehabilitation among regional government and civic leaders and to high

light global disability issues, having a World Congress in South America

helped to focus an increased amount of attention on the issue of disability

throughout the continent.

Participants came from around the globe, with over 1400 from 58 countries.
Formal sessions were held on community based rehabilitation and medical
issues, vocational advances, universal design, advocacy and human rights top
ics. A significant amount of networking went on during the long bus rides
between the hotel and the conference center.

One of the most significant outcomes of the Congress in Rio was the election
of Lex Frieden of the United States as the new President of Rehabilitation

International. His election is significant not only because of the specific skills

Frieden brings to the office, but because it represented an important develop-

In June 1997, U.S. Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright
opened the International

Leadership Forum for
Women with Disabilities in
Washington, D.C. Seated are

organizers of the event and
keynote speakers.
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In 2000, on Disabled People's

Day, the First Lady of
Indonesia (seated) receives
Mrs. MS. Soegang Soepari to
present the Rl Charter for
the Third Millennium. Mrs.

Soepari, former Rl vice

president for the region,
then spoke about the need
for a UN Convention on the
Rights of People with
Disabilities to the assembled
group, including the
Ministers for foreign
affairs, public works,

communications and

women's empowerment.

ment in relations between Rehabilitation International and the Disability
Rights Movement.
As noted earlier, the World Congress in Winnipeg in 1980 had been a
watershed in the history of the international Disability Rights Movement.

Open confrontation between non-disabled professionals and Disability Rights
advocates had ended with the advocates deciding to form their own organiza
tion—Disabled Peoples' International. A number of individuals who are now
among the world's most prominent Disability Rights advocates were involved
in the 1980 meeting in Winnipeg—Lex Frieden among them.
The first years of separation between RI and DPI were a difficult period,
but many leading disability advocates chose to maintain ties to both organi
zations and were instrumental in gradually moving RI and DPI closer togeth
er. Among those who worked with RI to help it redefine its approach to
disability rights issues were Justin Dart of the US, (who worked closely with

Susan Hammerman, Fen
Seton, John Stott and the
Japanese RI member organiza
tion), Tambo Camara of
Mauritania, who often served
as African representative on

executive boards of both organ
izations during the 1980s,

Deng Pufang from China who

arranged for the Chinese

r J v A Disabled Persons Federation to
join both RI and DPI, and
Bengt Lindqvist of Sweden
who participated in many RI
Congresses and conferences as

the UN Special Rapporteur on
the Standard Rules. Also

important in bridging the gap
during those years were mem
bers of the New Zealand

Disabled Persons Assembly
and the Japanese advocates
who were involved in both DPI

and RI and who were instrumental in creating the Regional NGO Network
(RNN) as an open forum for all disability NGOs in the Asia-Pacific region.
Peter Chan of Hong Kong was an RI vice president for the Asia-Pacific region
and simultaneously a leading disability rights organizer in Hong Kong, Bert
Massie served as RI deputy vice president for Europe and as a British mem
ber of the European disability forum, and Roseangela Berman Bieler of Brazil,

served as an RI vice president in the 1990s and organized DPI seminars in her
region. Ed Roberts, Ralf Hotchkiss and Judy Heumann of the US all regular
ly worked with RI Headquarters staff and national members on programs and
projects.

The growing ties between RI, DPI and other disability-led advocacy organ
izations were reflected by the mid-1990s in a growing number of conferences
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and events that were co-organized
and co-sponsored by RI and DPI.
Among them, the Women's

Leadership Forum, the seminar for

disabled women during the Beijing
Women's Conference, the Beijing +5

event in New York, the 1999
International Summit on Inde

pendent Living in Washington and
the 2000 summit of disability NGOs

in Beijing.

Subsequent to Frieden's election,
RI was accepted as a member of the
International Disability Alliance

(IDA). The IDA is composed of the
main international disability organ
izations having consultative status

with the U.N.: Inclusion Inter
national, The World Blind Union, World Federation of the Deaf, Disabled

People's International, RI, the World Deaf-Blind Association and the World

Network of Psychiatric Services Users. During 2001-2002, the IDA's focus has

been on collaboration to advance the proposed UN Convention on Rights of
People with Disabilities.
In light of this previous history, the election of Lex Frieden to the
Presidency of Rehabilitation International represents the latest stage in an

evolution, which has bridged two important and once very distanced compo
nents of the global disability advocacy movement. How increased cooperation
and improved communication between those who work from a Disability

Rights perspective and those disabled and non-disabled individuals who work
on rehabilitation policy and programs, might eventually come together, has

yet to be seen. In a relatively small field, with little attention from govern
ments, international agencies and the general public, the one thing that does
seem certain is that deep divisions between groups working on international
disability issues cannot be productive. With this in mind, it will be interesting
to see what types of collaborations the future holds.

Human Rights
In conjunction with its other activities, in recent years, RI has also become
deeply involved in human rights and disability. This is reflected not only in
the human rights components that have been integrated into many of the
recent RI conferences and meetings, including Rio in 2000, but also in a num
ber of publications that have been produced by RI. For example, Erkki
Kemppainen edited the widely circulated RI sponsored publication, The Views
on Human Rights of People with Disabilities: A Rehabilitation International
Social Commission Report (1999).

The new emphasis on Human Rights is also well illustrated in the work

going forward on the Charter for the Third Millennium.

British Prime Minister Tony
Blair receives the first copy
of the RI Charter for the
Third Millennium, just
following its adoption in
London in late 1999 by the
RI Assembly. Presenting the

Charter is Lord Morris,

Chairman of the Charter
Drafting Group and the UK's
first disability minister in the
1970s.

The lnternational

Disability Alliance is

composed of the main

interna t ional disability

organizations having

eonsultative status with

the United Nations...
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Rl Vice President Eisa Al-Sadi
of Kuwait has made several
presentations of the new
Charter, including to
representatives of the UN.

The RI Charter for the

Third Millennium was

conceived of as a veh icle

to proinote the concept

of a UN human rights

convention and as a tool

to press development

agencies to build

accessibility into their

infrastructu re projects.

Charter for the Third Millennium
In 1999, RI President Arthur O'Reilly of
Ireland was instrumental in reintroducing

the idea of a UN Convention on Human
Rights for People with Disabilities and help

ing to push the idea of the Convention again
onto the world stage.
As a component of the campaign for a UN
Convention, O'Reilly conceived of a Charter
for the Third Millennium as a vehicle for pro

moting both the concept of a Convention and a

tool for pressing development agencies to

adopt accessibility standards for their infra

structure projects. The resulting Charter for

the Third Millennium was launched in London

in 1999. The ink was hardly dry on the

Charter when RI President O'Reilly was in
Geneva, presenting a copy to fellow country

woman Mary Robinson, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights

and Ambassador Anderson, then Chair of the United Nations Commission on

Human Rights, seeking their support for a convention.
Lord Morris, (who twenty years earlier had Chaired the Charter for the 80's

group), was asked to call together a high level international group to oversee

the development of the charter, a group that included Archbishop Desmond
Tutu, physicist Stephen Hawking and Deng Pufang, disability rights leader of

China. (Appendix C)
This document is specifically intended to help move forward the process of

a new United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

In December 2001, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a
Resolution establishing an Ad Hoc committee open to the participation of all

Member States and observers to the United Nations to consider proposals for

a comprehensive international convention to protect and promote the rights

and dignity for persons with disabilities. Strategically, attention has been

focused on accumulating sufficient official support from countries around the

world to achieve a commitment by the UN to a Convention. There have been
a series of presentations to political leaders around the world over the past
three years, using the Charter for the Third Millennium as a forum through

which to focus attention at the national level to the issue of the UN
Convention.

The other major issue identified by the Charter is the importance of work

ing with development agencies to ensure that their infrastructure projects

become more inclusive and accessible to disabled populations in recipient

countries.

New Secretary General

In 2001 a new era began for RI with the appointment of a Secretary General
from Sweden. Tomas Lagerwall is respected throughout the world for his

expertise in assistive technology, CBR and cross-national research projects.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

In many ways, RI as an organization remains remarkably true to the role
envisioned for it by "Daddy" Allen—an organization which provides a unique,
inter-disciplinary, cross-disability forum for generating and sharing the latest
ideas on rehabilitation services, disability policies and advocacy strategies. It
has been and continues to be an important forum for developing policy initia
tive and engaging civic and political leaders on the highest levels in disabili
ty related endeavors.

At the same time, the organization has gone through remarkable changes
reflecting both internal and external social, political and economic shifts in
the role and voice of individuals with disability in society. It has given birth
to dozens of other significant disability and rehabilitation organizations.
Perhaps most importantly, RI remains an organization through which thou
sands upon thousands of individuals from all corners of the globe can meet
and establish on-going networks that unite them in undertaking meaningful
work on issues of rehabilitation, disability and human rights. This is an
important legacy—and a remarkable one for a small international voluntary
agency to carry on over the course of a tumultuous eighty years.

Recommendations
As part of this project, in the course of collecting data and undertaking
interviews of active current members of RI, those interviewed were asked
where they would like to see RI go in the future. The following summarizes
many of the comments collected during the course of this study:

• Vision: A number of people spoke about the need for better articulation of
the central focus of RI. All agree that RI's unique role as an interdiscipli
nary and cross-disability organization was vital, but many remarked that
this role should be more clearly enunciated. RI is a catalyst; it should give
greater attention to this special role.
• Funding: From the date of its founding, unstable funding sources and lack
of monies have been a continual problem for RI. It has hampered the orga
nization's ability to plan both short and long-term projects, to participate as
fully as it might in a number of programs and projects, publications and
other vital aspects of the Society's work. Yet as a number of participants
have pointed out, the field of rehabilitation is a multi-billion dollar indus
try that has benefited greatly from RI activity over the years.
• Membership: While RI members around the world understand the finan
cial difficulties facing RI, the issue of how nations can become full members
ofRI remains of concern. There is widespread agreement among most mem
bers that membership in RI is perhaps most important for those countries
which can least afford to join as full members. For that reason, it is recom
mended that membership in RI be rethought to ensure that all interested
nations and groups can become members regardless of their ability to pay.

The organization has

gone through

remarkable changes

reflecting both internal.

and external social,

political and economic

shifts...
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It is further noted that participation in RI National Secretariats varies
greatly from one country to the next. In some areas—such as Japan and
Hong Kong, China there are very active RI local organizations that are
models of inclusion and activity. In some other countries and areas, there
is only one person or a handful of individuals working alone or with a small

group of colleagues on RI issues. In such cases, expanding the local and
national RI committees —with particular attention to the inclusion of
younger disability activists and younger professionals, (and students)
would help broaden the effectiveness of RI and engage larger groups of
interested individuals in the work of RI. It would also help current mem
bers pass along their insights and experiences to the next generation of RI
members.

Communications: A cornerstone ofRI has always been its work as a clear
inghouse for information, publications and films. Recent improvements in

technology increase the potential ofRI to enhance this vital role. With more
funding, RFs established website could be enhanced, allowing more links to
national, international and UN documents and activities, more information
about upcoming conferences, legislative initiatives and new information
and data from publications and journals.
Of particular importance is the growing need for individuals on local and
regional bases, or individuals who share common interests, (be they in a

particular field or in a human rights concern, etc.), to be able to communi

cate directly with one another and to keep in touch as a group. A more
interactive website, with the latest technology that permits improved com
munications, could prove extremely useful. Rather than waiting for annual

or biannual meetings or conferences, such conferencing facilities could

expedite work already going on throughout the RI regional networks.
Particular interest has been expressed in having RI compile comprehen
sive, valid information on subjects such as: accurate local, regional and

global statistics on disability, current information on NGOs working on dis
ability issues; specific and comparative data on programs, laws and
statutes from governments around the world, examples of best practices,
pilot projects, and useful initiatives, examples of action plans and coopera
tive ventures between NGOs and governments involved in disability issues.
Regionalization: In addition to global initiatives that are spearheaded by
RI Headquarters in New York, there is also an awareness that the issues
facing rehabilitation and disability activism will differ from one region to

the next. Some of the policy, technology and transportation issues facing

groups in North America today have little resonance, for example, in rural
South America. Lack of physicians is not currently a major issue in eastern

Europe but is of great concern in southern Africa. RI regions will benefit
from autonomy that allows them to develop new models that are most

appropriate to their own cultural, social and economic realities. Such mod
els may provide the next wave of important innovations for rehabilitation
and disability worldwide. An outstanding example today is the cooperative
exchanges that have begun between the Asia Pacific region of RI and the
Arab region of RI over the past decade.
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Historical Background Material

A. Organizational Names
The organization that is today known as Rehabilitation International has
had four formal name changes.
1922 The International Society for Crippled Children
1939 The International Society for the Welfare of Cripples
1960 The International Society for the Rehabilitation of the Disabled

1972 Rehabilitation International

B. World Congresses Sponsored by Rehabilitation International

1929 First World Congress, Geneva, Switzerland

1930 Second World Congress, The Hague, Netherlands
1936 Third World Congress, Budapest, Hungary

1939 Fourth World Congress, London, England
1951 Fifth World Congress, Stockholm, Sweden
1954 Sixth World Congress, The Hague, Netherlands

1957 Seventh World Congress, London, England
1960 Eighth World Congress, New York, United States
1963 Ninth World Congress, Copenhagen, Denmark

1966 Tenth World Congress, Wiesbaden, Federal Republic of Germany
1969 Eleventh World Congress, Dublin, Ireland
1972 Twelfth World Congress, Sydney, Australia
1976 Thirteenth World Congress, Tel Aviv, Israel
1980 Fourteenth World Congress, Winnipeg, Canada
1984 Fifteenth World Congress, Lisbon, Portugal
1988 Sixteenth World Congress, Tokyo, Japan
1992 Seventeenth World Congress, Nairobi, Kenya
1996 Eighteenth World Congress, Auckland, New Zealand

2000 Nineteenth World Congress, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
2004 Twentieth World Congress, Oslo, Norway

X. Regional Conferences
X. 1. Asia-Pacific

1958 First Pan-Pacific Regional Conference, Sydney, Australia
1962 Second Pan-Pacific Regional Conference, Manila, Philippines
1965 Third Pan-Pacific Regional Conference, Tokyo, Japan
1968 Fourth Pan-Pacific Regional Conference, Hong Kong
1975 Fifth Pan-Pacific Regional Conference, Singapore,
1979 Sixth Pan-Pacific Regional Conference Seoul, Korea
1983 Seventh Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
1986 Eighth Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, Bombay, India
1990 Ninth Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, Beijing, China
1995 Tenth Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, Jakarta, Indonesia

1998 Eleventh Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, Hong Kong, China
2002 Twelfth Asia-Pacific Regional Conference, Osaka, Japan
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Note: the International Conference on Disability, held in 1997 in Korea

also served as an RI Regional meeting.

X.2. Europe

1974 First European Regional Conference, Lisbon, Portugal
1978 Second European Regional Conference, Brighton, UK
1981 Third European Regional conference, Vienna, Austria
1987 Fourth European Regional Conference, Berlin, Germany

1990 Fifth European Regional Conference, Dublin, Ireland
1994 Sixth European Regional Conference, Budapest, Hungary

1998 Seventh European Regional Conference, Jerusalem, Israel

2002 Eighth European Regional Conference, Aachen, Germany

X.3. Arab Region
1982 First RI Arab Regional Meeting, Kuwait
1988 RI Regional Meeting, Jordan
1989 RI Regional meetings and seminar, Cairo, Egypt
2001 First RI Arab Regional Conference, Beirut, Lebanon

X.4. Africa

1969 Symposium on Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons in Africa, Zambia

(in collaboration with UK National Fund for Research into
Crippling Diseases)

1985 RI Assembly and Commission seminars, Swaziland
1992 Regional meetings in association with World Congress, Kenya
2003 RI Assembly and regional conference, South Africa

X.5. North America

1993 First North American Regional Conference, Atlanta, USA

C. Rehabilitation International Presidents

1922-1929 Edgar F. Allen, USA
1929-1942 Paul H. King, USA
1942-1948 Dr. Juan Farill, Mexico
1948-1951 Dr. Henry H. Kessler, USA
1951-1954 Konrad Persson, Sweden
1954-1957 Dr. Howard Rusk, USA
1957-1960 Sir Kenneth Coles, Australia
1960-1963 Hall H. Popham, Canada
1963-1966 Dr. C.W. de Ruijter, Netherlands

1966-1969 Dr. Gudmund Harlem, Norway
1969-1972 Jean Regniers, Belgium
1972-1976 Dr. Kurt-Alphons Jochheim, Federal Republic of Germany

1976-1980 Kenneth Jenkins, Australia

1980-1984 Prof. Sir Harry S.Y. Fang, GBM (MD), Hong Kong
1984-1988 Dkfm. Otto Geiecker, Austria
1988-1992 Fenmore R. Seton, USA
1992-1996 John Stott, New Zealand
1996-2000 Arthur O'Reilly, Ph.D, Ireland

2000-2004 Lex Frieden, USA
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D. Rehabilitation International Secretaries General
1942-1948 Bell Greve, LLD, USA
1948-1966 Donald V. Wilson, USA
1966- 1967 Dorothy Warms, USA, (Acting Secretary General)
1967- 1984 Norman Acton, USA
1984-1993 Susan Hammerman, USA
1993-1998 Susan Parker, USA
1999-2001 David Henderson, New Zealand
2001- Tomas Lagerwall, Sweden
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Footnotes

In 1972 when RI was in financial crisis, the New York office was moved into
a small free office space volunteered by United Cerebral Palsy(UCP) in
Manhattan. Because there was little room in the office area, much of the RI
archives were moved into storage at UCP. When RI Headquarters was
moved later to a new office on Park Avenue, staff was unable to locate the

archival materials that had been left in storage at UCP. This material,
which probably included the vast majority of organizational archives from
1922 to 1972 remains lost.

Allen, Edgar (Daddy) "Semi-Annual Meeting: Report from Edgar Allen."

1923, The Crippled Child. Vol. l:no. 3:4.

Financing the Society has been an on-going problem since its inception. On

September 25, 1923, Edgar Allen, delivering the second Semi-Annual
Report noted:

One of the large problems that you will be asked to consider today is the
question of permanent financing of the International Society, so it can be

ofgreater assistance. . .

The Crippled Child was a journal that was remarkably progressive for its
era. In addition to the routine meetings, reports and pronouncements, all of
which are interesting to the history of the Society, there are other brief
asides that provide insight into the thinking of the editorial staff and the

Society's leadership.

For example, in the first year of publication, Hastings Hart from the
Russell Sage Foundation, in a talk to a Society conference takes the mem

bers to task for not including enough women in the organization. At a time
when Rotary and a number of other groups were exclusive to men, such a
comment is interesting. (The fact that more women's names start showing

up with increasing frequency in the journal within the next year may indi

cate that the members took such comments seriously). Hart: 1924

(December).

In the second volume (Volume 2:3:Sept-October), there is a long article

reprinted from the Hospital Social Service Magazine by Arthur
Westerhelweg entitled 'Those Hunchbacks of Notre Dame." In what may be

the earliest critic of how individuals with disability are poorly served by the

media, Westerhelweg takes the makers of the newly released Lon Chaney

silent film "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" severely to task for the preju
diced portrayal of the well-known character. In an eerily modern sounding
review, Westerhelweg foreshadows just about every concern that modern
disability advocates have voiced about portrayals of disability in the media.

It is not clear who the original editor of The Crippled Child was, but by
1924, Joe F. Sullivan of The Michigan Hospital School, has been named
managing editor. Sullivan, a disabled advocate and widely published
author would continue to work on the journal for a number of years, pub
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lishing it from his home base of Battle Creek, Michigan. The actual prepa
ration of the publication was left in the hands of Vivian Hackett who is list
ed as editor. Little is currently known about Vivian Hackett, but she would
continue as editor for more than 20 years and must have played a central
role in collecting and disseminating Society information.

Resolution No. 12: Expressing Appreciation to the League of Nations

WHEREAS, pursuant to the action of the First World Conference on the
Problem of the Crippled, held in Geneva, Switzerland, August, 1929,
there has been presented to the League ofNations a memorial entitled:

"Memorial to the League ofNations requesting the establishment within
the proper section of the league ofan International Bureau of Information
for the collection ofdata pertaining to the care, education and treatment
of the crippled and of the handicapped, and the dissemination of such
information"; and

WHEREAS, such memorial has been most graciously received and con
sidered and the proposals contained therein accepted in principle and
placed on the Agenda of the League for consideration at the session this
Autumn; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, by the Second World Conference of Workers for the
Crippled, assembled in the City of The Hague, their third day of July,
1931, that we express to the League ofNations our most cordial appreci
ation of the consideration already accorded the memorial and our earnest
hope that its appeal may find further favorable action as soon as it can
consistently be taken; and be it

RESOLVED FURTHER, that a copy of these Resolutions properly attest
ed, be presented to the League of Nations as an evidence of our great
appreciation and keen and continued interest.

Greve's devotion to the Society was all the more remarkable given her
crowded schedule. In addition to running the Cleveland Rehabilitation
Center in the US, at the close of the War, Greve was "sequestered" to the
United Nations for extended periods of time. For example, in 1946, Greve
took time off from the Cleveland Clinic to join the staff of the Near East
Foundation in Alexandropol, Armenia, overseeing an orphanage for 4500
children. Donald Wilson, the second RI Secretary General, recalled Greve
mentioning to him how she would ride up into the Armenian hills on horse
back and locate lost children, bringing them into the orphanage. She stayed
in Armenia until the Soviet Union took over and ordered foreign relief
workers to leave. She had already assisted in the establishment of rehabil
itation centers in Mexico, China and Cuba as well as the Hellenic Society
for Crippled Children with Nelly Micrulocki and strengthened these
already established ties after the War. Greve was also active through unof
ficial channels. She organized a small, informal organization called
"Friends of Haiti" to send donated food, clothes and medicines to Sister
Joan Margaret's St. Vincent School for Crippled Children.
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There seems to have been an important break in institutional memory.
Norman Acton, traveling around the American mid-West as part of his

refugee program, recalls that he would regularly hear stories of "Daddy"
Allen as he spoke to civic and church groups —however the break in insti
tutional memory was so significant, there was no awareness by Wilson or

Acton that a large base of potential supporters familiar with the organiza
tion already existed. There was also apparently no awareness of the long
standing links to Rotary. The institutional memory within Easter Seals in

fact seemed to be stronger. Jayne Shover, Executive Director of the
National Easter Seals Society was a member of the RI Council. She was
Secretary and Coordinator for the 8th World Congress and remained

involved until her death.

Attendance was of particular concern for funding for travel was still

extremely difficult to obtain. Over the following decade, Donald Wilson

cleverly addressed this problem by routinely arranging Society meetings to

"piggyback" with those of other larger organizations. For example, a meet

ing of the World Veterans Organization in Rome, or an international polio
conference in Copenhagen would be followed by an International Society
meeting somewhere on the continent two or three days later.

During the Fifth World Congress in Stockholm in 1951, the Society's
Council created a Committee on Prostheses, Braces and Technical Aids to

act as an advisory group to the Council. Lack of financial resources delayed
initiation of the practical program and it was really not until 1965 that the
Council created a group, named the International Committee on Technical
Aids, Housing and Transportation (ICTA), under the chairmanship of Karl
Montan as a separate subgroup of the initial Committee on Prostheses,

Braces and Technical Aids. This group was to continue the activities of the

Subcommittee on the Disabled Homemaker and the Subcommittee on

Transportation. Subsequently, the Committee on Prostheses, Braces and

Technical Aids became the society's International Committee on

Prosthetics and Orthotics, and finally grew into an independent entity, still

active today as the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics

(ISPO).

As noted, one of Rehabilitation International's many accomplishments
should be considered its ability to act as a breeding ground or incubator for

a number of subsequent rehabilitation and disability-related organizations.

Many of these, such as Easter Seals and Disabled Peoples' International,

figure prominently in the history of Rehabilitation International. There are

a number of other organizations that seem to have been founded through

personal contacts and professional discussions first begun through RI.

Attending the 50th Anniversary of the World Federation of Occupational

Therapists in July 2002, RI Secretary General Tomas Lagerwall learned to
his surprise that the organization is based on personal contacts established
at the 1951 Stockholm Congress. While Rehabilitation International files

may contain nothing about the relationship of this organization to RI, RI
figures heavily in the history of the IFOT, which continues to view RI as its
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'mother* organization. At this point, it is not known how many similar
organizations view RI as the breeding ground for their own founding.

12 In preparation for the Nairobi World Congress in 1984, then-President
Fenmore Seton, realized that Ms. Susan Koefoed had never been officially

recognized by the Society for her contribution. At his instigation Ms.
Koefoed, who had gone on to be a successful graphic designer in Denmark,

was brought to Nairobi and presented the Kessler award.

13 In 1977 Professor Rudolf Schindele of the University of Heidleberg had

began the International Journal of Rehabilitation Research (IJRR) as an
initiative through his small publishing firm (Schindele C.V.). Shortly after,
in a meeting with Prof. Jochheim, it was agreed that the journal would be
in future, published under RI auspices.
The European Association for Rehabilitation Research, which now pub
lishes the International Journal of Rehabilitation Research, was founded
by Kurt Jochheim in 1978 with private German foundation funding. For
many years the publication was part of Rehabilitation International, but
eventually the European Association felt it did not have enough control
over the scientific quality of the analysis/meetings and separated from RI.
Susan Parker, Secretary General at this time, was agreeable to the sepa
ration, believing that RI did not have as much time to maintain the journal
as it had in previous years.

14 Individuals with disability were not entirely absent in many organizations

prior to the 1970s. Interestingly, a number of the leading figures in gov
ernment and private voluntary organizations in the 1950's and 1960s were
individuals with disability. But many of these leaders viewed themselves as
administrators or educators first, well enmeshed in professional networks,
and often seem to have personally identified more with their non-disabled

professional colleagues running programs and less with the individuals
with disability that their programs set out to serve.

15 An idea of the scope of contacts created through the Charter for the 80's can
be seen by list of presentations made in the first three years of the Decade,

arguably the crucial period in which the Charter was instrumental in cre
ating an awareness of disability issues at the highest levels of government
and civil society:
1981: Among the many presentations of the Charter, the following glob
al leaders formally received copies: WHO Director General Halfdan Mahler;
the Governor General of Hong Kong, the President of the Philippines, the
Governor General of Barbados, the President of Brazil, the Prime Minister
of Australia, the President of Iceland, the King of Norway, the Hungarian
Secretary of State, the Queen of Belgium, the Prime Minster of Japan, Pope
John Paul, the President of Rotary International and the Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom (Margaret Thatcher).
1982: The Secretary General of the Council of Europe, the President of
Portugal, the Governor General of New Zealand, the Governor General of
Papua New Guinea, the President of Ireland and the Crown Prince of
Jordan.
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1983: The King of Malaysia, the Prime Minister of India (Indira Gandhi),

the Vice President representing the President of Poland, the Administrator
of UNDP and the UN Undersecretary General.

There was some concern about safety and security in Nairobi during an

Executive Committee planning session in the Netherlands because of polit
ical instability in Kenya at the time. Tomas Lagerwall of Sweden left the
planning session in the Netherlands to go to Kenya the following day. He
was working at the APDK (Association of the Physically Disabled in Kenya)
offices with Burton Odera and his staff when tear gas began to drift into the
windows, fired by police who were trying to break up a nearby riot. Burton

Odera was irate, "Why should they do this when Tomas is here?" he shout

ed. The poor timing and the gracious consideration of the Kenyan hosts
were enough —the whole office burst into laughter.
RI felt strongly that holding a World Congress in Africa was important.
Growing attention to disability and rehabilitation throughout the region
and the fact that a World Congress had never been held in Africa made the
idea a timely one. RI Secretary General Susan Hammerman strongly
backed the idea, as did RI President Fenmore Seton. However, some mem
bers of the Executive were worried about political instability. The Hon.

Moody Awori, M.P., RI vice president for Africa and Kenya's Minister for
Tourism and Wildlife, reassured the group of the commitment of the

Kenyan government to fully back the event. In response, Sir Harry Fang
took the lead in writing to all RI members to appeal for support for the
Kenyan event. Hong Kong also pledged to send a substantial delegation to

Kenya. With the help of Mr. M.B. Lee and his friends in the tourism sector,

Hong Kong eventually sent a delegation of over 60 people. The hard work

of the Kenyan hosts, the strong support of RI groups around the world and
the impressive turn out of local and regional disability advocates and reha

bilitation professionals made the Kenyan Congress one of RFs most suc

cessful.
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Appendix A:
The Crippled Child's Bill of , 1931
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Appendix B:
Declaration of the Charter for the 80's

T H E D K <. A D K 0 F R K U A HIM T AT I O N
Sprlaraltnu

TheUniversalDeclarationol HumanRightsassertsthat:

All iiur.--.tnbeing*jre bornfreesndeai»Jhi dignityjnd rights

Everypersonisentitledto a scriesof rightsandfreedomsincludingtherightto socialsecurity,
therightto work,therighttorestandleisure,therighttoanadequatestandardol livingandtheright
to education.Thosehandicappedby physicalor mentaldisabilityhaveinheritedthesamerights,but
specialefforton thepartof suchpersons,theirfamiliesandtheircommunitiesisusuallyrequiredlor
theirrealization.

No countryhascompletely.idequateservicesfor thispurpose.Manycountrieshaveonlybegun
to acquirethe skillsanddeveloptheinstitutionsrequiredfor thesepurposes.Everycountrymust
assignahigherpriorityto thesolutionof thisproblem.

Competenthelp for thedisabledrequires'.veilorganizedfacilitiesfor medical,educational,
vocationalandsocialservices,but throughouttheworldsuchfacilitiesareinadequateforthepresent
disabledpopulation.Predictedgrowthof populationadvancesin man'sability to preservelife,
expandinguse of automobilesandothermechanicaldevices:theseandother lectorsleadto a
constantlylargernumberof disabledpersonswithevermorecomplexproblems.Unabletoguarantee
therightsof allof today'sdisabled,wearenotpreparedlor thecrisiswhichin thefuturewill confront
everyfamily,everycommunityandeverynation.

To stimulatea globalcampaigntomeetthiscrisis.Rehabilitationlnternationalhasproclaimed
theperiod1970-1980TheDecadeof Rehabilitation.lt isour hopeandpleathat,duringthisDecade
andforeverafter,therewill bein everynationreasonableassurancethattherightsof thedisabledare
protectedandthateachhasa Fairopportunitytorealizehisaspirations

Toaccomplishthesegoals.Rehabilitationlnternationa/urges:

THAT diegeneralpopulaceol everynationbeinformedof theproblemsol disabilityandof
theeconomicandsocialvaluesof solvingthoseproblems:

THAT everygovernment,takeurgentactionto expandandexpeditethedevelopmentof all
servicesnecessarytoassistitsdisabled;

THAT thosewho needit requestguidancefor the developmentof theirrehabilitation
services,andthatthosewhocangiveit providesuchguidance:

THAT specialemphasisoe attachedto thetrainingof largernumbersof professionaland
auxiliarypersonnelto workin rehabilitationprograms,andthatstepsbetakentoprovide

financialofldothercompensationsadequateto attractcompetentanddedicatedpeopleto
thesecallings;

THAT we seeksimpler,moreeconomicalandmoreefficientmethodsof deliveringall
categoriesof servicefor thetmnefiiof tin;disabled

Meetingin Teheran.lran, ibis ?4tf, dayof Suiiieiuuerl970, theCouncilof Rehabilitation
lnternationaldedicate!ilsell to tin .iccornphshnicni)t thesetasks,mduivtiasnil governmentsand
theirleadersto join *naworldwidetampaictnto guaranteeto thosewhojre disabledthedignityand

irterightswhichjre ;heirheritage.
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Appendix C:
Charter for the Third Millennium

We enter the Third Millennium determined that the human rights of each

person in every society shall be recognized and protected. This Charter is pro
claimed to translate this vision into reality.
Basic human rights are still routinely denied to entire sectors of the world's

population, including many of the estimated 600 million children, women and

men who have disabilities. We seek a world where equal opportunity for dis

abled people becomes a natural consequence of enlightened policies and leg
islation supporting full inclusion in, and access to, all aspects of society.
Scientific and social progress in the 20th century has increased under

standing of the unique and inviolate value of each life. Yet ignorance, preju
dice, superstition and fear still govern much of society's response to disability.
In the Third Millennium, we must accept disability as an ordinary part of the

varied human condition. Statistically, at least 10% of any society is born with

or acquires a disability, and about one family in four includes a disabled per
son.

In developed and developing countries, in the North and South of the world,

segregation and marginalization have placed disabled people on the lowest
rung of the social and economic ladder. In the 21st century, we must insist on
the same human and civil rights for people with disabilities as for everyone
else.

The 20th Century has demonstrated that with invention and ingenuity it is

possible to extend access to every resource of the community - to the physical,
social, and cultural environments, transportation, information, technology,
mass media, education, justice, public service, employment, sport and recre

ation, voting and worship. In the 21st Century, we must extend this access
from the few to the many, dismantling all environmental, electronic and atti-

tudinal barriers to full inclusion in community life. With that access can come

the stimulation of participation and leadership, the warmth of fellowship, the

glories of shared affection, and the beauties of the earth and universe.

Every minute of every day, more and more children and adults are being
added to the number of persons whose disabilities result from the failure to

prevent preventable diseases and failure to treat treatable conditions. Global

immunization and other prevention strategies are no longer aspirations: they
are practical and cost-effective possibilities. What is needed is the political
determination, primarily of governments, to end this affront to humanity.

Technological advances are theoretically bringing manipulation of the

genetic components of life within human control. This introduces new ethical

dimensions to the international dialogue about disability prevention. In the

Third Millennium we must create compassionate policies that respect the dig
nity of all people and the inherent balance and benefits derived from the wide

diversity among them.
International programs to assist economic and social development should

require minimum accessibility standards in all infrastructure projects, including
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technology and communications, to ensure that people with disabilities are fully
included in the life of their communities.
Every nation should have on-going, countrywide programs to reduce or pre
vent any risk that might lead to impairment, disability or handicap, as well
as early intervention programs for children and adults who become impaired.
All disabled people should have access to treatment, information about self-
help techniques and, if needed, provision of adaptive and appropriate tech
nologies.

Every person with an impairment, and every family with a disabled mem
ber, should receive the rehabilitation services necessary to optimize mental,

physical and functional well-being, thus ensuring the capacity of the disabled
individual to manage life as independently as any other citizen.
Disabled people should have a central role in planning their own rehabili
tation and support programs, and disabled people's organizations should be

empowered with the necessary resources to share responsibility in national
planning for rehabilitation and independent living.
Community based rehabilitation should be widely promoted nationally and
internationally as an affordable and sustainable approach to services.
Each nation must develop, with the participation of organizations of and for

people with disabilities, a comprehensive plan with clearly defined targets
and timetables for implementing the aims expressed in this Charter.
This Charter calls on Member States to support the promulgation of a

United Nations Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities as a key
strategy to achieve these goals.

In the Third Millennium, it must become the goal of all nations to evolve
into societies that protect the rights of people with disabilities by supporting
their full empowerment and inclusion in all aspects of life. For these purpos
es, the Charter for the Third Millennium is proclaimed for action by all
humankind, in the conviction that implementation of its aims is a primary
responsibility of each government, and of all relevant non-governmental and
international organizations.
This Charter was approved by the Governing Assembly of Rehabilitation
International in London, United Kingdom, 9 September 1999.

Secretary General David Henderson
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